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Abstract
This dissertation presents the rst results of KamLAND-Zen, which searches for
neutrinoless double-beta decay of 136Xe with xenon loaded liquid scintillator. An
observation of the decay would establish the Majorana nature of neutrino and prove
the lepton number violation. The decay rate can be translated into the eective
neutrino mass if the mechanism of the decay is light Majorana neutrino exchange,
which is the most commonly discussed. Some models predict decays with the emis-
sion of new bosons so-called Majorons and the eective Majoron-neutrino coupling
constant would be evaluated.
Results reported here are based on the data taken from October 12, 2011 to
February 9, 2012, corresponding to the exposure of 112.3 days livetime times 125 kg
of 136Xe. The measured two-neutrino double-beta decay half-life of 136Xe, T 21=2 =
2:300:02(stat)0:12(syst)1021 yr, is the most precise value in the world, and is
consistent with the recent direct measurement. It supports the conclusion that the
directly measured half-life is signicantly below the lower limit reported by earlier
experiments. From this result, the nuclear matrix element of 136Xe for two-neutrino
double-beta decay is evaluated with high accuracy. It will provide useful information
for the calculation of that for neutrinoless double-beta decay.
No signal of neutrinoless double-beta decay have been observed. We set a lower
limit for the half-life of the decay as T 01=2 > 6:2  1024 yr at 90% condence level
(C.L.), corresponding to the upper limit on eective neutrino masses of 0.26 0.54 eV
(90% C.L.) using recent QRPA and shell model nuclear matrix elements. Such top
level sensitivity has been achieved just by initial attempt.
Half-lives of Majoron-emitting neutrinoless double-beta decay with spectral in-
dex n = 1, 2, 3 and 7 are also estimated. As for \ordinary" decay (n = 1), we
have obtained lower limit of half-life as T 0
0
1=2 > 2:6  1024 yr at 90% C.L. and the
corresponding upper limit on the eective Majoron-neutrino coupling constant is
less than (0.8 1.6)10 5 (90% C:L:). This result is the most stringent limit on the
eective Majoron-neutrino coupling constant for all double-beta decay nuclei and
excludes a previously unconstrained region. The extended limit strongly constrains
the possible contribution of ordinary Majoron emitting decay to the light Majorana
neutrino exchange in the inverted hierarchy scheme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
More than 80 years have passed since W. Pauli introduced a new hypothetical
particle called the \neutrino" in 1930 [1] to explain the energy decits and non-
conservation of angular momentum in nuclear beta decay processes. The rst ex-
perimental conrmation of the existence of the neutrino was done by F. Reines and
C. L. Cowan in 1950's [2], more than twenty years later. The nature of the neutrino
has slowly emerged since then. The most amazing discovery over the past decade is
that neutrinos have non-zero masses and mix, demonstrated by neutrino oscillation
experiments [3, 4, 5]. These experiments have observed neutrino avor transition
from one to another, and provided the squared-mass dierences and mixing angles
of neutrinos [6].
One issue arises from non-zero masses of neutrinos, in addition to the abso-
lute mass scale and mass ordering (hierarchy), the question whether neutrinos are
Majorana or Dirac particles. Majorana neutrino (i:e: if neutrinos are their own
antiparticles) was introduced by E. Majorana in 1937 [7]. When the neutrino was
treated as being massless, there was no physical distinction between Majorana and
Dirac particle. Only electrically neutral massive neutrinos have the possibility to
be Majorana particles, making them fundamentally dierent from other elementary
particles. If the neutrino is a Majorana type lepton, it might explain why our uni-
verse is dominated by matter, or why only neutrino masses are so light. Currently,
the only viable experimental probe of this property is to search for \neutrinoless"
double-beta decay.
More than 75 years have passed by since \double-beta decay" was considered by
M. Goeppert-Mayer in 1935 [8]. Double-beta decay is a very slow nuclear transition
and there are two main modes of the decay. Two neutrino double-beta (2) decay
which emits two electrons and two anti-neutrinos is described by known physics and
those half-lives have been measured in various nuclei. In contrast, neutrinoless
double-beta (0) decay was predicted theoretically by W. Furry in 1939 [9], but
has not yet been observed (excluding one controversial claim). The decay requires
two characteristic neutrino properties; the neutrinos must have mass and must be
a Majorana type lepton [10]. The decaying nucleus emits only two electrons and no
neutrinos, the process thus violates lepton number conservation. This phenomenon
is forbidden in the standard model.
Observation of the 0 decay leads to the conclusion that the neutrino is a
1
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Majorana particle. Furthermore, if 0 transition is mediated by a light Majorana
neutrino (the minimal mechanism of the decay), the 0 decay rate can translate
into an eective neutrino mass, hmi 
iU2eimi, and it provides the neutrino
mass hierarchy and information on the absolute neutrino mass scale. The allowed
region of hmi as a function of the lightest neutrino is currently provided by os-
cillation experiments, dividing it into three categories; degenerate hierarchy (m1 
m2  m3, hmi is more than 60 meV), inverted hierarchy (m2 > m1  m3,
hmi 20 60 meV), and normal hierarchy (m3  m2 > m1, hmi is less than
20 meV), where mi is the mass of i. In addition, there is a claim of observation
of 0 decay at a few hundred meV, in the degenerate hierarchy region, with a
subset of the collaboration of the 76Ge Heiderberg-Moscow experiment [11, 12, 13].
No experiment has conrmed this claim, and the result is still controversial.
From an experimental point of view, owing to squared-mass constraints from
oscillation experiments, specic target of 0 decay (eective neutrino mass) and
required isotopic mass can be determined. Double-beta decay experiments with
more than one hundred kilograms of isotopes (called \next generation" experiments)
will mostly cover the degenerate hierarchy (100 meV or less) within several years.
Searching for the inverted hierarchy (few tens meV of eective neutrino mass) will
become possible in the next decade if extension of isotopic mass to an order of one ton
is realized. In fact, in 2011, two \next generation" experiments started measurement.
Within a few years, several other experiments will also start their measurements.
Some experiments already have plans to search for inverted hierarchy in their next
phase.
KamLAND-Zen (KamLAND ZEro Neutrino double-beta decay) is one of the
\next generation" experiments, which studies 136Xe double-beta decay with xenon
loaded liquid scintillator. The detector is part of KamLAND which was primary
designed to observe a few MeV neutrinos. It has a large and clean environment such
as highly puried 1,000 ton of liquid scintillator. The rst phase of KamLAND-Zen
was started in September, 2011, with 300 kg of 136Xe (the largest isotope mass in
current double-beta decay experiments), to explore the degenerate hierarchy and to
test the claim of observation.
This dissertation presents the rst results from KamLAND-Zen, a measurement
of half-lives of 136Xe double-beta decay. The paper is organized as follows; physics of
neutrinos and double beta decay is summarized in Chapter 2, including the descrip-
tion of various double-beta decay experiments with dierent techniques. Chapter 3
presents the design and detector description of KamLAND-Zen. Event reconstruc-
tion is explained in Chapter 4, and event selection in Chapter 5. Background such
as radioactive impurities are assessed in Chapter 6 and the analysis is described in
Chapter 7. The conclusions are provided in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Neutrino and double beta decay
2.1 Neutrino
The neutrino is one of elementary particles (those are summarized in Tab. 2.1)
in the standard model. The three neutrinos are observable via weak interaction,
and the existence of only left-handed neutrinos L (or right-handed anti-neutrinos
R) are experimentally conrmed. The number of active light neutrino was also
estimated from the decay width of the Z boson by the accelerator experiment to
be 2.9840.008 [14] in 2006. They are electrically neutral unlike other leptons and
quarks.
Table 2.1: Lepton and quark
Particle Flavor Charge Spin
Lepton
e    1 1/2
e   0 1/2
Quark
u c t +2/3 1/2
d s b  1/3 1/2
The neutrino had been traditionally treated as massless lepton in the standard
model. However, recent neutrino oscillation experiments have demonstrated that
the neutrino has minute but nite mass. Neutrino mass terms can be written as two
ways; one is the Dirac mass term
LD =  mD  =  mD(m L R +m R L); (2.1)
and another on is the Majorana mass term
LM =  mL2 [( L)
c L + h:c:]  mR2 [( R)
c R + h:c:]; (2.2)
where  is a four component spinor eld and satises the Dirac equation,  =
 R +  L,  R = (1+
5
2 ) ,  L = (
1 5
2 ) , and  
c  2 . The Majorana condition,
 =  c implies  R = ( L)c. The Dirac mass term conserves lepton number. It also
3
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indicates left-handed and right-handed neutrino have the same mass. In contrast,
the Majorana mass term violates the lepton number conservation by two units, and it
makes a particle and antiparticle indistinguishable. It consists of only left-handed (or
right-handed) eld. Then left-handed and right-handed neutrino can take dierent
mass scale. When the neutrino has Majorana mass term, it is called the \Majorana
neutrino". It is still a question that whether the neutrino is Majorana or Dirac
particle. The Majorana neutrino might be a key to answer the following questions.
Very small mass of neutrinos
It is yet to be known that why only the neutrino mass is so small compared with
other quarks and leptons as shown in Fig. 2.1. The so-called \see-saw mechanism",
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Figure 2.1: Fermion mass hierarchy. Upper limits are provided for the neutrinos
assuming the normal hierarchy. Figure from Ref. [15].
introduced by Yanagida and Gell-mann, provides a natural explanation for the ques-
tion introducing the existence of Majorana neutrinos. In the so called type-I see-saw
mechanism, we take mL = 0;mD 6= 0;mR 6= 0. Then, from Eq. 2.1 and 2.2, the
mass part of the Lagrangian can be rewritten in the matrix form;
LD+M =  12(nL)
cMnL + h:c:; M =

0 mD
mD mR

; (2.3)
where
nL 

L
(R)c

: (2.4)
The matrices M and nL can be written with a unitary matrix U to see the elds
1L and N1L with the masses m1 and M1, respectively;
M0 = UTMU =

m1 0
0 M1

; nL = Un0L = U

1L
N1L

: (2.5)
Then the mass term takes the following form;
LD+M =  12

m1(1L)c1L +M1N c1LN1L + h:c:

: (2.6)
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An assumption of mR  mD derives the mass of neutrinos as m1 = m2D=mR  mD
and M1 = mR. Just like the name implies, tiny neutrino mass is derived from large
mass scale mR, which appears in higher unication theories.
The matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe
The observable universe today is mostly consisted of matter. It indicates the exis-
tence of primordial matter-antimatter asymmetry, and it is measured precisely with
the ratio of the dierence of the number density of matter (nB) and anti-matter
(nB) relative to the photon number density (n);
  nB   nB
n
= (6:1 0:3) 10 10: (2.7)
In order to generate the baryon asymmetry, it requires Sakharov's three condi-
tions [16] as follow,
 Presence of baryon number violating processes,
 C and CP violation,
 Violation of thermodynamic equilibrium.
A system that creates baryon-antibaryon asymmetry (baryogenesis) can be incor-
porated in the Standard Model (electroweak baryogenesis). However, it constrains
Higgs mass [17, 18] lower than the lower bound from LEP experiment or requires
supersymmetric extensions to the standard model. Another attempt to explain
the asymmetry is leptogenesis, which produced an asymmetry between leptons and
anti-leptons in the very early universe. It is then transformed into baryon num-
ber asymmetry. Lepton number excess is introduced from assuming the presence of
right-handed Majorana neutrinos [19].
2.1.1 Limit on the mass of neutrinos
The neutrino has evidently non-zero mass, but the absolute mass scales and mass
ordering remain as unknown. There are wide varieties of the way to measure the
neutrino mass. Sensitive measurements and their detectable mass parameters are
summarized as follow;
 Neutrino oscillation experiment.
It provides the dierence of squared-mass, m2ij = jm2i - m2j j, where mi is the
mass of i and i; j are mass eigenstates. It is obtained as a measured value. It
is independent on Majorana/Dirac neutrinos.
 Cosmology.
It provides sum of active three neutrino mass,mtot 
P3
i=1mi. Value depends
on the cosmological models and data sets. Upper limits are available at the
moment.
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 Direct neutrino mass measurement.
There are three avors of neutrinos and the most sensitive value comes from the
measurement involving electron neutrinos. It provides me 

jUeij2mi2
1=2,
where Uei is the mixing parameter of the neutrino. Only upper limits are
obtained currently. It is independent on Majorana/Dirac neutrinos.
 Neutrinoless double-beta decay.
It provides the eective neutrino mass hmi 
iU2eimi. At present, upper
limits are provided. It requires Majorana neutrinos.
Each result has a relation with other results. Combining these will provide the
understanding of the absolute mass scales of the neutrino. As neutrinoless double-
beta decay is described in Section 2.2, the rest of three measurements are summarized
here.
Mass constraint from oscillation neutrino experiment
Neutrino oscillation experiments provide neutrino mass information in the form of
the dierence of squared-mass, which appeared in a survival probability of the neu-
trino oscillation. Dierent from other mass measurements, it does not provide an
upper limit but a measured value. The value constrains the allowed region of the
neutrino mass obtained from other experiments.
Neutrinos change the avor one to another during propagation. This phe-
nomenon of avor change is observed with variety of neutrinos (e:g: produced in
Sun, atmosphere, reactors and accelerators) and known as neutrino oscillation. The
oscillation leads to two neutrino properties; non-zero mass and mixing.
The neutrino avor eigenstates ji, where  = e; ;  , can be expressed as a
linear combination of the mass eigenstates jii, where i = 1, 2, 3;
ji =
3X
i=1
Uijii; (2.8)
where U* is a complex conjugate of Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (MNS) matrix described
with mixing angle , and CP phase  as follows;
Ui =
0@ c12c13 s12c13 s13e i s12c23   c12s23s13ei  c12c23   s12s23s13ei s23c13
s12s23   c12c23s13ei  c12s23   s12c23s13ei s23c13
1A ; (2.9)
where si;j = sini;j and ci;j = cosi;j (i; j = 1,2,3). Considering propagation, a
survival probability of neutrinos, P ( ! ) that one avor  is changed into
another avor , can be calculated with the mixing angle and the mass squared
dierence m2ij = jm2i - m2j j as
P ( ! ) =   4
X
i>j
Re(U iUiU

jU

j )sin
2ij
+ 2
X
i>j
Im(U iUiU

jU

j )sin
22ij ;
(2.10)
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where
 =
(
1 ( = )
0 ( 6= );
ij 
m2ijL
2E
=
1:27m2ij [eV
2]L[m]
E [MeV]
;
(2.11)
E and L are given values from each oscillation experiment for neutrino energy and
the distance between neutrino sources and detection point, respectively. Combining
data from dierent neutrino source, neutrino mixing parameters are obtained. Cur-
rent values of the best t taken from Ref. [20] are summarized in Table 2.2. The
Table 2.2: Neutrino mixing parameters for the best t values and 3 range from the
global 3 oscillation analysis including recent measurements of 13. Values taken
from Ref. [20]. m2 and m2 are dened as m22   m21 and m23   (m21 + m22)=2,
respectively with m2 > 0 for normal hierarchy (NH) and m2 < 0 for inverted
hierarchy (IH).
Parameter Best t 3 range
m2 (NH or IH) 7:54 10 5eV2 (6.99 - 8.18) 10 5eV2
m2 (NH) 2:43 10 3eV2 (2.15 - 2.66) 10 3eV2
m2 (IH) 2:42 10 3eV2 (2.14 - 2.65) 10 3eV2
sin212 (NH or IH) 0.307 0.259 - 0.359
sin223 (NH) 0.398 0.330 - 0.638
sin223 (IH) 0.408 0.335 - 0.658
sin213 (NH) 0.0245 0.0149 - 0.0344
sin213 (NH) 0.0246 0.0150 - 0.0347
results raise new question for the neutrino mass as to which neutrino is the lightest
or heaviest (mass hierarchy, see Fig. 2.2). If m21 is the lightest, it is called the normal
hierarchy, while in the inverted hierarchy, m23 is the lightest. If the dierence is quite
smaller than each squared mass, it is called the degenerate hierarchy. This problem
remains unknown.
Mass constraint from cosmology
Cosmological observation provides the upper limit of sum of active three neutrino
mass, mtot 
P
mi. Calculated value depends on the cosmological model and on
how to combine various measurements such as CMB, distribution of galaxies, weak
lensing, Hubble constant and so on. The value obtained from seven-year WMAP-
only data is mtot < 1.3 eV (95% C.L.) [21]. Figure 2.3 (left) shows the allowed
region of the neutrino mass obtained from cosmology with each hierarchy. The
lightest mass (mlight) is evaluated from mlight ' mtot=3  0:43 eV and shown as
the vertical line in this gure.
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Figure 2.2: Neutrino mass hierarchy information obtained from neutrino oscillation
experiments. In the normal hierarchy (left), m3 is the heaviest similar to other
leptons and quarks, while in the inverted hierarchy (center), m3 is the lightest. In
the degenerate hierarchy (right), all of the neutrino mass has quite smaller dierence
than the each squared mass.
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Fig. 2. – Constraints on the lightest neutrino mass mlight coming from a) cosmological and b) β
decay experiments. The red and green bands correspond to the normal and inverted orderings,
respectively. The mcosmo upper bound in panel (a) is from [7], and translates into a mlight upper
limit shown via the vertical band in the same panel. The cosmological constraint on mlight is
also shown in panel (b), together with the upper limit on mβ from tritium β decay experiments
[4].
limit values on mcosmo can be found in the literature, depending on the details of the
cosmological datasets and of the cosmological model that were used in the analysis. A
conservative upper limit on mcosmo of 1.3 eV at 95% confidence level [7] is obtained
when CMB measurements from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP)
are combined with measurements of the distribution of galaxies (SDSSII-BAO) and of
the Hubble constant H0 (HST), in the framework of a cold dark matter model with dark
energy whose equation of state is allowed to differ from −1. The relationship between
mcosmo, defined in eq. (2), and the lightest neutrino mass mlight —that is, m1 (m3) in
the case of normal (inverted) ordering— is shown in fig. 2a. The two bands correspond
to the normal and inverted orderings, respectively. The width of the bands is given by
the 3σ ranges in the mass oscillation parameters ∆m2sol and ∆m
2
atm [3]. The horizontal
band in fig. 2(a) is the upper limit onmcosmo. In this quasi-degenerate regime, this upper
bound implies that mlight " mcosmo/3 ! 0.43 eV at 95% CL, as shown by the vertical
band in fig. 2(a).
The neutrino mass scale can also be probed in laboratory-based experiments (see, for
example, [8]). The differential electron energy spectrum in nuclear β decay experiments
is affected both by the neutrino masses and by the mixings defining the electron neutrino
state in terms of mass eigenstates. In this case, the mass combination probed is given
by:
(3) m2β ≡
3∑
i=1
|Uei|2m2i
The relationship between mβ in eq. (3) and mlight is shown in fig. 2(b). Again, the
Figure 2.3: Allowed region of the neutrino mass obtained from cosmology (left)
and tritium beta decay experiment (right). The mlight indicates the lightest mass,
mcosmo  mtot , and m is the same as me . The red and green indicate the normal
and inverted hierarchy, respectively. Blue region shows current excluded region.
Picture is taken from Ref. [15].
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Mass constraint from direct neutrino mass measurements
Direct measurements of the neutrino mass are based on the kinematics of a decay.
Current best limit of the mass of electron (anti-)neutrino comes from the measure-
ment of dierential energy spectrum (especially endpoint) of tritium beta decay via
H3 ! He3 + e  + e + 18.6 keV. It implies an upper limit of the lightest neutrino
mass. Figure 2.3 (right) shows the constraint on the lightest neutrino mass by beta
decay experiments. The limit is obtained from the combined results of the Mainz [22]
and Troitsk [23] experiments. It is me < 2 eV (95% C.L.) [6], and shown as the hor-
izontal line in Figure 2.3 (right). In these measurements, the eective neutrino mass
is expressed as m 

jUeij2mi2
1=2, and it is independent whether the neutrino is
a Dirac or Majorana particle. Improvement of the sensitivity will be accomplished
by KATRIN experiment in Germany [24]. The measurement will start in 2015, and
its targeted sensitivity is 200 meV.
For the reference, the upper limit for the mass of muon neutrino is estimated
to be m < 0.17 MeV (90% C.L.) from momentum analysis of the decay + !
+ +  in 1990's [25]. The upper limit for the mass of tau neutrino is evaluated
to be m < 18.2 MeV (95% C.L.) from tting the distribution of the decay modes,
  ! 2  + + +  and   ! 3  + 2+ + (0) +  in 1990's [26].
2.2 Double beta decay
Double-beta decay is a rare nuclear transition in which a nucleus (A;Z) decays into
its isobar (A;Z + 2). It has two basic decay modes, two-neutrino double-beta (2)
decay and neutrinoless double-beta (0) decay, detail described in Sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2, respectively. In addition, there are several decay modes involving the
emission of a new boson, called Majoron (Appendix A.1). The 2 decay is in the
standard model, and decay rate of various nuclei has been measured, while 0
decay requires new physics, and no observation is established. A decay occurs only
if the rst order decay (A;Z) ! (A;Z + 1) is energetically forbidden or strongly
suppressed. A typical double-beta decay candidate is an even-even nucleus due to
its paring force. An example of level diagram for A = 136 is shown in Fig. 2.4.
In this case, 136Xe, an even-even nucleus, is lighter than 136Cs (odd-odd nucleus).
Therefore it is stable against a single beta decay, and it decays into 136Ba via double-
beta decay. In nature, more than 60 of isotopes are known as double-beta decay
nuclei including + decay and electron capture. From an experimental point of
view, isotopes whose transition to single beta decay is completely forbidden are
better to use, since single beta decay may become a potential background for the
measurement. Exceptions are 48Ca and 96Zr. The decay to (Z, A+1) is allowed
energetically, but a large dierence of nuclear spin greatly suppresses its transition.
Other experimental advantage and disadvantage related to isotopes are summarized
in Section 2.3.
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electron emission, respectively. The arrows EC indicate electron capture transitions.
Table II. – Current best direct measurements of the half-life of ββ2ν processes. The values
reported are taken from the averaging procedure described in [23].
Isotope T 2ν1/2 (year) Experiments
48Ca (4.4+0.6
−0.5)× 10
19 Irvine TPC [28], TGV [29], NEMO3 [30]
76Ge (1.5± 0.1) × 1021 PNL-USC-ITEP-YPI [31], IGEX [32], H-M [33]
82Se (0.92± 0.07) × 1020 NEMO3 [34], Irvine TPC [35], NEMO2 [36]
96Zr (2.3± 0.2) × 1019 NEMO2 [37], NEMO3 [38]
100Mo (7.1± 0.4) × 1018 NEMO3 [34], NEMO-2 [39], Irvine TPC [40]
116Cd (2.8± 0.2) × 1019 NEMO3 [30], ELEGANT [41], Solotvina [42], NEMO2 [43]
130Te (6.8+1.2
−1.1)× 10
20 CUORICINO [44], NEMO3 [45]
136Xe (2.11± 0.21) × 1021 EXO-200 [24]
150Nd (8.2± 0.9) × 1018 Irvine TPC [40], NEMO3 [46]
the one for 136Xe, which has been measured for the first time only in 2011 [24](5).
The neutrinoless mode (ββ0ν),
(23) (Z,A)→ (Z + 2, A) + 2 e−,
was first proposed by W. H. Furry in 1939 [47] as a method to test Majorana’s theory
(5) The 10% accuracy in the 136Xe ββ2ν decay measured half-life in [24] should be contrasted
with a spread of more than one order of magnitude in the corresponding theoretical expectations
from several nuclear structure calculations [25, 26, 27].
Figure 2.4: Level diagram of A=136 from Ref. [15]
2.2.1 2 decay
The standard decay mode, two-neutrino double-beta (2) decay was introduced
for the rst time by M. Mayer in 1935. It consists of two simultaneous beta decays
as
(A;Z)! (A;Z + 2) + 2e  + 2e: (2.12)
Feynman diagram of the decay is shown in Fig. 2.5. An observable value is an inverse
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams for (a) two-neutrino double beta decay and (b)
neutrinoless double beta decay mediated by light neutrino exchange. Figure from
Ref. [26].
observed (except for one controversial claim discussed in Sect. 2.3.1). Neutrinoless
double beta decay was first considered by Raccah in 1937 [28] soon after Majo-
rana put forw rd his symmetric theory of particles and antiparticles. The first
calculations of the rate for 0νββ decay, performed by Furry [29], yielded a much
faster rate than for 2νββ decay, which prompted initial interest in experimental
detection of 0νββ decay. However, at that time the chiral nature of the weak
interaction was not yet known so a severe suppression of the 0νββ rate, discussed
below, was not incorporated in the calculations.
Neutrinoless double beta decay is forbidden in the Standard Model since it
manifestly breaks lepton number cons rvation (and B − L). Of course lepton
number conservation is broken anyway if neutrinos are Majorana particles. Feyn-
man diagrams for 2νββ and 0νββ decay are shown in Fig. 2.3. The 2νββ diagram
contains only Standard Model interactions. The 0νββ diagram requires only the
known V − A interactions in addition to a massive Majorana neutrino. One can
think of the virtual neutrino in the diagram as bei g produced as an antineutrino
(equal to a neutrino since it is Majorana) at one vertex and absorbed as a neu-
trino at the other vertex. In addition to the Majorana equivalence of neutrino
and antineutrino, a nonzero neutrino mass is required to flip the helicity since
antineutrinos are right-handed and neutrinos are left-handed. The helicity flip
and the smallness of the neutrino mass cause the rate of 0νββ decay, if it occurs
at all, to be much lower than the rate of 2νββ decay.
The rate of 0νββ decay driven by the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos is
Figure 2.5: Feynman diagram of 2 dec y. Picture taken from Ref. [27].
number of its half-life T 21=2, and it is described as follows;
(T 21=2)
 1 = G2 jM2 j2; (2.13)
where G2 is a phase space factor andM2 is a nuclear matrix element of 2 decay.
A phase space factor is proportional to the 5th power of (Q  K), where Q is Q
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value of the double-beta decay, and K is the summed energy of electrons. It can be
obtained analytically. Then a nuclear matrix element is derived from 2 decay
experiment. It provides useful information to evaluate the nuclear matrix elements
of 0 decay. Table 2.3 summarizes half-lives measured in several isotopes with
various experimental techniques. Measured values are in order of 1019 24 yr, the
longest time range for radioactive decay process.
Table 2.3: The values of 2 decay half-lives (T 21=2) for various isotopes. Error is
not described here. Category of the experiment is summarized in Section 2.3. ECEC
stands for the double electron capture process.
Direct measurement
Isotope T 21=2, yr Ref.
48Ca 4:4  1019 [28]
150Nd 9:11 1018 [29]
150Nd - 150Sm (0+1 ) 1:33 1020 [30]
96Zr 2:35 1019 [31]
100Mo 7:11 1018 [32]
100Mo - 100Ru (0+1 ) 5:9 1020 [33]
82Se 9:6 1019 [32]
116Cd 2:8 1019 [28]
130Te 7:0 1020 [34]
136Xe 2:30 1021 [35]
76Ge 1:55 1021 [36]
Geochemical measurement
Isotope T 21=2, yr Ref.
128Te (2.2 - 7.7)1024 [37]
130Te (8  27) 1020 [37]
130Ba (ECEC) 2:2 1021 [38]
Radiochemical measurement
Isotope T 21=2, yr Ref.
238U 2:0 1021 [39]
2.2.2 0 decay
In contrast to 2 decay, neutrinoless double-beta (0) decay,
(A;Z) ! (A;Z + 2) + 2e ; (2.14)
violates lepton number conservation, and it points to beyond the standard model.
Feynman diagram of the decay is shown in Fig. 2.6. The decay was considered by
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams for (a) two-neutrino double beta decay and (b)
neutrinoless double beta decay mediated by light neutrino exchange. Figure from
Ref. [26].
observed (except for one controversial claim discussed in Sect. 2.3.1). Neutrinoless
double beta decay was first considered by Raccah in 1937 [28] soon after Majo-
rana put forward his symmetric theory of particles and antiparticles. The first
calculations of the rate for 0νββ decay, performed by Furry [29], yielded a much
faster rate than for 2νββ decay, which prompted initial interest in experimental
detection of 0νββ decay. However, at that time the chiral nature of the weak
interaction was not yet known so a severe suppression of the 0νββ rate, discussed
below, was not incorporated in the calculations.
Neutrinoless double beta decay is forbidden in the Standard Model since it
manifestly breaks lepton number conservation (and B − L). Of course lepton
number conservation is broken anyway if neutrinos are Majorana particles. Feyn-
man diagrams for 2νββ and 0νββ decay are shown in Fig. 2.3. The 2νββ diagram
contains only Standard Model interactions. The 0νββ diagram requires only the
known V − A interactions in addition to a massive Majorana neutrino. One can
think of the virtual neutrino in the diagram as being produced as an antineutrino
(equal to a neutrino since it is Majorana) at one vertex and absorbed as a neu-
trino at the other vertex. In addition to the Majorana equivalence of neutrino
and antineutrino, a nonzero neutrino mass is required to flip the helicity since
antineutrinos are right-handed and neutrinos are left-handed. The helicity flip
and the smallness of the neutrino mass cause the rate of 0νββ decay, if it occurs
at all, to be much lower than the rate of 2νββ decay.
The rate of 0νββ decay driven by the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos is
Figure 2.6: Feynman diagram f 0 decay. Picture taken from Ref. [27].
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Furry in 1939. It requires Majorana nature of the neutrino, regardless of the decay
mechanism [10]. The 0 decay has a quite dierent energy distribution compared
to the 2 decay. As shown in Fig. 2.7, the 2 decay has a continuous spectrum
spread from zero to Q value of a double-beta decay nucleus, while 0 decay
produces a mono-energetic peak at the Q value since all of the decay energy is
carried by the electrons except for the negligible kinetic energy of the nuclear recoil.
Double-beta decay experiments search for this peak1. It has never been observed
except for one controversial claim.
dramatic progress in our ability to compensate for high-
momentum physics that is cut out !see, e.g., Bogner et al.
"2003#$, but reliably correcting for low energy excitations
such as core polarization is a longstanding problem. Par-
tial summation of diagrams, a tool of traditional
effective-interaction theory, is helpful but apparently not
foolproof.
In the long term these issues will be solved. As al-
ready mentioned, the coupled-cluster approximation, an
expansion with controlled behavior, is being applied in
nuclei as heavy as 40Ca. With enough work on three- and
higher-body forces, on center-of-mass motion, and on
higher-order clusters, we should be able to handle 76Ge.
The time it will take is certainly not short, but may be
less than the time it will take for experimentalists to see
neutrinoless double beta decay, even if neutrinos are in-
deed Majorana particles and the inverted hierarchy is
realized. And the pace of theoretical work will increase
dramatically if the decay is seen. Observations in more
than one isotope will only make things better. Our opin-
ion is that the uncertainty in the nuclear matrix elements
in no way reduces the attractiveness of double beta de-
cay experiments. Given enough motivation, theorists are
capable of more than current work seems to imply.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
A. Background and experimental design
Double beta decay experiments are searching for a
rare peak "see Fig. 5# upon a continuum of background.
Observing this small peak and demonstrating that it is
truly !!"0"# is a challenging experimental design task.
The characteristics that make an ideal !!"0"# experi-
ment have been discussed "Elliott and Vogel, 2002; Zde-
senko 2002; Elliott, 2003#. Although no detector design
has been able to incorporate all desired characteristics,
each includes many of them. "Section VII.C describes
the various experiments.# Here we list the desirable fea-
tures:
• The detector mass should initially be large enough to
cover the degenerate mass region "100–200 kg of iso-
tope# and be scalable to reach the inverted-hierarchy
scale region "%1 ton of isotope#.
• The !!"0"# source must be extremely low in radio-
active contamination.
• The proposal must be based on a demonstrated tech-
nology for the detection of !!.
• A small detector volume minimizes internal back-
grounds, which scale with the detector volume. It
also minimizes external backgrounds by minimizing
the shield volume for a given stopping power. A
small volume is easiest with an apparatus whose
source is also the detector. Alternatively, a very large
source may have some advantage due to self-
shielding of a fiducial volume.
• Though expensive, the enrichment process usually
provides a good level of purification and also results
in a "usually# much smaller detector.
• Good energy resolution is required to prevent the
tail of the !!"2"# spectrum from extending into the
!!"0"# region of interest. It also increases the signal-
to-noise ratio, reducing the background in the region
of interest. Two-neutrino double beta decay as back-
ground was analyzed by Elliott and Vogel "2002#.
• Ease of operation is required because these experi-
ments usually operate in remote locations and for
extended periods.
• A large Q!! usually leads to a fast !!"0"# rate and
also places the region of interest above many poten-
tial backgrounds.
• A relatively slow !!"2"# rate also helps control this
background.
• Identifying the daughter in coincidence with the !!
decay energy eliminates most potential backgrounds
except !!"2"#.
• Event reconstruction, providing kinematic data such
as opening angles and individual electron energies,
can reduce background. These data might also help
distinguish light- and heavy-particle exchange if a
statistical sample of !!"0"# events is obtained.
• Good spatial resolution and timing information can
help reject background processes.
• The nuclear theory is better understood in some iso-
topes than others. The interpretation of limits or sig-
nals might be easier for some isotopes.
Historically, most !! experiments have faced U and
Th decay-chain isotopes as their limiting background
component. A continuum spectrum arising from
Compton-scattered # rays, ! rays "sometimes in coinci-
dence with internal conversion electrons#, and $ par-
ticles from the naturally occurring decay chains can
overwhelm any hoped for peak from the !!"0"# signal.
This continuum is always present because U and Th are
present as contaminants in all materials. The level of
contamination, however, varies from material to mate-
FIG. 5. The distribution of the sum of electron energies for
!!"2"# "dotted curve# and !!"0"# "solid curve#. The curves
were drawn assuming that %0" is 1% of %2" and for a 1−&
energy resolution of 2%.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic view of energy spectrum of 2 (left dotted continuum) and
0 (right solid peak) decay. Assumed a 1- energy resolution of 2%. Q is Q
value of a nuclei. Picture from Ref. [27].
The minimal mechanism of 0 decay is a simple exchange of a light Majorana
neutrino. It requires no new physics except for the neutrino being a Majorana
particle. The decay rate of 0, (T 01=2)
 1, is expressed as follows;
(T 01=2)
 1 = G0
M02 hmi2; (2.15)
where T 01=2 is a half-life, G0 is a phase space factor, and M
0 is a nuclear matrix
element of 0 decay. From this relation, we can evaluate the eective neutrino
mass, hmi and it provides information of the absolute mass scale and mass hierar-
chy of neutrinos. The phase space factor is proportional to the 5th power of Q value
and is calculable. Evaluation of the nuclear matrix element mainly depends on the
theoretical calculation, and it is very dicult (Section 2.2.3). This uncertainty be-
comes the largest uncertainty to estimate the eective neutrino mass. The eective
Majorana neutrino m ss, hmi, is dened as
hmi 
iU2eimi
= c212c
2
13e
i1m1 + c213s
2
12e
i2m2 + s213e
 2im3;
(2.16)
where 1 and 2 are Majorana phases, which consist of diagonal matrix P , P =
diag(ei1=2; ei2=2; 1). If the neutrino is a Majorana particle, PMNS matrix (Eq. 2.9)
1Actually, the peak will be widen only by the energy resolution of the detector.
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is multiplied by this matrix. The allowed region of the eective neutrino mass can be
evaluated from Eq. 2.16, dierence of squared-mass, mixing angles and assumption of
the mass hierarchy. The relationship of the eective neutrino mass and the lightest
neutrino mass is shown in Fig. 2.8. For the normal and inverted hierarchy, the
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Normal hierarchy<
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Figure 2.8: Allowed region of the eective neutrino mass as a function of the light-
est neutrino mass. The red and green indicate the normal and inverted hierarchy,
respectively.
lightest neutrino is m1 and m3, respectively. A constraint on the lightest neutrino
mass comes from cosmology and it will also come from the beta decay experiment.
Observation of 0 decay establishes the Majorana nature of the neutrino. On
the other hand, non-observation of 0 decay combined with a determination of
the neutrino mass by beta decay experiments and/or cosmology will provide the
Dirac nature of the neutrino. Similarly, if accelerator experiments succeeds in the
determination of the mass hierarchy with non-observation of 0 decay, it will
provide the Dirac nature of the neutrino.
2.2.3 Nuclear matrix element
Considering a translation from 0 decay half-life to the neutrino eective mass (or
eective coupling constant of a Majoron and the neutrino), and then comparing the
sensitivity with dierent isotopes (experiments), knowledge of the nuclear matrix
element, denoted as M , becomes essential. Although several attempts are made to
evaluate those values experimentally, in general, it is obtained theoretically. The
reliability of calculation has improved. However, it is still a signicant uncertainty
source of the translation, since it includes all nuclear structure eects and it makes
the calculation quite dicult.
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The nuclear matrix element of 0 decay (M0) is described with sum of the
Gamow-Teller (GT), Fermi (F) and tensor (T) contributions,
M0 =   M
0
F
(geA )2
+M0GT  MT
=< 0+i j
X
kl
kl[ HF (rkl)(geA )2
+HGT (rkl)~k  ~l  HT (rkl)Skl]j0+f >;
(2.17)
where geA is the eective axial coupling in nuclear matter, H(rkl) is neutrino poten-
tial, ~k(l) is spin Pauli matrix, and Skl is
Skl = 3(~k  r^kl)(~l  r^kl)  ~k  ~l: (2.18)
Nuclear matrix element involves many virtual intermediate states.
Evaluation of M0 has various approaches. We cannot calculate it exactly as
it is due to the complicated nuclear structure and its interactions. Then an ap-
proximation is required. For example, Interacting Shell Model (ISM) considers only
a limited number of orbits, but all possible correlations are included. In contrast
to ISM, Quasi-particle Random-Phase Approximation (QRPA) calculation includes
a number of single particle states, but congurations are limited. It includes a
parameter gpp, which renormalizes the particle-particle interactions. This value is
determined to reproduce the known half-lives of 2 decay. The QRPA calcula-
tion covers almost all nuclei, while ISM faces computational complexity at the large
atomic number. Figure 2.9 shows calculation results of nuclear matrix elements with
dierent models.
148 J. Menéndez et al. / Nuclear Physics A 818 (2009) 139–151
Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but with Jastrow type SRC. Tu07 QRPA results from Ref. [26] and Jy08 results from Ref. [30].
Fig. 3. Evolution of C(r) for the 48Ca→ 48Ti, 82Se→ 82Kr, 124Sn→ 124Te, 130Te→ 130Xe and 136Xe→ 136Ba
transitions. SRC are not included in the calculation.
4. Radial dependence of the NME
Very recently the radial evolution of the NME has been studied in Ref. [20], in order to see
for what internucleonic distances r the NME gets the major contribution. This is done by repre-
senting the operator C(r) defined as:
M0νββ =
∞∫
0
C(r) dr. (12)
The form of this operator for the transitions studied is shown in Fig. 3. This result is in full
agreement with the QRPA, confirming the findings of Ref. [20]. This is, beyond r = 3 fm there
is no overall contribution to the NME, while the maximum value of C(r) occurs around r =
0νββ-DECAY NUCLEAR MATRIX ELEMENTS WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 79, 055501 (2009)
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FIG. 5. Full ranges of M ′0ν with the CCM and Miller-Spencer
Jastrow treatments of the short-range correlations. For comparison,
the results of a recent large-scale shell model evaluation of M ′0ν that
used the Jastrow-type treatment of short-range correlations are also
shown.
these quantities. The calculation of the 0νββ-decay NME
for 76Ge performed with an adjusted mean field [45] and
in combination with the self-consistent RQRPA (SRQRPA)
method [46], which conserves the mean particle number in
correlated ground state, led to a reduction ofM0ν by 25% when
compared to the previous QRPA value. The phenomenological
Jastrow and UCOM SRCs were considered. We found a
reduction of 20% also in the case of the CCM CD-Bonn SRC.
We have
〈M0ν〉 = 4.24(0.44), 3.49(0.23), Jastrow,
= 5.19(0.54), 4.60(0.23), UCOM,
= 6.32(0.32), 5.15(0.44), CCM. (25)
Here, the first and second values in each line correspond to the
QRPA with Woods-Saxon mean field and the SRQRPA with
adjusted Woods-Saxon mean field [45] way of calculations,
respectively. To better understand the role of proton and
neutron occupation numbers in the 0νββ-decay calculation,
further experimental and theoretical studies are needed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed the issue of a consistent treatment of
the short-range correlations in the context of the 0νββ decay.
These correlations, which have their origins in the short-range
repulsion of the realistic NN interaction, are missing in
the mean field, LSSM, and QRPA descriptions. Until now,
the Miller-Spencer Jastrow and the UCOM SRCs have been
introduced into the corresponding two-body transition matrix
elements, changing two neutrons into two protons, to achieve
healing of the correlated wave functions. The effect of these
SRCs was considered to be an uncertainty [20].
In this article, the short-range correlations have consistently
been calculated within the coupled-cluster method with realis-
tic CD-Bonn and Argonne V18 interactions. An analysis of the
squared correlation functions, represented in terms of a ratio
of correlated and uncorrelated neutrino potentials, has showed
a principal difference among the Miller-Spencer, UCOM, and
CCM SRCs. In addition, the importance of the effect of the
finite nucleon size was studied. It was found that both CCM
SRC and the FNS effect reduce the 0νββ-decay NMEs by
a comparable amount for a considered choice of form-factor
mass. The suppression due to the Miller-Spencer SRC is about
twice as large when compared to results without SRC and the
FNS effect.
Finally, we have improved the presently available calcula-
tions by performing a consistent calculation of the 0νββ-decay
NMEs in which pairing, ground-state correlations, and the
short-range correlations originate from the same realistic
NN interaction, namely, from the CD-Bonn and Argonne
potentials.
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Figure 2.9: Nuclear matrix element calculated by dierent models. Left gure shows
the results of ISM (red point) and QRPA models for the comparison [40]. Right
picture presents the result of QRPA and renormalized QRPA models [41]. For the
comparison, the results of large-scale shell model (noted as NSM) are also presented.
2.3 Double-beta decay experiment
Double-beta decay experiments also have a long history. The experiments are catego-
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rized into two: (1) indirect measurement (Section 2.3.1) and (2) direct measurement
(Section 2.3.2). Early indirect (geochemical) measurements had much higher sen-
sitivities than direct measurements. Current mainstream in experiments is direct
measurements. Ideal experimental design of the decay has been discussed (see e:g:
Ref. [27] and references therein). However, realization of all experimental desirable
features incorporated in one experiment is impossible. Therefore, there are various
experiments with diverse isotopes and techniques.
2.3.1 Indirect measurement
Geochemical measurement
Geochemical double-beta decay experiment was started with 130Te in 1949. This
method is suitable for double-beta decay isotopes whose daughters are noble gases
such as 82Se (82Kr), 128Te (128Xe) and 130Te (130Xe). Conned noble gas in an an-
cient rock sample is rstly extracted and then the isotopic composition is measured.
After taking into account the contribution from the eect of nuclear reactions such
as neutrons and muon induced ones, an excess of amount compared with natural
abundance is estimated. Finally it is translated into half-life of the decay. An ad-
vantage is that the measurement can provide a quite long half-life as not a lower
limit but a measured value (128Te, 1024 yr), while a disadvantage is inseparable
of 0 and 2 decay. First observation of double-beta decay with this method
was achieved with 130Te in 1950 [42] (as was understood in many years later). The
measurements declined in 1990's but it was revived at the beginning of 2000's. First
observation of the double electron capture process of 130Ba was achieved at that
time. Measured half-lives are summarized in Table 2.3 in Section 2.2.1.
Radiochemical Measurement
First radiochemical experiment with 238U was also carried out in 1950. An approach
is similar to the geochemical measurement. Half-life is provided from the number of
accumulated daughter isotopes. On the other hand, this laboratory experiment can
decrease uncertainties associated with an amount of original isotopes and a storage
time. To detect eectively, suitable isotopes have such daughter isotopes that half-
life is short and rarely exist in nature. First observation was reported in 1991 with
33-year stored 238U to be T1=2 = (2:0 0:6) 1021 yr [39].
2.3.2 Direct measurement
A direct measurement of double-beta decay started in the late 1940's with Geiger
counter and 25 g of enriched 124Sn, but we had to wait for the rst observation
of 2 decay (82Se, time projection chamber [43]) for about 40 years. Various
experiments with a variety of isotopes and techniques have been launched and im-
proved their sensitivities (sometimes, \positive" results appeared and disproved by
later experiments). Currently, the half-lives of 2 decay for about ten nuclei are
measured (1019 21 yr). Furthermore, those of the transition to the excited stats
are also detected (see Table 2.3 in Section 2.2.1). A lower limit of half-life of 0
decay is in the order of 1024 25 yr, and corresponding neutrino eective mass reaches
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to a few hundred meV. In 2011, to search the sensitivity of 1025 26 yr half-life or
less than 100 meV of the eective neutrino mass region, two next generation ex-
periments, which have more than 100 kg of isotopes, started running. In addition,
many prototypes of the next generation experiments are running, and many other
experiments are also proposed.
In the following paragraphs, experimental techniques and isotopes including
strengths and limitations, and some major experiments are summarized. Quoted
values of the eective neutrino mass in the summary are not recalculated for a cer-
tain nuclear matrix element model. Therefore its allowed range is dierent depending
on the papers.
Technique and isotopes
Two features of double-beta decay, long half-life (>1019 yr at least) and low Q value
(a few-MeV at a maximum), require at least two experimental conditions that,
 large isotope mass (high scalability of experiments will be preferable),
 low background environment.
For example, to reach the neutrino eective mass 50 meV (in the inverted hierar-
chy), its half-life becomes an order of 1026 27 yr, and a hundred kg to a ton scale of
isotopes will be needed for reasonable running time (high detection eciency is also
ideal). In addition, following requirements will improve the sensitivity that
 High energy resolution.
It will help sensitivity improvement since there is an intrinsic background of
0 from a tail of 2 decay.
 Particle identication and angular distribution.
It will provide good signal/background separation.
 Operation in underground and (active-)shielding.
It will help to reduce muon-induced backgrounds.
Currently, no experiment exists which satises all the described properties above.
Natural abundance and Q value of double-beta decay isotopes are summarized
in Fig 2.10. Considering experimentally suitable isotopes, there are eleven nuclei
whose Q value is more than 2 MeV (48Ca, 150Nd, 96Zr, 100Mo, 82Se, 116Cd, 130Te,
136Xe, 124Sn, 76Ge and 110Pd, ordering high energy to low energy) summarized in
Table 2.4. Desirable features of isotopes are as follow;
 High Q value. (e:g: 48Ca (4.27 MeV), 150Nd (3.37 MeV) and 96Zr (3.35 MeV)).
In the phase space factor, a term, the 5th power of Q value, appears. It is also
useful for the background reduction.
 High natural abundance or establishment of the enrichment. (e:g:130Te (N.A.2
= 34%). 76Ge and 136Xe enrichment factor is >80% and 90%, respectively).
It introduces small contamination in double-beta decay isotopes.
2N.A. = natural abundance.
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Figure 2.10: Natural abundance and Q value of double-beta decay isotopes. Red
points show    decay and blue points show others.
 Slow 2 decay. (e:g: 76Ge and 136Xe ( 1021 yr)).
It reduces its tail in 0 region, and it requires modest energy resolution.
Unfortunately, there is no ideal isotope, too. For example, highQ value isotopes such
as 48Ca (N.A. = 0.19%) and 150Nd (N.A. = 5.7%) have diculty with enrichment
(and it results in high cost). These requirements result in various double-beta decay
experiments.
Major past experiments
Five experiments are introduced here. Best limits of 0 decay are provided by the
HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW and IGEX experiments with 76Ge and the CUORICINO
experiment with 130Te. Their high energy resolution (less than 10 keV at each Q
value) made possible to improve their sensitivities. One claim of observation was also
reported with 76Ge. The DAMA experiment provides the limit of 136Xe double-beta
decay. The NEMO-3 experiment is also notable. It provides the limits of seven(!)
double-beta decay isotopes. Only this experiment measured tracking information.
 HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW (Ge detector, 76Ge)
The HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment measured double beta decay of 76Ge
with ve germanium detectors. It has quite high energy resolution (4 keV FWHM
at Q value). The experiment ran from 1990 to 2003 at Laboratori Nazionali del Gran
Sasso (LNGS). The enrichment of 76Ge was 86% and the total active mass of the
detector was 10.96 kg. The half-life of 76Ge 2 decay was evaluated for the rst
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Table 2.4: Double-beta decay isotopes whose Q values is more than 2 MeV.
Transition Q value (keV) N.A.(%)
48Ca ! 48Ti 4273.6  4 0.19
76Ge ! 76Se 2039.006  0.050 7.6
82Se ! 82Kr 2995.50  1.87 8.7
96Zr ! 96Mo 3347.7  2.2 2.8
100Mo ! 100Ru 3034.40  0.17 9.4
110Pd ! 116Cd 2017.85  0.64 7.5
116Cd ! 116Sn 2813.50  0.13 7.5
124Sn ! 124Te 2287.80  1.52 5.8
130Te ! 130Xe 2527.01  0.32 34.1
136Xe ! 136Ba 2457.83  0.37 8.9
150Nd ! 150Sm 3371.38  0.20 5.7
time as to be T 21=2 = [1:55 0:01(stat)+0:19 0:15(sys)] 1021 yr with an exposure of 47.7
kgyr. A lower limit on the half-life of 76Ge 0 decay was set to T 01=2 > 1:91025 yr
(90% C.L.) with 35.5 kgyr as shown in Fig. 2.11. The corresponding upper limit
of the eective neutrino mass was 0.35 eV. They also evaluated the half-life limits
for Majoron-emitting decay with spectral index n = 1 and 3 to be 6:4 1022 yr and
1:4 1022 yr, respectively [36].150 The European Physical Journal A
Table 1. Identified background components (primordial, cos-
mogenic, anthropogenic), their estimated activities and most
probable locations in the full setup of the HEIDELBERG-
MOSCOW experiment.
Isotope Average for all 5 detectors
Localisation Activity
(µBq/kg)
238U Cu cryostat 85.0
238U Pb shield < 11.3
232Th Cu cryostat 62.5
232Th Pb shield < 0.9
40K Cu cryostat 480.3
40K LC2-Pb 310 (external measurement)
210Pb LC2-Pb 3.6× 105 (external measurement)
54Mn Ge crystal 4.2
57Co Ge crystal 2.6
58Co Ge crystal 3.4 (only No. 3 & 5)
65Zn Ge crystal 20.2 (No. 2-4)
54Mn Cu cryostat 17.1
57Co Cu cryostat 32.4
58Co Cu cryostat 23.4 (only No. 3-5)
60Co Cu cryostat 65.2
125Sb Cu cryostat 36.2
134Cs Cu cryostat 5.1
137Cs Cu cryostat 67.8 (No. 5: 463.9)
207Bi Cu cryostat 7.2
4 Results for the 2νββ and the 0ν(χ)χββ
decays
In fig. 3 the summed data of the five detectors are shown
together with the result after subtracting the identified
background components. A bin width of 20 keV is chosen
in order to avoid statistical fluctuations when subtracting
the simulated γ lines from the measured spectrum. The
contribution of the 2νββ decay to the residual spectrum
is clearly visible. Its half-life was determined under the
assumption that the entire residual spectrum is composed
of the 2νββ signal. Due to non-identified background in
the energy region below 700 keV, the fit interval for the
2νββ signal is chosen between 700–2040 keV. With the
above assumption, this region contains 64553 2νββ events,
corresponding to 51.7% of the total 2νββ signal.
The theoretically expected 2νββ spectrum was fitted
to the data in a maximum likelihood fit with T1/2 as free
parameter, resulting in the following half-life for the 2νββ
decay at 68% C.L. (combined result for the five detectors):
T 2ν1
2
=
(
1.55± 0.01(stat) +0.19−0.15(syst)
)× 1021 y . (4)
The statistical error is evaluated from the parabolic
behaviour of the logarithmic likelihood ratio which corre-
sponds to a χ2 function. The systematic error includes
the error of the simulated detector response, the error
made by the misplacement of background activities and
the normalization error due to the statistical error of the
measured γ lines (see [17]).
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Fig. 3. Summed spectra of all five detectors after 47.7 kg y
of measurement together with the residual spectrum after sub-
tracting all identified background components. The thick line
shows the fitted 2νββ signal.
The inferred value for the half-life is consistent with
earlier results of this experiment [15,23] and with the re-
sult of [24] (but not with the result of [25]) —as well as
with the range of theoretical predictions, which lie be-
tween 1.5 × 1020–2.99 × 1021 y [26–30]. The prediction of
[26,30] for the 2νββ matrix element agrees within a fac-
tor of
√
2 with the experimental value. This calculation,
underestimating the matrix element by 40%, was the best
theoretical prediction of the various matrix element calcu-
lations for two-neutrino ββ decay of 76Ge.
The half-life limits of the majoron-emitting decay
modes were determined from the same data set by fitting
the 2νββ and the 0νχββ spectra simultaneously. The con-
sidered majoron models are described in [31]. Since the se-
lected energy interval starts at 700 keV, an analysis of the
decay-mode with the spectral index n = 7 (maximum at
about 500 keV) was not possible. The results of the fits for
n = 1 and n = 3 are shown in table 2. The 2νββ half-lives
extracted in the two-parameter fits are consistent within
1σ with the exclusive double beta decay evaluation. In ta-
ble 3 a comparison of the effective majoron-neutrino cou-
plings extracted for different double beta nuclei is made.
5 Results for the 0νββ decay
For the evaluation of the 0νββ decay we consider the raw
data of all five detectors as well as data with pulse shape
analysis. The pulse shape analysis method used here is
described elsewhere [32]. No further data manipulation is
done, e.g. the previously established background model is
not subtracted. We see in none of the two data sets an indi-
cation for a peak at the Q-value of 2038.56±0.32 keV [33]
of the 0νββ decay.
The total spectrum of the five detectors with a sta-
tistical significance of 53.9 kg y contains all the data with
the exception of the first 200 d of measurement of each
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Table 2. Half-life limits for the majoron-emitting decay modes and derived coupling constants using the matrix elements
from [31] for different majoron models (n is the spectral index of the decay mode).
Modus Model n T 0νχ1/2 > (90% C.L.) 〈gνχ〉 < (90% C.L.)
χββ [34] 1 6.4× 1022 y 8.1× 10−5
lχββ [35],[36] 3 1.4× 1022 y 0.11 (0.04)
Table 3. Half-life limits on the majoron-emitting decay mode
0νχββ extracted from different nuclei and the derived limits
on the effective majoron-neutrino coupling for n = 1.
Nucleus Reference T 0νχ1/2 > 〈gνχ〉 < C.L. (%)
76Ge this work 6.4× 1022 y 8.1× 10−5 90
82Se [37] 2.4× 1021 y 2.3× 10−4 90
96Zr [38] 3.5× 1020 y 2.6× 10−4 90
100Mo [39] 5.4× 1021 y 7.3× 10−5 68
116Cd [40] 3.7× 1021 y 1.2× 10−4 90
128Te [41] 7.7× 1024 y 3.0× 10−5 90
136Xe [42] 7.2× 1021 y 2.0× 10−4 90
150Nd [43] 2.8× 1020 y 9.9× 10−5 90
detector, because of possible int rf r nce with the cosmo-
genic 56Co. The in erpolated n rgy re olu ion at the en-
ergy at the hypothetical 0νββ peak is (4.23 ± 0.14) keV.
The expec ed backgrou d in the 0νββ region is estimated
from the energy interval 2000–2080 keV. In this range
the background is (0.19 ± 0.01) counts/(kg y keV). The
expected background in the 3σ peak interval, centered
at 2038.56 keV interpolated from the adjacent energy re-
gions, is (110.3 ± 3.9) events. The number of measured
events in the same peak region is 112. To extract a half-
life limit for the 0νββ decay we follow the conservative
procedure recommended in [44].
With the achieved energy resolution, the number of
excluded events in the 3σ peak region is 19.8 (12) with
90% C.L. (68% C.L.), resulting in a half-life limit of (for
the 0+ → 0+ transition):
T 0ν1/2 ≥ 1.3× 1025 y 90% C.L. ,
T 0ν1/2 ≥ 2.2× 1025 y 68% C.L. .
We consider now the data for which the pulse shape
of each interaction of the detectors was recorded and an-
alyzed. The total statistical significance is 35.5 kg y and
the background index in the energy region between 2000–
2080 keV is (0.06±0.01) events/(kg y keV), about a factor
3 lower than for the full data set. This is due to the large
fraction of multiple Compton scattered events in this en-
ergy region, which are effectively suppressed by the pulse
shape discrimination method. The expected number of
events from the background left and right of the peak re-
gion is (20.4±1.6) vents, the me sured number of events
in the 3σ peak region is 21. Following again the method
proposed by [44], we can exclude 9.3 (5.5) events with
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Fig. 4. Sum spectrum of all five detectors with 53.9 kg y and
SSE spectrum with 35.5 kg y in the region of interest for the
0νββ decay. The curves correspond to the excluded signals
with T 0ν1/2 ≥ 1.3 × 1025 y (90% C.L.) and T 0ν1/2 ≥ 1.9 × 1025 y
(90% C.L.), respectively.
90% C.L. (68% C.L.). The limit on the half-life is:
T 0ν1/2 ≥ 1.9× 1025 y 90% C.L. ,
T 0ν1/2 ≥ 3.1× 1025 y 68% C.L.1 .
To examine the dependence of the half-life limit on the
position of the 3σ peak interval (12.7 keV) in the spec-
trum, we shifted the peak interval between 2028 keV and
2048 keV. It results in a variation of the half-life limit
between 2.5 × 1025 y and 1.2 × 1025 y at 90% C.L. (for
the data with pulse shape analysis). This demonstrates
a rather smooth background in the considered energy re-
gion. Figure 4 shows the combined spectrum of the five
detectors after 53.93 kg y and the spectrum of point-like
interactions, corrected for the detection efficiency, after
35.5 kg y. The solid lines represent the exclusion limits for
the two spectra at the 90% C.L. Using the matrix elements
of [30] and neglecting right-handed currents, we can con-
vert the lower half-life limit into an upper limit on the
effective Majorana-neutrino mass, which are listed in ta-
ble 4. As mentioned in sect. 4, the calculation [30] used
here, gave the prediction most close to the experimental 2ν
1 These limits are slightly sharpened when the new Q-value
of 2039.006(50) keV is used, which has been published [45] after
finalizing this paper.
Figure 2.11: Energy spectrum of 2 decay (left) and 0 region (right) [36].
 Claim f Observation (Ge detector, 76Ge)
A subset of he H d lberg-moscow collaboration claimed the observation of 0
decay with a half-life of 1:5  1025 yr (3.1 C.L.) in 2001 [11]. This statement was
disagreed with oth r part of collabo at rs [44] and obtained critical replies [45, 46].
They developed their analysis and improved statistical signicance. In 2006, they
r ported half-life of 76Ge 0 decay, T 01=2 = 2:23
+0:44
 0:31  1025 yr with more than 6
signicance [13]. Energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.12. It corresponds to 0.32 
0.03 eV of the eective neutrino mass. This result has not been accepted by the
whole community, bu no conrmation or refutation of this claim has been obtained.
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The next generation experiment will solve the controversial issue.
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Fig. 8. The pulse shape selected spectrum (selected by neuronal net-NN) with detectors 2, 3, 4,
5 from 1995 to 2003 in the energy interval 2000–2100 keV (see Refs. 3 and 4). The signal at Qββ
has a confidence level of 6.4σ (7.05 ± 1.11 events).
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Fig. 9. The sum of the neuronally selected (NN) pulses and of the spectrum selected by the
zero range library, measured with detectors 2, 3, 4, 5 from 1995 to 2003 in the energy range of
(2000–2060) keV. Shown are the events observed in the full detector (a) and cutting the detector
boundaries by 1, 2 mm. Signals near Qββ are found on a 5.2σ (10.64± 2.06 events), 6.5σ (11.32±
1.75 events) and 6.8σ (10.75± 1.58 events) confidence level (a, b, c, respectively).
Figur 2.12: En gy spectrum of 76Ge 0 decay [13]
 IGEX (Ge detector, 76Ge)
The International Germanium Experiment (IGEX) also searched for the 76Ge neu-
trinoless double-beta decay with 86% isotopically enriched germanium crystals. The
experiment started in 1990's and detectors operated in three dierent laboratories:
the Homestake gold mine in USA, the Canfranc in Spain, and the Baskan Neutrino
Observatory (BNO) in Russia [47]. In an exposure of 117 mol yr (8.8 kgyr), the
76Ge 0 half-life of T 01=2 > 1:57  1025yr (90% C.L.) was obtained. The corre-
sponding eective neutrino mass was in the range of 0.33 1.35 eV [48].
 DAMA (Scintillator, 136Xe)
DAMA searched for the 2 and 0 decay of 134Xe and 136Xe with low back-
ground liquid xenon scintillator at LNGS. Total amount of liquid xenon was 2 liters
(6.5 kg) containing 17.1% of 134Xe and 68.8% of 136Xe, and the data collected
over 8823.54 h. Corresponding exposure for the 134Xe and 136Xe was 1.1 kgyr and
4.5 kgyr, respectively. Obtained lower limits of 136Xe 2 and 0 half-life were
T 21=2 > 1:01022yr (90% C.L.) and T 01=2 > 1:21024yr (90% C.L.), respectively. For
134Xe, 0 half-life was set to T 01=2 > 5:81022yr (90% C.L.). They also evaluated
the half-life limits for 2(0+ ! 2+) and Majoron-emitting decay with spectral
index n = 1 for 136Xe to be 9.4 1021 yr and 5.0 1023 yr, respectively [49].
 CUORICINO (Bolometer, 130Te)
The CUORICINO searched for the 130Te neutrinoless double-beta decay with 40.7
kg of TeO2 (11.3 kg of 130Te) crystals. 130Te has high natural abundance. This
experiment operated between 2003 and 2008 at LNGS, with a total exposure of
19.75 kgyr of 130Te. The primary detector was a tower array of 62 TeO2 crystals
as bolometric detectors. In the detector, an energy deposit (E) was converted to
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the heat, raising temperature of the crystals (T), and it was measured as an
electric signal by thermistors. To obtain the detectable T with a small energy
deposition, heat capacity C should be suciently small since they have the relation
that T = E=C. C is proportional to the 3rd power of temperature, then low
temperature is required. This detector is operated at 10 mK, and T at the Q
value is 1.7710 4K. It had also high energy resolution (8 keV FWHM at the Q
value). The obtained lower limit of the 130Te 0 half-life was T 01=2 > 2:8 1024yr
(90% C.L.), and the corresponding upper bound on the eective neutrino mass was
300 710 meV [50]. They also evaluated the lower limits on the half-lives of the
exited 0+ state in 130Xe for 2 and 0 decays to be 1.3 1023 yr and 9.4 1023
yr at 90% C.L., respectively [51].
 NEMO-3 (Track-calo detector, 100Mo, 82Se, 96Zr, 150Nd, 116Cd, 48Ca, and 130Te)
The NEMO-3 was cylindrical tracking detector holding totally 9 kg of seven dif-
ferent double-beta decay isotopes. Dierent from above experiments, isotopes do
not play a role of detection part. It can detect the path and energy of the individ-
ual electrons, in addition to the total energy deposit. The tracks are reconstructed
from information of drift wire chamber in Geiger mode and energy is measured by
surrounding plastic scintillators coupled with PMTs. Magnetic eld created around
the detector is used to identify electron-positron pairs. It ran from 2003 to Jan-
uary, 2011 in Frejus Underground Laboratory in France. They measured 2decay
clearly with seven isotopes (100Mo (6914 g) [32], 82Se (932 g) [32], 96Zr (9.4 g) [31],
150Nd (37 g) [29], 116Cd (405 g) [28], 48Ca (7 g) [28], and 130Te (454 g) [34]). The
energy spectra of 100Mo double-beta decay are shown in Fig. 2.13. The best lower
limit of half-life for 0 decay is obtained from 100Mo to be T 01=2 > 1:1  1024yr
(90% C.L.), and the corresponding upper bound on the eective neutrino mass was
set to be 0.45 0.93 eV with various kinds of nuclear matrix elements [28]. They also
provide lower limits of half-life for other double beta decay process such as Majoron
emission (spectral index n = 1, 2, 3 and 7), right-handed currents, and transition
to the excited states for each isotope.
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external γ-rays, radon inside the tracking volume
and internal radioactive contamination of the source.
All three groups were estimated from NEMO-3 data
with events of various topologies [18]. In particular,
the radon and internal 214Bi are measured with eγα
events. The eγ, eγγ, and eγγγ events are used to
measure the 208Tl activity requiring the detection of
the 2.615-MeV γ-ray typical of the 208Tl β decay.
Single-electron events are used to measure the foil
contamination by β emitters. The external back-
ground is measured with the events with the detected
incoming γ-rays that produce an electron in the
source foil. The control of the external background
is done with two-electron events originating from
the pure copper and natural tellurium foils. Mea-
surements performed with HPGe detectors and with
radon detectors are used to verify the results. Dif-
ferent levels of radon activity in the tracking volume
were detected in the data taken before October 2004
(Phase 1), and after the installation of the antiradon
facility (Phase 2).
3.1. Measurement of 2νββ Half-Lives
Measurements of the 2νββ decay half-lives have
been performed for seven isotopes available in
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external γ-rays, radon inside the tracking volume
and internal radioactive contamination of the source.
All three groups were estimated from NEMO-3 data
with events of various topologies [18]. In particular,
the radon and internal 214Bi are measured with eγα
events. The eγ, eγγ, and eγγγ events are used to
measure the 208Tl activity requiring the detection of
the 2.615-MeV γ-ray typical of the 208Tl β decay.
Single-electron events are used to measure the foil
contamination by β emitters. The external back-
ground is measured with the events with the detected
incoming γ-rays that produce an electron in the
source foil. Th control of the external background
is done with two-electron events originating from
the pure copper and natural tellurium foils. Mea-
surements performed with HPGe detectors and with
radon detectors are used to verify the results. Dif-
ferent levels of radon activity in the tracking volume
were detected in the data taken before October 2004
(Phase 1), and after the installation of the antiradon
facility (Phase 2).
3.1. Measurement of 2νββ Half-Lives
Measurements of the 2νββ decay half-lives have
been performed for seven isotopes available in
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Figure 2.13: Energy spectrum of 100Mo 2 decay (left) and 0 (right) re-
gion [28]
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Major current and future experiments
Although there are many proposal for experiments, only 4 experiments are intro-
duced here. KamLAND-Zen is not included. Common feature of experiments is a
large amount of isotopes. Except for EXO, rests are a successor of the past experi-
ment: Ge experiments, CUORICINO and NEMO-3. Their experimental techniques
are already established. Therefore they construct the prototypes of the detector
with improvements, and then extend them.
 EXO-200 (TPC, 136Xe, running)
The Enriched Xenon Observatory (EXO) is one of the \next generation" experi-
ments. It uses 200 kg of 80% enriched 136Xe with a time projection chamber (TPC),
which detects both scintillation and ionization. It started running in early 2011 at
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in America and observed 136Xe 2 decay for
the rst time to be T21=2 = [2:23  0:017(stat)  0:22(sys)]  1021 yr. Half-life of
0 decay is also obtained (one of the current best value) that T01=2 > 1:6 1025yr
and the corresponding eective neutrino mass range of 140 380 meV [52].
Final design of EXO uses 1 ton of 136Xe to search for inverted hierarchy with
newly constructed detector. For the technical issue, they aim to identify daughter
barium ion to make 136Xe double-beta decay free from backgrounds.
 GERDA and MAJORANA (Ge detector, 76Ge, running and planning)
GERDA searches for 76Ge double-beta decay with arrays of high-purity germanium
detectors, which are refurbished from those used in HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW and
IGEX. Data taking for the phase I started in early 2011 with 18 kg of isotope.
Currently no published result is available, but they reported observation of clear
2 decay and achievement of a low background environment compared to the
previous Ge experiment. They will start the phase II in 2013 adding 20 kg of
isotopes to reach half-life in the order of 1026 yr.
MAJORANA is also a proposed experiment which uses high-purity germanium
detectors. With 20 kg of isotopes, it will start running in 2013.
 CUORE (Bolometer, 130Te, running and planning)
The Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events (CUORE) is a successor
of CUORICINO (TeO2 bolometer tower). An array of 19 vertical towers will in-
clude 200 kg of 130Te. A prototype of CUORE, a single tower, CUORE-0 started
operation in 2012 to test newly constructed assembly line and level of backgrounds.
Target of CUORE-0 is to reach half-life in the order of 1024 25 yr and CUORE's in
1026 yr. The corresponding neutrino eective mass is less than 100 meV.
 Super-NEMO (Track-calo detector, 82Se, demonstrator construction)
Super-NEMO is a new installment of the NEMO detector series. 100 kg of 82Se with
combination of improved tracking and calorimeter detectors aim to search for half-
life in order of 1026 yr. The corresponding neutrino eective mass is less than 100
meV. Its demonstrator which has 7 kg of 82Se started construction in the laboratory
and will start operation in 2014.
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Except for above, many experiments are running or proposed such as CANDLES
(CaF2 crystals in liquid scintillator, 48Ca), DCBA (drift chamber, 150Nd), AMORE
(CaMoO4 crystals, 48Ca), COBRA (CdZnTe semiconductors,116Cd), NEXT (TPC,
136Xe), SNO+ (liquid scintillator, 150Nd) and so on. In Table 2.5, current best
results for 0 decay obtained from the direct measurement are summarized.
Table 2.5: Lower limits of 0 half-lives and corresponding upper limits of the
eective neutrino mass (Q value > 2 MeV). All values are at 90% C.L.
Isotope T 01=2 hmi Experiment NME Ref.
(yr) (eV)
48Ca 5:8 1022 3.5 22 ELEGANT VI (2008) [53] [54, 55]
150Nd 1:8 1022 4.0 6.3 NEMO-3 (2009) [29] [56, 57]
96Zr 9:2 1021 7.2 19.5 NEMO-3 (2010) [31] [55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]
100Mo 1:1 1024 0.45 0.93 NEMO-3 (2011) [28] [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]
82Se 3:6 1023 0.89 2.43 NEMO-3 (2011) [28] [55, 58, 59, 60, 61]
116Cd 1:7 1023 1.7 Solotvina (2003) [62] [63]
130Te 2:8 1024 0.300 0.710 CUORICINO (2011) [50] [40, 60, 61, 64]
136Xe 6:2 1024 0.26 0.54 this work (2012) [35] [40, 41]
1:6 1025 0.140 0.380 EXO-200 (2012) [52] [40, 41, 61, 63, 65]
124Sn 2:0 1019 150 408 Korea (2009) [66] [46, 63, 67, 68]
76Ge 1:9 1025 0.35 H-M (2001) [36] [63]
1:57 1025 0.33 1.35 IGEX (2002) [48] [63, 69, 70, 71, 72]
y H-M denotes HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW.
Chapter 3
Double beta decay with
KamLAND-Zen
KamLAND-Zen is a modication of the existing KamLAND. In this chapter, its
experimental design, structure of KamLAND and details of KamLAND-Zen items
are described.
3.1 Experimental design
As written in Chapter 2, there are many experiments, which search for neutrinoless
double-beta decay with various techniques and isotopes. Non-existence of ideal
experiments makes many choices of experimental design.
Our experiment, KamLAND-Zen studies 136Xe double-beta decay with 13 tons of
Xe loaded liquid scintillator (Xe-LS). We measure the scintillation light proportional
to the summed energy of two electrons with photo-multiplier tubes. The detector is
a part of KamLAND which was primary designed to observe a few MeV neutrinos
with 1,000 tons of highly puried liquid scintillator. The neutrino experiment has
a similar feature with double-beta decay's to the extent of searching for a rare
event and requirement of large amount of target and low background environment.
KamLAND-Zen is placed in the center of KamLAND (detail described in following
sections). Utilization of KamLAND brought us the following advantages;
 KamLAND is located and operated at the underground. Rock overburden
corresponding to 2,700 m water equivalent reduces the cosmic-ray muon ux
by ve orders of magnitude compared with ground level. It reduces muon-
induced backgrounds.
 No big modication to the detector is necessary to accommodate double-beta
decay nuclei. Relatively low cost and fast construction is possible. In addi-
tion, well known detector (running for 10 years) provides established analysis
tools. It enables to monitor the detector condition during the modication.
 The detector has a high scalability. It is possible in one detector to reach
inverted hierarchy region with ton-scale isotope mass. Considering 3% by
23
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weight of 136Xe dissolved into the liquid scintillator, 30 tons of the nucleus
is soluble at the maximum.
 Original purpose of KamLAND, reactor- and geo-antineutrino observations
can be continued since detection method is dierent from double-beta decay.
 Ultra low radioactivity environment based on ultra pure liquid scintillator
works as 4-m-thick active shield of external backgrounds. It also works as a
detector for internal double-beta decay target and radioactive impurities.
Our choice of double-beta decay isotope is 136Xe. It has 2.458 MeV Q value [73]
and  1021 years half-life of 2 decay. Its slow half-life of 2 decay reduces
intrinsic background (tail of 2 decay) in 0 region and it requires a modest
energy resolution. The fact that xenon is one of the noble gas also provides ad-
vantages. It is known that the noble gas dissolves into organic solvent in general
and xenon is no exception. Xenon is soluble to the liquid scintillator for 3% by
weight, furthermore, easily extracted. Xenon is chemically stable, so it does not
degrade the liquid scintillator or other materials. It is not liquid xenon, then, low
temperature or pressure control is not required. 136Xe has relatively high natural
abundance (8.7%) and method of isotopic enrichment (centrifugation) is established.
Actually, KamLAND-Zen uses 91% enriched 136Xe. Colorless and transparency
are also important features.
It will be contemplated that a possible serious background for 0 decay search
is well-known 2.614-MeV  coming from 208Tl ( , Q = 5.0 MeV) in 232Th decay
chain, but it would not. KamLAND (or KamLAND-Zen) cannot distinguish its 
and  rays. Then 208Tl is detected with coincident = in the liquid scintillator,
and its 2.614 MeV  distribute in 3 5 MeV. Level diagram of 208Tl is found in
Appendix C.1.1.
3.2 Detector (KamLAND)
KamLAND (Kamioka Liquid scintillator Anti-Neurino Detector) is a low energy
(anti-)neutrino detector with a highly puried 1,000-ton liquid scintillator. Con-
struction started in 1997 and data taking started in January, 2002. Over 10 years,
KamLAND has observed various kinds of neutrinos between sub-MeV to several
tens of MeV, and produced results such as precise measurement of m221 by reactor
neutrinos [5, 74, 75, 76], constraint for 13 [76], the rst detection and measurement
of geo neutrinos [77, 78], observation of 8B neutrino ux from Sun [79], and search
for e source from the sun and other sources [80].
KamLAND is located in the former Kamiokande site of the Kamioka mine, 1,000
m under the top of Mt. Ikenoyama, in Gifu prefecture, Japan. Owing to the rock
overburden equivalent to 2,700 m water, the cosmic-ray muon ux in the inner de-
tector is about 105 less than the ground level. Figure 3.1 shows a muon ux at
each experimental site as a function of depth in km water equivalent. Thanks to
its surrounding environment, Kamioka mine contains other experimental halls for
CANDLES (double beta decay experiment), Super-Kamiokande (neutrino experi-
ment) and XMASS (dark matter experiment).
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Figure 3.1: Total muon ux as a function of vertical depth in water equivalent [15].
In descending order, name of facility, country, major double beta decay experi-
ment(s) are
 WIPP (Waste Isolation Pilot Plant), America, EXO,
 LSC (Laboratorio Subterraneo de Canfranc), Spain, NEXT,
 SUL (Soudan Underground Laboratory), America,
 Kamioka (Kamioka Observatory), Japan, KamLAND-Zen and CANDLES,
 Boulby (Boulby Undergound Laboratory), UK,
 LNGS (Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso), Italy, Heidelberg-Moscow, CUORI-
CINO, CUORE, GERDA, DAMA/Libra and COBRA,
 LSM (Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane), France, NEMO and Super NEMO,
 SUSEL (Sanford Underground Laboratory at Homestake), America, MAJORANA
DEMONSTRATOR,
 BNO (Baksan Neutrino Observatory), Russia, Copper proportional counters,
 SNOLAB, Canada, SNO+.
Red, blue and green dots show facilities located in Europe, America and Asia, re-
spectively.
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The KamLAND experimental site is shown in Fig. 3.2. The detector is straight
2 km far from the entrance of the Kamioka mine. Two purication systems for liquid
scintillator (one is not shown in this picture), water purication system for outer
detector and high purity nitrogen system were installed. In the control room, com-
puter system is installed to control and monitor the data acquisition. Electronics
hut and calibration device are built on the detector, called dome area. Clean room
called HV room is connected to the dome area. High voltage (HV) power supply
systems for PMTs are placed in this room. There are also many gauges to check
detector conditions such as load of balloon, oil and water temperature, oxygen con-
centration and so on. Details of each components are described in each sub-sections.
KamLAND Dome Area
Clean Room
Controll Room
High Purity N2 system
1st Purification System
2nd Purification System
Water Purification System
Detector
1,000m
Mt. Ikemoyama
Figure 3.2: A diagram of the KamLAND experimental site.
3.2.1 Detector structure
The KamLAND's main 2 components are liquid scintillator detector (inner detector,
ID), and water Cherenkov detector (outer detector, OD). These are divided by 18-
m-diameter spherical stainless steel contaminant tank. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic
of the detector structure. The ID is designed for detection of neutrino signals, while
the OD tags and/or absorbs backgrounds coming from outside such as cosmic ray
muons, -rays and neutrons from surrounding rocks. Details are described below.
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Calibration Device
Highly purified 
Liquid Scintillator 
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Chimney
Figure 3.3: A schematic diagram of the detector.
Inner detector (ID)
The heart of KamLAND is 1,000 tons of highly puried liquid scintillator (see sec-
tion 3.2.2) contained in a 13-m-diameter spherical balloon. It is suspended by high
strength Kevlar ropes and placed at the center of the 18-m-diameter spherical stain-
less steel contaminant tank. Outer side of the balloon is 1,800 m3 of buer oil. It
reduces the load for balloon by careful control of density dierence within 0.04%
with liquid scintillator, since only 135-m-thick, transparent, nylon-based balloon
holds 1,000 tons of liquid scintillator. The balloon is made of 5 layers of 15-m-
thick EVOH1 and 25-m-thick nylon (EVOH/nylon3/EVOH). Nylon has a high
strength and transparency, while EVOH provides very low gas permeability. The
light transparency of balloon is more than 90 % for wavelength between 370 and
500 nm, and 96 % at 400 nm2. The balloon is kept its spherical shape by 44 of
longitudinal and 30 of lateral Kevlar ropes3. There are 44 load cells for each longi-
tudinal ropes to balance and to monitor their tension. The radioactivity contained
in the balloon and Kevlar ropes are summarized in Table 3.1.
Scintillation light produced by signal/background is detected by 1,325 of 17-inch
and 554 of 20-inch photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs)4 mounted on the inner surface of
the stainless steel tank. The photo-cathode coverage for 17-inch and 20-inch PMTs
are 22 % and 12 %, respectively, and 34 % in total.
In front of the PMTs, a 16.6-m-diameter triacontahedron acrylic barrier com-
posed from 120 of 3-mm-thick and 2.8-m-side transparent rhombus is placed to
1ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer
2Our light sensor, photo-multiplier tubes has good quantum eciency in this wavelength range.
Detail is in Section 3.2.5
3Kevlar is one of super ber. It has quite high strength.
41,879 of PMTs are placed in total.
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Table 3.1: Radioactivities in the balloon lm and Kevlar ropes.
Balloon lm U Th 40K
Concentration [ppb] 0.08 0.8 1.2
Decays [Bq] 0.1 0.33 31
Kevlar ropes U Th 40K
Concentration [ppb] 0.018 0.014 0.27
Decays [Bq] 0.02 0.006 7.2
prevent the radon emanating from the PMT glass and the stainless steel tank. It
is shown in Figure 3.4. Upper part of ID is called chimney. In this part, as liquid
scintillator faced to gas phase, nitrogen gas is continuously supplied as a seal gas to
prevent oxygen, radon, and krypton from diusing into the liquid scintillator5.
Figure 3.4: Inside view of KamLAND from the bottom. This picture was taken
during the detector construction. Each dim points are PMTs and rhombus is acrylic
barrier.
Outer detector (OD)
The OD (19-m-diameter and 20-m-height cylindrical rock cavity) is fullled with
3,000 tons of pure water and it surrounds the inner detector. It vetoes/shields
muons, their induced fast neutrons, and external gamma rays from surrounding
5Radon, and krypton are radioactivity (background), while oxygen decrease light emission of
liquid scintillator. Nitrogen gas is also supplied for a safety since liquid scintillator and its vapor
are ammable.
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rock with 225 of 20-inch PMTs. The wall is covered with Tyveck sheet to increase a
light collection eciency. A water purication system (written in Sec. 3.2.4) supplies
pure water. It is always circulating from the detector bottom to top in order to avoid
a rise in temperature of liquid scintillator and the detector itself, and to compensate
a leak of water.
3.2.2 Liquid scintillator and buer oil
The target of KamLAND is 1,000 tons of ultra pure liquid scintillator (LS). It
also acts as an active shield for double-beta decay measurement in KamLAND-Zen.
Components of LS are two kinds of organic solvent, 80 % of dodecane and 20 %
of pseudocumene (1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene, called PC), and one uorescent solutes,
1.36 g/l of PPO (2,5-Diphenyloxazole). Dodecane is a mineral oil and PC is a
popular solvent for liquid scintillator. Each chemical characteristics are summarized
in Table 3.2. This hand-made scintillator was developed to satisfy the following
requirements, (1) high light outputs and optical transparency for the good energy
resolution and low energy event detection, (2) very low radioactive impurities for
the low background experiment, (3) long term stability, (4) high ash point and
less toxicity for a safety. Due to the detector size, the light yield depends on the
light transparency of the scintillator as well as the light output. In general, PC
increases the light emission but worsens transparency than mineral oil. Concerning
these pros and cons, the composition ratio of the scintillator was adjusted to get
the maximum light yield for central events. The obtained values are 300 p.e./MeV
and 500 p.e./MeV with 17-inch PMTs and 17+20-inch PMTs, respectively. The
measured attenuation length by a dye-laser is about 10 m at 400 nm wavelength
and light output is 8,300 photons/MeV6 [81]. Radioactivity in the LS is extremely
low thanks to two kinds of purication, water extraction and distillation (Sec. 3.2.3).
Table 3.2: Chemical characterization of KamLAND LS components.
dodecane PC PPO
molecular structure C12H26 C9H12 C5H11NO
molecular weight 170.3 120.2 221.3
density (g/cm3,15C) 0.752 0.8797 -
melting point (C)  12  43.9 69  74
boiling point (C) 216.2 169.4 -
ashing point (C) 74 44 -
The buer oil which surrounds the LS is composed of 53 % of normalparaf-
n (C12H26) and 47 % of isoparan (CnH2n+2, n14). Mixture ratio was optimized
by adjusting density dierence of LS and buer oil within 0.04% to keep the spherical
shape and reduce the load for the balloon.
6Cited values are those of before 2nd purication
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3.2.3 Liquid scintillator purication system
The KamLAND LS or each component, dodecane, pseudocumen and PPO is puri-
ed by two purication systems, water extraction and distillation. Water extraction
called the 1st purication was done at the construction of the detector and achieved
sucient reduction of impurities for e measurement. A few years later, however,
KamLAND needed to reduce backgrounds in the low energy region for the mea-
surement of the next target, 7Be solar neutrinos. From various laboratory studies,
distillation and nitrogen purging with high quality nitrogen were adopted, and in
2007, distillation, nitrogen-purge system and high purity nitrogen supply system
were newly constructed at the experimental site. KamLAND LS was puried with
the system from March 2007 to August 2007, and from June 2008 to February 2009.
This purication is called the 2nd purication.
Water extraction (1st purication)
A liquid-liquid extraction clears dissolved impurities in a liquid by mixing with
another liquid which is immiscible with the rst liquid but has higher solubility of
the impurities. To purify the KamLAND LS and buer oil (LS/BO)7, pure water
was used (water extraction). A schematic view of the 1st purication system is
shown in Figure 3.5. As a rst step, LS/BO is sent to the water extraction tower
LS
KamLAND
Pure water
Final filterInput filter
LS/BO
tank BOWater extraction tower
Nitrogen purge tower
LS/BO
buffer
tank
N2
Pre filter
Figure 3.5: A schematic view of water extraction and nitrogen purge.
to mix with a pure water. Thanks to the polar character of H2O, ions such as U,
Th and K in LS/BO move to water. LS/BO is lled from the bottom of the tower
in contrast to water from the top. The tower has some boards inside to obstruct
the ow for well stirred of water and oil, and it improves the eciency of impurity
7Purication was done independently.
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removal. After this extraction, only oil is sent to the nitrogen purge tower. As
a next step, the nitrogen purging is done for drying and removing moisture and
oxygen8. Finally, puried LS/BO goes to the detector after passing thorough the
nal lter to remove remained minute dust. Table 3.3 summarize the targeted value
and actual radioactivity level in the LS before and after this purication. The value
before the purication was measured by ICP-MS, while that of after the purication
was estimated from KamLAND data since it was too small to measure by ex-situ
detector. The measured value after purication is well below the targeted one.
Required reduction ratio is about 1 4 orders of magnitude and actual one is about
5 orders of that.
Table 3.3: Radioactivity of KamLAND LS before/after 1st purication [82].
238U [g/g] 232Th [g/g] 40K [g/g]
Before purication 10 13 < 10 12 710 11
Targeted value < 10 14 < 10 14 < 10 15
After purication 3.510 18 y 5.210 17 y < 2.710 16
y Estimated from Bi-Po coincidence event assuming secular equilibrium.
Distillation (2nd purication)
As written in the previous paragraph, the 1st purication achieved sucient re-
duction of radioactivities for e measurement, however, backgrounds at low energy
remained and 7Be solar neutrino observation was impossible. Then distillation and
nitrogen purging for each LS component was done. Distillation reduces high-boiling
metal elements such as 210Pb and 40K, while nitrogen purging is intended to remove
the radioactive noble gases such as 222Rn, 85Kr and 39Ar. A schematic view of the
2nd purication system is shown in Figure 3.6. The KamLAND LS is directly sent
from the balloon to the buer tank and each component of LS is distilled with its
own distillation tower in ascending order of boiling point. To distill each components
with manageable temperature for safety and to prevent change of those properties,
reduced-pressure distillation is adopted. After distillation, each component is sent
to the mixing tank to adjust its composition balance and density, and then, sent to
the nitrogen purging tower. Fresh, high purity nitrogen is always supplied to the
tower. The ow rate is 30 m3/h, 20 times higher than that of liquid scintillator.
To improve the reduction eciency, liquid passes through the staggered path and
the whole system is depressurized down to 40 kPa. Thanks to its size, the number
of tower, nitrogen ow rate and its pressure, the Rn concentration in LS is down
to about 1%. High purity nitrogen gas system also supplies fresh nitrogen gas to
the buer tank, distillation system, mixing tank and KamLAND detector in order
to prevent radioactive gases being mixed into the liquid scintillator. Quality of the
8Dierent from the purging of the 2nd purication, same nitrogen was used for many times since
main purpose was to dry the liquid scintillator.
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Figure 3.6: A schematic view of distillation. NP stands for normal paran or
dodecane. Noted temperatures and pressures are at the operation.
LS such as density, light emission, light transparency, Kr and Rn concentration are
measured regularly to monitor its condition9. The total amount of processed LS was
over 5,000 m3, corresponding to four full volume exchanges of the LS.
3.2.4 Water purication system
Large amount of OD pure water is obtained from groundwater in the Kamioka mine
through the water purication system. This system consists of pre-lters (1m
and 5m), UV sterilizer, ion exchanger, vacuum degasser and reverse osmosis (RO)
lters in order to remove dust, metal ions, natural radioisotopes such as 222Rn and
to eliminate bacterias. Thanks to this system, 10 m3/h of pure water is supplied
to outer detector and concentration of 238U and 232Th is order of 10 13g/g.
3.2.5 Photo-multiplier tubes
In KamLAND inner detector, two kinds of PMTs, called 17-inch and 20-inch PMTs,
are used for the detection of scintillation light. The 20-inch PMTs are originally
made for Kamiokande experiment. The 17-inch PMTs are based on 20-inch but
newly developed for KamLAND to improve time and charge responses. The number,
\17-inch" and \20-inch" indicate diameter of eective photocathode, but size of
9Kr was measured by residual gas analyzer and Rn was estimated by time-space correlated Bi-Po
events.
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those are almost the same. A diagram of PMTs are shown in Figure 3.7. The
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Figure 3.7: A diagram of 17-inch (left) and 20-inch (right) PMTs.
17-inch PMTs, which mainly used in KamLAND, are masked their photocathode
edge with black plastic plates and dierent type of dynode (line-focus) from the
20-inch PMTs (venetian-blind) are adopted. It results in the better time and energy
responses. They improve transit-time-spread10 from 5.4 to 3.1 nsec and the peak-
to-valley ratio11 from 1.7 to 3.4 compared to the 20-inch PMTs as shown in Fig. 3.8.
Typical gain and voltage are about 5.0106 and 2,000 volts, respectively. Figure 3.9
shows a quantum eciency as a function of wavelength. Typical value is 20 to 22%
for 350 to 400 nm wavelength which is corresponding to emission wavelength of
PPO.
Figure 3.8: Transit spread time (left) and peak to valley ratio (right) for 17-inch
(blue histogram) and 20-inch (dotted-histogram) PMTs (taken from Ref. [82]).
A magnetic eld aects the 1 p.e. pulse height. If magnetic elds are below
50 mGauss, its variation is less than 20%. To obtain the uniform response, a set
of compensating coils were installed in the cavern against the terrestrial magnetism
(originally 500 mGauss) which is controlled suciently below 50 mGauss.
10FWHM of transit time which is time from photon hit to electrical pulse output.
11The height of 1 photo-electron peak in ratio to the height of valley.
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Figure 3.9: Quantum eciency (Q.E.) of the 17-inch PMTs as a function of wave-
length.
3.2.6 Electronics, triggers and data acquisition system
Analog signals from PMTs are converted into a digital data and stored onto data
storage devices when certain conditions are satised. This interactional sequence is
formed by a front-end electronics (FEE) designed for KamLAND, a trigger system,
and a data acquisition (DAQ) system (detail described in the following paragraphs).
These three components communicate each other. For example, if a threshold of the
trigger system is set to 70 and the number of PMT hit within a 125 nsec window
is more than that, a trigger is issued and the FEE records waveform of every PMT
hit signal and digitizes it. The trigger system has an internal 40 MHz clock, and it
is also distributed to the all 200 FEE boards to keep synchronized. The data from
electronics and trigger system are sent to the DAQ system and stored onto storage
devices. On the other hand, the DAQ system sends various commands to the FEE
and the trigger system separately and controls the run conditions.
Currently KamLAND/KamLAND-Zen has two electronics systems that one is
FEE which is installed at the beginning of KamLAND operation, and another one
is called MoGURA which is a dead time free electronics newly installed for 7Be solar
neutrino observation. In this double beta decay analysis, MoGURA data has not
been used yet, but have scheduled to be used for reduction of 10C which will become
the biggest background in the future. Detail of MoGURA is not written in this
thesis, but its most distinctive feature, \dead time free'" enables to reduce 90% of
10C by a triple coincidence tag of muon, neutron and 10C decay.
Electronics
A PMT signal (voltage) is sampled by KamLAND FEE boards shown in Fig. 3.10.
Each board has 12 channels and one PMT connected to one corresponding channel.
A type of PMTs in one board coordinates with the same one such as 17-inch in
ID, 20-inch in ID or 20-inch in OD. The PMT hit signal is divided into two. One
rstly passes through the discriminator whose threshold is 1/3 p.e. pulse height,
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Figure 3.10: Diagram of KamLAND Front-End Electronics.
corresponding to 0.5 mV. The hit information in one board is compiled on a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip and sent to the trigger module as the \hit-
sum". While the discriminator logic is working, another signal travels through the 40
nsec delay line to Analog Transit Waveform Digitizer (ATWDs) and waveforms are
captured up to 175 nsec. The ATWD is the key part of the FEE, which holds analog
signal waveform on arrays of capacitors, and digitizes the waveform on request. If
a trigger is issued to collect the event, `acquire' signal is sent to the FEE boards
and FPGA issues the `digitize' signal to the ATWD, and the waveform converted
to data consists of 128 of 10-bit samples with 1.5 nsec sampling interval. The 40
MHz clock signal is connected to every ATWD in order to calibrate the waveform
sampling interval. To reduce the dead time during analog/digital conversion, two
ATWD chips (ATWD-A and ATWD-B) are connected to one PMT channel and
utilized alternately. For each PMT channels, three ampliers with dierent gains
are connected since KamLAND should be able to detect from a sub-MeV signals to
very high-energy cosmic muons. A low energy event makes a single photo-electron
hit, while a high energy event makes more than 1,000 photo-electron hits to every
PMTs. This means the FEE needs to manage over 10,000 magnitude of dynamic
range. High-gain (? 20) is used for single photo-electron signals, middle-gain (? 4)
for a case of saturation of high-gain channels and low-gain (? 0.5) for large signals
caused by high energy muons. Digitized data are transferred to a memory and read
by DAQ system via VME.
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Trigger system
Trigger issue is determined by \Nsum", the number of hit PMTs within a 125 nsec
window. Nsum is calculated by summing "hit-sum" on every FEE boards. If Nsum
excesses a preset threshold, the 'acquire' command is sent to the FEE boards. Time
information used in the system is synchronized to the GPS time. The 40 MHz
clock which is provided to the FEE boards to generate event timestamps is also
synchronized to the GPS time. Timestamp given to each waveforms is used later to
re-arrange the waveform data in time.
Main trigger type and its threshold of the current data acquisition for KamLAND-
Zen are set as follow;
1. 1 pps trigger. It is issued every one second in synchronization with the GPS
time. The hit ID PMT's waveforms are digitized.
2. ID history trigger (threshold = 40) based on the ID Nsum. This trigger does
not send any acquisition command to the FEE boards. It means it does not
acquire waveforms. It is issued every 25 nsec during ID PMT hits above its
threshold (up to 200 nsec). The maximum of Nsum is called "NsumMax".
3. ID prompt and ID delay trigger (threshold = 70 and 50, respectively). The
ID prompt trigger is issued when the ID Nsum excesses its threshold. The
ID delay trigger is issued if it is above the threshold within 1 msec window
following the prompt one. The hit ID PMT's waveforms are digitized.
4. ID prescale trigger (threshold = 40, percentage = 1.024). It is issued every
second with prescaling of a preset fraction when the ID Nsum excesses its
threshold. This trigger is used for a high rate data acquisition. The hit ID
PMT's waveforms are digitized.
5. ID 5-inch trigger (threshold = 7). It is for chimney 5-inch PMT's. When this
trigger is issued, the hit ID PMT's waveforms are digitized.
6. ID to OD trigger. It is issued when any of ID Nsum triggers are issued. When
this trigger is issued, hit OD PMT's waveforms are digitized.
7. OD top history, OD upper history, OD lower history and OD bottom history
trigger (threshold = 6, 5, 6, and 7, respectively). These triggers are issued
during the Nsum of the OD excesses each threshold. The behavior of these
are the same as (2).
8. OD top singles, OD upper singles, OD lower singles and OD bottom singles
trigger (threshold = 6, 5, 6, and 7, respectively). These are issued when they
are above each threshold. The hit OD PMT's waveforms are digitized.
9. OD to ID trigger. It is issued when any of OD Nsum triggers are issued. When
this trigger is issued, hit ID PMT's waveforms are digitized.
10. Forced acquistion on GPS trigger.
For the ID triggers, only 17-inch PMTs are used since 20-inch PMTs are not quite
sensitive to the single photoelectron pulse.
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Data acquisition system
The DAQ system works for reading data from the FEE and the trigger system,
transporting and storing it onto storage devices. The DAQ software is called Ki-
NOKO [83]. Data monitoring including quick online data analysis is also important
task of the DAQ system since it is directly connected to the electronics devises. It
uses the realtime data and enable to monitor data ow rate, trigger rate and so
on. In addition, control of DAQ running condition is also one of the task of the
system. The system intermediate the data and an operator. For example, a run12
is started/stopped by an operator. Run type such as "normal" and "calibration" is
also selected depending on the conditions.
3.3 Overview of KamLAND-Zen
As written in Section 3.2, KamLAND has a huge amount of highly puried liquid
scintillator to detect low energy neutrinos, and its environment is suitable for double-
beta decay experiment.
Figure 3.11 shows a schematic view of KamLAND-Zen. The  source/detector
Xe loaded LS in 
R=1.54m inner balloon
KamLAND LS
1000 ton in 
R=6.5m balloon
Figure 3.11: A schematic view of KamLAND-Zen.
for the 1st phase of KamLAND-Zen is 13 tons of Xe-loaded liquid scintillator (Xe-
LS, Section 3.4) contained in a 3.08-m-diameter spherical inner balloon (IB). The
IB is constructed from 25-m-thick transparent nylon lm and is suspended at the
center of the KamLAND detector by 12 lm straps made of the same material as
the IB. The design, material and fabrication of the IB, and its supporting structure
are summarized in Section 3.5. Outside of the IB is 1 kton of KamLAND liquid
scintillator, which acts as an active shield for external 's and as a detector for
12It is a period of continuous data taking and typically lasting 24 hours.
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internal radiation from the Xe-LS and/or IB. The density dierence between Xe-LS
and KamLAND LS is carefully controlled within 0.04% to reduce the load for the IB,
especially for the neck part. This is the same method used for KamLAND balloon.
To handle Xe gas, Xe handling system was newly constructed (Section 3.7). Two
new 25 m3 tanks for a liquid storage were also built. We repeated various tests and
established the method of installation of the IB to KamLAND. It is summarized in
Section 3.6. Detector modication of KamLAND was carried out successfully in the
summer of 2011 and data acquisition started on September, 2011.
3.4 Xe-loaded liquid scintillator
The requirements for Xe-LS compared to KamLAN-LS are (1) Xe dissolved into
LS, (2) quite small density dierence after Xe solution and (3) light yield dierence
within 10%. Research and developments determines the recipe of the Xe-LS. It
consists of 82% of decane, 18% of pseudocumene (1,2,4-trimethylbenzene) by volume,
2.7 g/liter of the uor PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole). Dissolved enriched xenon is about
2.5% by weight. The isotopic abundances in the enriched xenon were measured by
residual gas analyzer to be (90:93  0:05)% 136Xe and (8:89  0:01)% 134Xe, and
other xenon isotopes are negligible. To control density dierence with KamLAND
LS within 0.1 %, dodecane used for KamLAND LS is replaced to decane which
has 2 % light density, and ratio of PC is slightly decreased. Twice the amount
of PPO compared to KamLAND LS recovers shortfall of light emission caused by
low ratio of PC and loading Xe. Actual value of the light yield of the Xe-LS is
3% lower but within the required value. This Xe-LS has enough light transparency,
too. Radioactivity of Xe-LS are summarized in Table. 3.4. As shown in Figure 3.12,
PC was puried with water extraction and distillation, while decane and PPO were
puried with distillation. Just before the lling into the IB, mixed components
Table 3.4: Radioactivities of Xe-LS.
238U [g/g] 232Th [g/g]
Estimated value from data (3.50.6)10 16 (2.20.3)10 15
Storage
tank
Distillation
system
Water
extraction
system
PC
Decane, 
PC, PPO
N2 purge 
tower
Xe system
Xe
Density
adjustment
Xe-LSLS LS
+ LS
KamLAND
Figure 3.12: A ow chart of Xe-LS.
without Xe are purged with nitrogen to remove noble gases, and then sent to Xe
system in order to dissolve Xe and adjust the density .
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3.5 Inner balloon and supporting structure
3.5.1 Design
Figure 3.13 shows a diagram of IB, supporting structure, and a picture of real scale
test balloon. The IB consists of main sphere with 24 gores, polar caps, 1.5-m straight
tube and cone. All of them are made of a heat-welded 25-m-thick clean nylon lm.
Twelve suspending belts are also made of the same material with the same method.
The IB is connected to the top ange of the detector with 7 m of corrugated nylon
tube and suspended by 12 belts connected to 12 Vectran strings13.
Polar cap
Main sphere
(24 gores)
Cone
Connection pipe
String guide
Corrugated tube
1.5-m straight
12 Vectran strings
12 Nylon belts
Horizontal belt
Figure 3.13: A diagram of IB and supporting structure (left) and a picture of real
scale test balloon (right). Real scale test balloon is made of 85-m-thick polyethy-
lene, so transparency is worse than the real inner balloon.
3.5.2 Supporting structure
Figure 3.14 shows parts of the IB supporting structure written below.
Corrugated nylon tube and connection pipe
To place the IB at the center of the detector, the length of the connection with the
IB and the top ange becomes almost 7 m. It may be desirable to make a whole
connection part with a clean nylon lm to reduce backgrounds, but it is unrealistic
13Vectran is one of the super ber. We use commercial product of kuraray company.
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Figure 3.14: Pictures of supporting structures. Corrugated nylon tube cut in a
2-m-pieces and made it straight by a heat blower (top-left). String guide (top-
center). Connection pipe made of PEEK material (top-right). Film belt with Vec-
tran strings (bottom left). Film belt structure at the polar (bottom-right).
when we consider a strength and handling during the installation. For that reason,
we chose a corrugated nylon tube as a connection. It is exible and easy handling,
and it has enough strength against the pressure at liquid level. A string guide
which xes the direction of suspension strings is placed at the bottom of the tube.
From impurity standpoint, however, this tube and IB should keep a certain distance
since it is massive and has many radioactivities compared to lms. Then, main
sphere/cone and corrugated nylon tube are connected by 1.5-m-straight nylon lm
tube with connection pipe made of PEEK14 material.
Strings and belts
The IB is suspended by 12 belts/strings. The belts directly support the IB and
it is made of the same lm as IB. These belts are connected to Vectran strings
around the connection pipe, and tied to the load cell at the top of the detector15.
Vectran has enough strength and chemical compatibility with LS. We cannot make
whole of suspension with Vecran strings since its radioactivity is too high for our
14PolyEther-Ether-Keton. A kind of thermoplastic resin.
15To consider the method of xation to the load cell and to adjust the length, at least one side
of suspension part should be strings.
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requirement. On the other hand, string made by lm with low radioactivity is also
dicult. Then, we use the combination of strings and belts for the IB supporting
structure like corrugated tube and 1.5-m straight lm tube.
3.5.3 Film selection and condition
From the experience of KamLAND balloon fabrication, EVOH and/or nylon can be
a candidate of the IB material. A lm used for KamLAND-Zen experiment needs
to satisfy the following conditions;
 Enough strength (> 10 N/cm).
 Light transparency is more than 95%.
 Good Xe gas tightness (< 1% of total xenon amount, 3 kg).
 Radioactivity of 238U and 232Th is less than 10 12 g/g and that of 40K is less
than 10 11 g/g.
 Less than 25-m-thick is desirable. It enables to tag lm-contained 214Bi (in
238U chain and one of the background in 0 region) by sequential decay of
 and  decay. Detection eciency of  decay depends on the lm thickness.
 Possible to weld, not to use adhesive.
From thickness and low radioactivity requirements, single layer lm is desirable. As
a result of radioactivity measurements of various sample of lms, EVOH includes
much K, while nylon includes U and Th. Since U and Th become direct backgrounds,
especially for 136Xe 0 region, EVOH (low-U and Th than nylon) single layer
balloon was made as a rst trial. However, it had crisply texture and tore easily, we
were forced to give up using it. Then we searched for a good nylon lm, but there
were no commercial product to satisfy our requirement of impurities. So we decided
to make an original lm. Problem is when contamination is included to a lm.
We measured impurities of lm ingredients, called pellets. Some of pellets include
the \mineral ller", which looks like pebbles. It is used to smooth the surface of
lms for easy roll up, and has much radioactivities. Table 3.5 shows the measured
value of radioactivities of nylon ingredients with various companies, and conditions.
Radioactivities of lms made from these pellets are also measured and summarized
in Table 3.6. From these results, a lm made by Toyobo with pellets from company
A is selected for a lm candidate.
The rupture strength, light transparency, Xe gas tightness of the selected lm
(25-m-thick) were tested and it revealed that all of parameters satised our require-
ments. The value of rupture strength is 4.9 kgf/cm. This value is possible to keep
the IB up to 6% density dierence between KamLAND LS and Xe-LS, while our
target value is 0.1% at a maximum and control within 0.01%. Light transparency
of the lm is 99.40.3% at 400 nm wavelength. Xe gas tightness falls below the
detector sensitivity and the amount of Xe loss is estimated to < 1.3 kg/5 yr. It has
also enough compatibility against liquid scintillator. Welding procedure, its condi-
tion (temperature, welding and cooling time) and how to repair a leak point are also
tested with selected lm and well established.
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Table 3.5: Radioactivities of nylon ingredients (10 12g/g). 40K is estimated by its
natural abundance, 0.0117%.
Company of pellettes 238U [g/g] 232Th [g/g] K (40K) [g/g]
Company A (Taiwan) 0.6 1.1 1.3104 (1.5)
Company B (Japan) < 0.1 < 0.1 2.5103 (2.5)
Company C (Germany) 0.8 < 0.1 6.0103 (0.29)
Company D (Netherlands) 1.0 15.0 1.5103 (0.18)
Company E (Japan, with mineral ller) 6.8103 3.2104 2.6106 (304)
Company E (Japan, no mineral ller) 86 5.0102 < 1.0105 (< 12)
Company F (Japan, with mineral ller) 1.2102 2.7102 < 1.0105 (< 12)
Company F (Japan, no mineral ller) < 5 < 5 < 1.0105 (< 12)
Table 3.6: Radioactivities of lms (10 12g/g). 40K is estimated by its natural
abundance, 0.0117%. "After washing" means sample washed with ultra pure water
by an analysis company.
Company of lm/Company of pelletts 238U [g/g] 232Th [g/g] K (40K) [g/g]
Toyobo/Company A (Before washing) 9 11 < 1.0105 (< 12)
Toyobo/Company A (After washing) 2 3 2.0104 (2.3)
Toyobo/Company B (Before washing) 20 28 < 1.0105 (< 12)
Commercial product of Toyobo 24 420 < 1.0105 (< 12)
Commercial product of company G 150 590 1.2106 (140)
3.5.4 Fabrication of inner balloon
To avoid the interfusion of no matter how tiny amount of radioactivity from dust,
the IB was fabricated at the super clean room, classied as \class 1" cleanliness.
Ordinary \1" means the number of a dust in 1 feet3 and the size is more than 0.5 m,
however, in this clean room, counted dust size is more than 0.1 m. Everything
brought to this room is thoroughly washed/wiped by alcohol and/or pure water,
sometimes with cleanser, and dried with nitrogen to keep its cleanness.
Procedure of the IB fabrication (it is also summarized in Fig. 3.15) is the follow-
ing;
1. lm cutting, washing, and checking scratch,
2. clipping and welding,
3. leak check and patching,
4. assembly with supporting structure,
5. wrapping and sending to the experimental site.
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(1)-1 Washing (1)-2 Checking scratch
(2)-1 Clipping (2)-2 Welding
(3)-1 Leak check (3)-2 patching
(4) Assembling (5) Wrapping to send
Figure 3.15: Pictures of the IB fabrication. [(1)-1] The lm washing by the ul-
trasonic cleaning with pure water. [(1)-2] Checking scratches/pin holes by eyes.
[(2)-1] Clipping the gores. [(2)-2] Welding. [(3)-1] Leak check with helium detector.
[(3)-2] Patching the lm with glue. (4) Assembling the IB, connection pipe, sup-
porting belts and Vectran strings. The IB covered with inner envelopes. (5) The
wrapped IB in the plastic box. The box covered with an air tight bag and lled N2.
It sent to the experimental site.
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The radioactivity measurements of the lm shows that washing is eective to de-
crease impurities. Then cut lm with 5.5/7.5-m-length is washed by supersonic
cleaning with pure water. Washed lm is dried with nitrogen and examined pa-
tiently for scratch/pin holes by eyes. Trouble-free lms are stored in a clean box
with nitrogen gas purging. After washing all of the lms, they are clipped to each
parts like 24 gores for main sphere, polar caps and so on. Pattern is marked by a
blue pen and after clipping, residual ink is wiped with iso propyl-alcohol. Of course,
radioactivity of the ink was measured and conrmed to be negligible. The IB is
made by heat welding of the lms, so less welding lines are better. The 60-cm-width
of the lm, however, nearly determines the number of gores. To make the sphere
shape from 24 gores, each 2 gores are welded at rst (12 of doubled gores left). Then
2 of doubled gore are welded to one gore, 2 of four-in-one gore are welded... and
nally one sphere is accomplished. Due to the sphere shape and its size, mounting
big size welding machine cannot be used for this work. To make one welding line
for one gore, we need welding many times with a handy 30-cm-long machine. Af-
ter welding all parts of the balloon, leak check was done with a He leak detector.
There was no leak on the lm but some leaks were found at the multi-welding or
complicated lines like the bottom part called polar. All the leaks were repaired with
a glue (aron alpha16) and patching nylon lm pieces. An accomplished balloon was
folded, put nylon belts through the valleys of folded lms, and covered with inner
envelopes which keep the balloon folded during the installation. Connection pipe
and Vectran strings are also attached and covered with a protection lm. Assembled
things are put in a plastic box and xed to that. The box is put in an air-tight bag,
lled nitrogen and wrapped several times. It is sent to the experimental site with a
truck. This fabrication was started in the end of May and nished in Aug. 2011.
3.6 Inner balloon installation
One can say, \just putting the Xe loaded LS (with an inner balloon) into the Kam-
LAND, KamLAND-Zen can start", however it is easier said than done. We should
establish the procedure how to keep its cleanness, install, and conrm its condition
since failure won't be tolerated. We decide the procedure by repeating tests and
improvements, and nally succeeded in the installation.
3.6.1 Procedure and requirements
The procedure of the IB installation is mainly divided to 3 steps.
1. Installation of folded IB with heavy dummy-LS as a weight,
2. ination with dummy-LS (Xe-free LS),
3. replacement of dummy-LS with Xe-LS.
It is also shown in Fig. 3.16 with pictures of the real scale test balloon. Each step
satises the following requirements.
16This glue (popular in Japan) has good LS compatibility and good Xe-LS tightness conrmed
with repaired samples.
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Step 1
Installation
Step 2
Inflation
Step 3
Replacement
Figure 3.16: Pictures of the real scale test balloon used for the installation re-
hearsal. Instead of liquid scintillator, water used. Folded balloon just after the
installation (left), inated with +0.2% by weight water (center), and layer produc-
tion test (right). In the right picture, red at the top is 0.0% by weight, transparent
at the center part is +0.2% by weight and blue at the bottom is +0.4% by weight
density. Density dierence is made by sugar and water is colored with food additive.
Step 1 comes from two requirements that (i) a limitation of an opening section
and (ii) submerging the IB in LS wholly. Due to the spherical shape of KamLAND
balloon and a stainless tank, its connection between the inside and the outside of
the detector is placed at the top of the detector and its ange size is only 50-cm-
diameter. So 1.54-m-radius nylon IB should be folded up like a tube and keep
its shape during the installation. To keep folded shape, the IB is covered with
the lms (inner envelope) and tied with a mesh sheet as shown in Fig. 3.17. Of
course, these shape keepers should be removed completely from the detector after
the installation. Then ropes are connected to one vertex of every lms. Mesh sheets
are held by nylon pins. Pins are also connected to another ropes. When pull the
ropes, pins come out and mesh sheets come untied, and all items are drawn up.
For the requirement (ii), we use +0.4% by weight of heavy LS (90 litter in total)
as a weight to sink the IB straight with keeping its folded shape. Although nylon
density is heavier than KamLAND LS, the IB contains air/nitrogen inside and it
gives buoyancy force to the IB. By the repetition of sending small amount of liquid
and sinking, the IB sinks straight slowly. A teon tube supplies LS in the IB. Its
end is at the bottom of the corrugated tube.
After the installation, the IB is inated by dummy-LS rstly to investigate
whether it has a leak point or not. This is step 2. Dummy-LS composition is
decane, PC and PPO. It does not contain xenon. During this step, we collect the
data with KamLAND and if some leaks are found, the IB will be pulled out from
the inner detector immediately. Density is also controlled during the lling.
When dummy-LS lling nishes successfully, it is replaced to the Xe-LS (step
3). To replace the LS, density dierence between dummy-LS and Xe-LS is needed
to keep layers. This method looks dicult but from the experience of distillation
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Figure 3.17: A schematic and picture of the IB holding structure.
for solar neutrinos, we succeeded to keep layers by controlling density dierence.
To produce the layer, we need to ll the Xe-LS from the bottom and drain the
dummy-LS form the top of the IB. Then, another long teon tube is inserted in the
IB17.
In addition, there are other requirements which is not related directly to each
of the steps. For example, we cannot see the inside of the detector or status of the
IB by eyes due to a light shielding apper covered with black sheets. It causes lack
of lighting. We should also pay attention to a narrow-entry that may break the IB.
So we need a monitoring system such as cameras and lights to conrm the status of
the IB. During the preparation and real part for the installation, we would like to
avoid the interfusion of radioactivity from dust, so we need a clean room around the
entrance of the detector and keep it clean. Then we install the monitoring system
and the clean room at the top of the detector as described in the next section.
3.6.2 Installation of inner balloon
Fabricated inner balloon was sent to Kamioka mine in Aug. 2012. The dome area
where has a entrance to the inside of the detector was clean as \class 2000", but
considering the environment and the working space, we needed to construct a \class
100" clean room there. Its oor plan and pictures are shown in Fig. 3.18. In order
to install the IB, calibration device and its glove box were already removed in June,
and construction of the clean room pushed. The nished clean room was cleaned
from the top to the bottom, and kept its cleanness as 10100 even when people
were working. To keep this environment, tools and parts ranging from some anges,
17This long teon tube was removed after all works were nished.
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picture (outside)
picture (inside)
Outside
Inside (before installation)
Dome area
Figure 3.18: Floor plan of the dome area (left) and pictures of the clean room (right).
In the left picture, green line shows an outline of the clean room. The entrance to
the detector (or top big ange) is placed about one meter higher than the oor.
Then a oor of the clean room is adjusted to that height.
teon tubes, spanners to every bolts, nuts, and washers were completely washed at
the \class 1" clean room and carefully sent to Kamioka. Air in mine contains much
Rn than the outside. Rn free air is send to the clean room and kept its level to
1.52.0 pCi/l, corresponding to 5674 Bq/m3.
At rst, the monitoring system consists of two camera housings and two LED
lights, which have LS compatibility, were installed to the inside of the detector. The
system is presented in Fig. 3.19. In addition to monitor the IB condition, two camera
housings watched each other to conrm each position. It helped to avoid touching
the IB by accident. Due to the limitation of the location to access the inside of the
detector, cameras and lights were installed from small anges where is very close to
the main big ange used for the IB installation. For the installation of the system,
we made holes to the light shielding. Due to this light shielding, no one saw the
inside of the detector after KamLAND data taking started. Owing to the monitor
system, we were able see the inside of the KamLAND for the rst time in about 10
years.
After the installation of the monitor system, folded IB connected with the cor-
rugated tube started putting into the detector (step 1). Since it has 14m long in
total, ten and a few people held that and slowly moved it forward. The IB was
slowly submerged in the LS on the straight with keeping its shape. The installation
successfully nished within 2 hours. Inner envelope removal, ange mounting and
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Lights Cameras Monitor
Figure 3.19: Pictures of a monitoring system. (Left) Two LED lights compensate
for the lack of light in the detector. (Center) Web camera housing. The housing is
made from acrylic and stainless. One housing has two web cameras at the side and
the bottom indicated with white arrows. A light is also built in the housing. We
use two camera housings. (Right) Monitor connected with web cameras. The screen
shows a side camera picture of another camera housing located in the detector. A
laptop controls camera's tilt, zoom in/out and so on.
load cell setting were also succeeded. Some works are shown in Fig 3.20. Ination
of the IB with dummy-LS (step 2) took 6 days and nished at the end of August in
2011. During the ination, the IB was monitored with cameras. At the end of the
ination, we took data to check its shape and to nd a possibility of leakage by Rn
distribution. Thanks to the KamLAND, the existing detector, established DAQ sys-
tem and the analysis tool, it was possible. Fortunately, no leak was found. After the
ination with 17 m3 of dummy-LS, to equalize a density with rst dense and later
light one, we agitated the LS by the lling from the bottom and the draining from
the top. To break the layer of dense LS, 5C lower LS lling and 3 days circulation
were done. After checking a uniformity of the LS by Rn distribution, we started
Xe-LS lling to replace it from dummy-LS. The Xe-LS was made by Xe system
with puried LS. Density dierence with dummy-LS is 0.02% by weight and with
KamLAND LS is 0.035% by weight. Filling speed from the bottom was 150 l/hour
and drained from the top as the same speed. Rn distribution told us the boundary
of Xe-LS and dummy LS. Returned LS was also monitored by gas-chromatography
to check whether Xe returns or not. Finally 316 kg of Xe corresponding to 287 kg of
136Xe dissolved into LS was installed successfully in KamLAND. After nishing the
Xe-LS lling, the Xe-LS was circulated and conrmed its uniformity. Diagrams of
the Rn distribution during Xe-LS lling and agitation mode are shown in Fig. 3.21.
All of the works related to the installation were done at the middle of September in
2011.
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(1) (2)
(3) (4)
(5) (6)
Figure 3.20: Pictures of IB installation. (1) Just before the installation. (2) During
the installation. (3) During the installation, too. (4) Top view. Black straight line
is corrugated tube and dark blue sheet is light shielding apper covered with black
sheets. (5) Flange connection. Below part is load cell for 12 strings. (6) A picture of
the inside KamLAND after the installation. Black tube is corrugated tube connected
to the IB. You may see the boundary of IB by dierence of refractive index. Dim
points show PMTs.
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Figure 3.21: Rn distribution during Xe-LS lling (left) and agitation mode (right).
Black line shows the IB. A clear boundary is seen in the left but not in the right
gure.
3.7 Xe handling system
Figure 3.22 shows a diagram and pictures of Xe handling system. The system has
the following features;
 dissolve Xe into LS by bubbling,
 control the density of (Xe-)LS with 0.0050.01% accuracy,
 control the amount of sending and returning (Xe-)LS and its ow speed,
 collect Xe from Xe-LS by degassing and gas bubbling.
The system is composed of four tanks (main tank, sub tank, control tank and reser-
voir tank), two traps (Xe trap and LS trap) and two compressors. When making
Xe-LS, Xe gas held in the reservoir tank is sent to the main tank and bubbling to the
liquid scintillator. Xe loaded LS in the main tank is sent to the sub tank, adjusted
the density with PC in the control tank and nally sent to the IB. On the contrary,
when collecting Xe gas from Xe-LS, Xe gas is extracted by degassing and bubbling.
Since the extracted Xe gas contains vaporized LS, there are two traps that one is
LS trap cooled down to  70  50C and another ons is Xe trap cooled down to less
than  105C by liquid nitrogen. Collection eciency is 99.9999.999% depending
on the control condition. Concentration of Xe in LS is calculated by amount of
Xe used in. There are three ways to check the amount; pressure of Xe tank, mass
dierence of Xe gas, and measurement of Xe-LS density.
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Figure 3.22: A schematic view of Xe handling system and each picture.
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3.8 Calibration system
3.8.1 Calibration system for KamLAND
Various radioactive sources with known energies were deployed into the inner de-
tector to estimate and monitor the vertices and energy reconstruction performance.
Table 3.7 lists the radioactive sources used for KamLAND. Calibration system in-
stalled in the glove box was located at the top of the center of the detector. To
prevent the interfusion of oxygen and radon into the detector, the chimney was
tightly shielded by a gate valve and nitrogen gas was always supplied. Nitrogen gas
was also supplied to the glove box and oxygen level was monitored. If oxygen level
was low enough, we were able to start the calibration.
Table 3.7: Calibration sources used for KamLAND.
Source Decay Visible Particle
60Co  1.173 MeV  + 1.332 MeV 
68Ge + 0.511 MeV   2
137Cs  0.661 MeV 
203Hg  0.279 MeV 
85Sr Electron capture 0.511 MeV 
65Zn Electron capture 1.115 MeV 
241Am9Be 9Be(, n)12C 4.4 MeV , n (<10 MeV)
There were three generations of calibration systems. Before December 2005, all
of calibration with various radioactive isotopes, LASER light diuser and LED were
done along the vertical center axis of the detector (z-axis) by "Z-axis deployment
system". In December 2005, full volume "4" calibration system consisted of a
segmented calibration pole was installed, and it enabled to deploy the source both
on/o axis, although detector is spherical shape and it has one small (15.24-cm-
diameter) entrance to the inside [84]. Third system is called "MiniCal", z-axis
calibration system, which was installed and commissioned onsite from February to
March, 2009. The concept of this system is compact and clean in order to use for
the solar neutrino observation phase (Feb. 2009  Jul. 2011).
As for z-axis calibration, the calibration sources are connected to a stainless
steel cable and bring to the inside of the detector. They are placed at mechanically
determinable positions from z =  6m to z = 6m18. This calibration (especially
for composite 60Co68Ge source calibration at the center) was done regularly and
provided the essential data for the vertex reconstruction, energy estimation and time
variation of those. At the beginning of the KamLAND, a LASER light calibration
was also done to calibrate PMT hit timing.
O-axis (4) calibration was performed at any coordinates in the detector con-
trolled with 2 cables attached at the top and the bottom of the assembled pole. A
pole is made by 90-cm-long hollow titanium and radioactivity sources are attached
18The center of the detector is z = 0m.
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to the end of the pole. This calibration was done in 2007 and 2011. It improved
the systematic error coming from ducial volume (the dominant uncertainty for the
detection of anti-neutrinos) by factor of two at a radius of 5.5 m. Radial distribu-
tion of composite source and the reconstruction deviations of energy and position
are shown in Fig. 3.23.
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Figure 18. Temperature distribution inside Kam-
LAND: Measurements with the IUs at the near and
far cable attachments during the detector calibra-
tion provided an important map of the temperature
layering within the LS.
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Figure 19. Radial distribution of all off-axis
source deployments with the composite 60Co68Ge
source excluding initial commissioning runs: This
figure illustrates the full radial reach of the calibra-
tion system in a single azimuthal plane.
very important recently for understanding the temperature layering of the detector. The stability
of this temperature gradient is critical to the success of the LS purification for KamLAND’s high-
purity phase.
3.2 Offline position determination
In a separate calculation from the one performed by the motion control system, the geometry of
the pole and its suspension system were used to determine the source position to an accuracy of
several centimeters. The center of gravity for an idealized N+1 segment pole suspended from two
weightless cables was first calculated. The cable lengths and the distance between the attachment
points was used to calculate the shape and orientation of the pole-cable triangle. The source-end
position was then specified by the pole angle and the distance along the pole as measured from the
center of gravity, which lay along the vertical line passing through the suspension point.
Next, various correction factors were applied to account for center-of-gravity shifts caused
by the weight of the cable, pole and cable deflections, buoyancy, and geometric modifications at-
tributable to the pivot block and the attachment points. See figure 20 for the ideal and exaggerated-
real geometry of the calibration device.
We found that the weight of the cables produced horizontal shifts of −2 to +12 cm and the
deflection of the pole under its own weight and the tensions in the cables introduced shifts in the
pole positions of 0 to 8 cm. The effective horizontal position of the suspension point could shift
by ±1.5 cm depending on the tensions in the cables, which were constrained to a separation of
3 cm above the pivot block. The exact value of the shifts depended on the total length of the pole
and the angle of the pole relative to the horizontal. Geometric corrections, primarily related to the
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Figure 22. The measured reconstruction deviations as a function of detector radius: The energy deviations
were found to be less than 2% (left). The radial position deviations are less than 3 cm (right). The different
points correspond to a given pole configuration as follows: yellow stars (4+1), cyan squares (5+1), green
triangles (5+1W), blue squares (6+1W). The data with filled points were measured at the 2.506MeV peak
of 60Co. The data with hollow points were measured at the 1.022MeV annihilation gamma peak of 68Ge.
these deviations suggest that they arise from geometrical effects because the detector has imperfect
spherical symmetry (imperfections include the tear-drop shape of balloon, support ropes, and non-
uniformity of photo-cathode coverage, especially at the top and bottom of the detector).
The fiducial volume uncertainty was determined using the measured 3 cm upper limit to the
radial deviations. The uncertainty n a spher cal volume, defined by the maximum reach of 5.5 m,
was estimated as a uniform 3 cm radial deviation at 5.5 m. This value yi lded a fractional uncer-
tainty in the volume f 1.6%. A cross-check of this measurement, sing spallation-induced events,
yielded consistent values ut with a larg uncertainty of 4% [3].3
In the most recent anti-neutrino analysis, the fiducial volume was extended 0.5 m past the
maximum reach of the system. The remaining volume between the radii of 5.5 m and 6 m was
calculated using the spallation event method3. When the 5.5 m volume, measured by the calibration
system, was combined with the extension to 6 m, measured with the spallation events, a fiducial
volume uncertainty of 1.8% was assigned to the total volume [3]. This represents a reduction of
more than a factor of 2 over previous levels of uncertainty that were obtained with the spallation
analysis alone.
3The spallation events were used to estimate the fiducial volume prior to the commissioning of this calibration
system [1, 2]. With this method, the volume was calculated by computing the ratio of cosmogenic-induced 12B/12N
β -decays reconstructed inside of the fiducial volume to all reconstructed 12B/12N. This ratio was then multiplied by the
total volume of LS as measured with flow-meters during the detector filling. Because the volume ratio is measured at
the 12B/12N energies, which is higher than the anti-neutrino spectrum, the precision of this method is limited by the
uncertainty in the energy dependence of the volume ratio as measured with these decays (2.7%). The precision is further
limited by the uncertainty in the total volume measured by the flowmeters (2.1%).
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Figure 3.23: Radial istribution of composite 60Co68Ge source (top), and the recon-
struction deviations of energy (bottom-left) and position (bottom-right) as function
of detector radius. Pictures from Ref. [84].
3.8.2 Calibration system for KamLAND-Zen
Currently, a source calibratio along z-axis with previous ystem is very dicult
since we cannot use anything which has possibility of scratching/breaking the IB.
Its straight part has 10-cm-diameter and lm thickness is only 25 m. In addition,
the glove box at the top of the chimney, which stored z-axis/o-axis calibration
system was removed due to the installation of the IB.
The ThO2-W (208Tl) source, contained in a 5-mm-thick lead capsule, was de-
ployed close to the outer surface of the IB with another glove box. Its decay scheme
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and main visible particles are presented in Table 3.8. A schematic and picture of
the source, and calibration position are shown in Figure 3.24. The 2.615 MeV 's,
close to the Q value of 136Xe (2.458 MeV), are used for the energy calibration, de-
termination of the energy resolution and so on. Detail is found in Section 4.7.4.
Table 3.8: Calibration source used for KamLAND-Zen.
Source Decay Main Visible Particle
208Tl  2.615 MeV  (+ 0.583 MeV )
Visible Energy (MeV)
2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Ev
en
ts
/0
.0
5M
eV
0
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1500 )γTl (208(a)  Source geometry
Lead 
4 ThO2W rods
15mm
capsule
4.8mm
3mm
15mm
3mm
10mm
4 ThO2W rods 
lead capsule
2.61MeV single gamma ray 
generates.
+
208Tl(35.94%)
ThO2W electrode(232Th 2~4wt%) Data set
run011122
run time ~3hours
source position
! ~  82cm
z ~ 141cm
r ~ 163cm
near the mini-balloon
to check film effect
(c)(a) (b)
15 mm
 heck film ffect
Near the ner balloon
Figure 3.24: ThO2-W source and calibration position. (a) A schematic view of
ThO2-W source and (b) its picture. (c) shows source position during the calibration.
In the future, modied "MiniCAL" system will be re-installed to perform z-axis
calibration in the IB with various sources.
Chapter 4
Event reconstruction
This chapter summarizes how hit-times and charges are extracted from PMT signals
and then translated into event properties such as energy and position.
4.1 Procedure of event reconstruction
The procedure of event reconstruction is as follow:
0. Data acquisition (Section 3.2.6).
When an event deposits the energy in the liquid scintillator, it generates a
scintillation photon(s). PMTs detect it as an analog signal, and electronics
convert it to digitized one which is recorded into the storage device. This
digitized PMT hit data is called waveform data.
1. Waveform analysis (Section 4.2).
Time and charge information are extracted from obtained digital waveforms.
2. Gain and timing calibration and bad channel selection (Section 4.3 - 4.4).
PMTs have individual charge and time distributions. The transit time of PMT
is calibrated by laser pulse. The position of 1 p.e.1 peak (gain) is calibrated
run by run. Correlation of time and charge is also corrected run by run (TQ
correction). At that time, dead or unstable PMTs (bad channels) are selected
and masked in order not to be used in the reconstruction.
3. Muon track reconstruction (Section 4.5).
Dierent from normal events (point-like events), most of muons have high en-
ergy and go through the liquid scintillator (track-like events). Muons make
after-pulses and many spallation events. In order to identify and reject/estimate
those events, muon events are selected from charge and the number of hits,
and then tracks are reconstructed with time and charge information of PMTs.
4. Event vertex reconstruction (Section 4.6).
For the point-like events, event vertices are reconstructed from mainly hit time
distribution of PMTs.
1photo-electron
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5. Event energy reconstruction (Section 4.7).
Event energy (visible energy) is estimated from hit, charge and time informa-
tion of PMTs for point-like events after applying additional charge correction
and consideration of photon yield eciency. Non linear response of energy
between deposited and visible energy is also estimated.
Each reconstruction qualities are also evaluated in each section.
4.2 Waveform analysis
In the waveform analysis, time and charge information is extracted from smoothed
digital waveform after pedestal subtraction. These \time" and \charge" information
is used for the event reconstruction after some correction applied. A waveform of
typical single photo electron (1 p.e.) signal is shown in Fig. 4.1 (left). The total
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Figure 4.1: Waveform of a typical single photoelectron signal (left) and test clock
pulses (right). In the left gure, red line shows the analyzed peak position, cyan
line shows the start and end of the peak, and blue line shows the estimated baseline.
The vertical scale of the waveform corresponds to voltage (calibrated with test-pulser
waveforms), and the horizontal scale corresponds to time (calibrated with 40 MHz
clock). In the right gure, test clock pulse with 25 nsec timing interval (between
red/cyan lines) is shown. Both events are taken from run011133.
sampling time for one channel is about 190 nsec and the number of sampling is 128.
The sampling width is 1.48 nsec, which is almost comparable to the transit time
spread of the 17-inch PMTs. The charge is recorded in 10 bit of the ADC channels
for each sample, and it is enough to see a single photo-electron peak.
4.2.1 Algorithm of waveform analysis
At the beginning, a pedestal is subtracted from waveforms since each ADC has
particular osets for each channel and each sampling bin. These osets are esti-
mated by averaged pedestal waveforms without noise or dark hit pulse. Usually,
fty pedestal waveforms are recorded at the beginning of each run. The waveform
is then smoothed to avoid a high frequency noise. After the subtraction, waveforms
have still non-zero oset due to the baseline. The oset is dierent from event by
event and channel by channel due to after-eects of previous pulses. It is subtracted
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to adjust the baseline. Peaks in the waveform are searched with derivatives, and
leading edge of the rst peak denes the rst photon arrival time. The charge is
dened as the total area of each pulse from start time to end time, and it is nor-
malized later with the mean charge of the single photo electron pulse, as described
in Section 4.3.1.
4.2.2 Calibration of time bin width
The time bin width for each channel is calibrated by test clock pulse. Fifty of
40 MHz clock pulses are generated and taken for each channel at the beginning
of each run. A typical number of sampling is about 17 per one clock pulse, as
shown in Fig 4.1 (right). The time information for each channel is corrected by this
calibration.
4.3 Gain and timing calibration
4.3.1 Gain calibration
For the gain calibration, we use a single photo-electron (p.e.) charge since it is
not inuenced by quantum eciency of PMTs or collection eciency. Furthermore,
typical event energy of our target is a few MeV and it makes 1 p.e. signals. A 1
p.e. charge is dened by area of a 1 p.e. pulse in a waveform. In order to obtain the
pure 1 p.e. signals, the following hit signals of 17-inch PMTs are collected, and 1
p.e. charge is normalized channel by channel and run by run. The selection criteria
of 1 p.e. pulses are;
 muon and noise events veto2,
 2 msec veto after muon,
 100 sec veto after missing waveform events,
 120  NsumMax3  230 (low occupancy event cut),
 distance between PMT and reconstructed vertex > 6 m,
 1 peak in waveform.
The typical 1 p.e. peak distribution of 17-inch and 20-inch PMTs are shown in
Fig. 4.2. Dierence of dynode structure makes the distribution dierent. The dis-
tribution of 17-inch PMTs have clear peak thanks to the better time resolution,
while that of 20-inch do not. A peak position of 17-inch PMT is simply obtained
from Gaussian distribution and used for the gain calibration. On the other hand,
for 20-inch PMT gain calibration, charge ratio (relative charge) of 20-inch PMT to
neighboring 8 of 17-inch PMTs is used. Relative charge is dened as follows;
Relative charge =
Charge of target 20-inch PMT
Average charge of 8 neighboring 17-inch PMTs
(4.1)
2Muon event selection is later found in Section 4.5. How to select noise events and missing
waveform events are described in Section 5.3 in later chapter.
3The maximum number of hit PMTs within 125 nsec after trigger issued.
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The time variation of the average 1 p.e. charges is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Single photo electron distribution of typical 17-inch (left) and 20-inch
(right) PMTs.
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Figure 4.3: The time variation of the average 1 p.e. charge of 17-inch and 20-inch
PMTs for A and B channel. Start time is August 20, 2011, the day of the rst run
taken after the IB installation (KamLAND-Zen period only). Vertical line indicates
the start day of analysis period. Data are shown as in year/month.
4.3.2 Timing calibration and TQ correction
The leading edge of the rst peak in the waveform denes the rst photon arrival
time. Then charge dependence of time is quite restrained. However, it may still
exist. The transit time of each PMT is calibrated by the dye laser pulse which has
about 1.2 nsec width. The pulse is led to the diuser ball located at the center
of the detector through a quartz optical ber, and illuminates the PMTs in all
directions. The wavelength of the laser is 500 nm. This wavelength is not absorbed
(nor reemission) in the liquid scintillator. So the same timing should be indicated
independent on the light intensity. The intensity is controlled from a single photo
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electron to a few thousand photo electrons by lter. The diuser ball has two same
length optical ber that one is from dye-laser to diuser ball and another one is
from dye laser to the 2-inch monitor PMT. A diagram of the calibration is show in
Fig 4.4. The information of pulse time and trigger issued time are compared, and
osets caused by the time delay of the trigger are removed.
KamLAND
FEE DAQ
G.G.
dye laser 2” PMT
PMT
Disc
G.G.
TDC
Trigger
start
request
stop
reply
filter opticalfiber
diffuser
ball
 veto to 
laser noise
data flow
Output register
Figure 4.4: A schematic of the dye-laser calibration. G.G. and TDC stand for a gate
generator and time to digital converter, respectively.
In addition, data of 60Co calibration run taken at the center of the detector are
used for additional timing correction since liquid scintillator condition has changed
after distillation campaign. The 60Co source runs were taken almost every 2 weeks
after the 2nd purication. It is useful to monitor the timing distribution of PMT
hits.
The rise time of a pulse is also dierent due to PMT gain and FEE amplier gain.
So correlation between time and charge is evaluated channel by channel with various
intensity of dye laser and corrected (TQ correction). Figure 4.5 shows an example
of the measured timing oset as a function of hit charge. The tting function T (Q)
is expressed as follows;
T (Q) = P0 + P1  log10Q+ P2  (log10Q)2 (4.2)
where P0, P1 and P2 are free parameters. P0 indicates the absolute timing oset. The
t is made for each PMTs and ATWD channel individually. Figure 4.6 shows the
hit time distribution before and after TQ correction. It indicates the improvement
of timing resolution from 6.7 to 2.0 nsec.
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Figure 4.5: Correlation between time and charge for a typical channel of 17-inch (left)
and 20-inch (right) PMT, taken from laser calibration data [85].3.2. TIME AND CHARGE CALIBRATION 39
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Figure 3.8: Timing distribution after TQ correction. The histograms show hit time distribution of all
17-inch PMT hits for 1 p.e. events. (Top) before correction. (Bottom) after correction.
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Figure 3.8: Timing distribution after TQ correction. The histograms show hit time distribution of all
17-inch PMT hits for 1 p.e. events. (Top) before correction. (Bottom) after correction.
Figure 3.4: Timing distributions before (left) and after(right) TQ correction. The
histograms show hit time distribution of all 17-inch PMT hits for 1 p.e. events using
detector center calibration run.
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Figure 3.5: Timing distribution of PMT hits using 60Co calibration run at the center
of the detector. Cable No.0 is selected, and ATWD Ach is left, and ATWD Bch is
right. The blue line shows the data, and the red line shows the fitting result. The
mean value is used for 60Co timing correction.
• 100 µsec veto for avoiding missing waveform events
• Nsum (the number of hit 17-inch PMT) cut for rejecting low occupancy events
before purification : 120 ≤ Nsum ≤ 180
after purification : 120 ≤ Nsum ≤ 230
• distance between PMT and reconstructed vertex > 6.0 m
• 1 peak in waveform
Figure 4.6: Hit time distribution before (left) and after (right) TQ correction [86].
4.4 Bad channel selection
KamLAND uses 1,325 of 17-inch and 554 of 20-inch PMTs (in total 1,879 PMTs)
in the inner detector (ID) and 225 of 20-inch PMTs in the outer detector (OD).
In hese PM s, some unstable channels, called \bad channels", are included. They
have too many hits, no hits or strange charge due to broken PMTs, unstable HV
supply or the mis-connection of signal cables. These bad channels are masked in the
event reconstruction processes to prevent systematic biases, while they are used to
monitor the detector condition and to estimate the bad period. Current criteria of
the bad channel selection for the ID is as follow;
1. (1) Hit rate (< 600 hits / 10,000 events).
(2) Hit rate (< 480 hits / 10,000 events except for muon events).
To nd low response channels due to electronics failure.
2. No-hit rate (> 1,000 no-hits / 10,000 events).
To nd no response channels due to a high voltage problem.
3. Hit rate in high charge muon event (< 80 hits / 100 muon events).
To nd excessively low gain channel.
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4. Dierence of hit rate between A and B channel (> 22% in 10,000 events).
To nd bad channels due to FEE failure.
5. Charge dierence (badness) in 100 of high charge muon event which satised
the following relation;
1
Ni
NiX
j=1
(Qj  Qi)2
Qj
> 1; 000 p:e: (Qj > 0; j : neighbor PMTs):
To nd channels with a large gain dierence by a comparison of the gain
between neighbor channels.
6. ADC counts for 1 p.e. is low (< QADC  1=4) or high (> QADC  4).
To nd very low gain or very high gain channels. QADC is the mean of ADC
counts which correspond to 1 p.e. of all 17-inch channels.
For the OD, selection criteria 1 is applied as follows;
1. Hit rate (< 5 hits / 10,000 events).
Figure 4.7 shows the time variation of the number of bad channels after KamLAND-
Zen data taking started. The number of bad channel has increased gradually. How-
ever, in this period, it is almost stable. There are many bad PMTs in the OD due
to water leakage, and currently, 70% of them are masked.
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Figure 4.7: Time variation of the number of bad channels. Horizontal axis is shown
as in year/month. Start time is August 20, 2011, the day of the rst run taken after
the IB installation (KamLAND-Zen period only). The green, red and blue points
show OD, ID 17-inch and ID 20-inch PMTs, respectively, and vertical line indicates
the start day of analysis period.
4.5 Muon track reconstruction
Cosmic ray muons passing through the detector interact with scintillator materials
and make various spallation products such as 10C which is a serious background
for 136Xe double-beta decay. Then muon event reconstruction to identify the muon
events and remove the correlated backgrounds is essential.
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4.5.1 Selection criteria
Cosmic muon events are easily identied by their enormous light output in the
ID/OD by scintillation/Cherenkov light. In KamLAND, selection criteria for muon
events are as follow;
 Q17  10,000 p.e.
Q17 is a total charge of the 17-inch PMTs in the ID. The event rate of this
selection is 0.34 Hz.
 Q17  500 p.e. and N200OD  5 hits.
N200OD is the number of hits in the OD within a 200 nsec time window. This
selection searches for the muons that go through only buer oil. They emit
only Cherenkov photons resulting lower charge sum. The event rate of this
selection is 0.01 Hz.
The charge distribution of muons is shown in Figure 4.8. Two clear peaks indi-
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Figure 4.8: Charge distribution of muon events. The highest peak lled with blue
histogram is produced by \through going muon" which emits mainly scintillation
light, while the second peak is by \clipping muon", which emits only Cherenkov
photons. The cyan histogram indicates the badly reconstructed muons, and magenta
histogram shows showering muons whose residual charge is more than 106 p.e.
cate \through going muons" (scintillation light (dominant) + Cherenkov light) and
\clipping muons" (Cherenkov light only). These muon types are dependent on muon
tracks that through going muons pass through the buer oil and the liquid scintilla-
tor, while clipping muons do only the buer oil. Thorough going muons are further
categorized into the following two types that (1) showering muon (Q > 106 p.e.)
and (2) non-showering muon (Q < 106 p.e.), where Q is \residual charge" de-
scribed in Section 4.5.3. About 106 p.e. of the residual charge corresponds to 3 GeV.
Then showering muons are very energetic muons. They often produce the spallation
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events and after-pulses. The ratio of them to all the muons is about 2.5%. The ratio
of badly reconstructed muons (badness > 100) is about 8.7% in all muons, and it
increases in the lower charge. The muon rate is estimated to be about 0.35 Hz from
the time dierence between muon events as shown in Fig. 4.9, and it is stable during
this analysis period. Time variation of the mean charge of through going muon and
clipping muon is shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Time dierence from muon to muon taken from typical 24 h physics run.
Estimated muon rate is 0.35 Hz.
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Figure 4.10: Time variation of the mean charge of through going muons (blue) and
clipping muons (red). Vertical line indicates the start day of analysis period and
horizontal axis is shown as in year/month.
4.5.2 Algorithm of muon track reconstruction
The muon track reconstruction is based on the timing information of PMT hits. In
the liquid scintillator, muons emit both Cherenkov and scintillation photons along
their tracks. As shown in Fig. 4.11 (a), the direction of Cherenkov photon emission
is determined just by Cherenkov angle, cosc = 1/n, where n is refractive index
of the liquid scintillator. On the other hand, the scintillation photons are emitted
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isotropically from each point of the muon track. With the notation of Fig. 4.11 (b),
the observed time t, which is the arriving time of the earliest light to the PMT, is
expressed as a function of l using simple geometrical relation;
t = t0 +
l
c
+
z   l
cos
 n
c
= t0 +
l
c
+
p
(z   l)2 + 2  n
c
(4.3)
where t0 is the time when a muon entered to the detector and c is a speed of light. In
this relation, the velocity of the muon is approximated to be the speed of light. To
obtain the minimized t, we just calculate dt=dl = 0 of Eq. 4.3 and nd cos = 1/n
which corresponds to the angle of Cherenkov light emission. The refractive index of
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Figure 4.11: The schematic view of muon track for (a) Cherenkov light and (b)
scintillation llight.
the liquid scintillator and the buer oil are measured to be 1.44 to 1.47 in the various
wavelength of the light, and parameterization of the speed of light depending on the
position is introduced to handle the dierence of reective index between the liquid
scintillator and the buer oil.
In the case such that a muon stops in the detector (too small charge deposit)
and/or multiple muons go through the detector at the same time, muon tracks are
not appropriately reconstructed. Such muons are classied into \mis-reconstructed
muons", dened by badness and total charge of 17-inch PMTs. The ratio of mis-
reconstructed through going muons to all muons is about 0.7%.
4.5.3 Tracking performance
Relation between the total charge of 17-inch PMTs and the distance to muon tracks
from the detector center (impact parameter) with well-reconstructed muon is shown
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in Fig 4.12. A boundary of the liquid scintillator and the buer oil is located at
650 cm, and this plot clearly indicates it. Figure 4.13 shows the relation between
the reconstructed track length and a total charge of 17-inch PMTs. These two
parameters have a linear correlation.
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Figure 4.12: Relation between muon total charge (Q17) and track impact parameter.
The clear boundary around 650 cm corresponds to the actual balloon edge.
The distribution of normalized charge divided by reconstructed muon track
length (dQ/dL) in the buer oil and the liquid scintillator is shown in Figure 4.14,
where dQ/dL is dened as follow;
dQ
dL

Cherenkov
=
Q17
LID
(r > 650 cm) (4.4)
dQ
dL

Scintillation
=
Q17   LID(dQ=dL)Cherenkov
LLS
(4.5)
where r, LID and LLS is an impact parameter, track length in the inner detec-
tor and track length in the liquid scintillator, respectively. That of Cherenkov
is estimated by clipping muons, and scintillation are evaluated by through going
muons. The ideal value of normalized charge, (dQ/dL)ideal is estimated to 31.45
p.e./cm and 629.4 p.e./cm for Cherenkov and scintillation, respectively, which was
obtained by the mean of Gaussian distribution. From these dQ/dL values, residual
charge, Q is estimated to discriminate showering muons (Q > 106 p.e.). Value
of (dQ/dL)scintillation changes due to the liquid scintillator condition such as be-
fore/after purication, while (dQ/dL)Cherenkov remains almost unchanged from the
beginning of KamLAND. One example of normalized charge taken from recent data
is shown in Fig. 4.14, and time variation of those is shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.13: Relation between muon total charge (Q17) and track length. (Top) in
the liquid scintillator and (bottom) in the buer oil.
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Figure 4.14: An example of normalized charge of (left) Cherenkov and (right) scin-
tillation light emission estimated from clipping muons and through going muons,
respectively.
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Figure 4.15: Time variation of normalized charge for Cherenkov and scintillation
light emission. Both are stable during this period. Vertex line indicates the start
day of the analysis, and horizontal axis is shown as in year/month.
4.6 Vertex reconstruction
4.6.1 Algorithm of vertex reconstruction
The vertex reconstruction is based on a \pulse shape". It is a PMT hit time dis-
tribution, and the maximum likelihood approach is applied to determine the vertex
position after correcting for photon time-of-ight. Pulse shapes generally depend on
the PMT type (17-inch or 20-inch), the distance from the source to the PMT, the
intensity of the signal, the origin of the signal (gamma, beta, neutron, positron),
and the distance traveled through the scintillator. Typical pulse shapes at various
points are collected as a pattern from source calibration data, and used for producing
likelihood functions.
For an event occurring at a position (x; y; z) and time t, the delay of the signal
timing for i-th PMT i is calculated by the following expression;
i = ti   t  TOFi (i : index of PMTs) (4.6)
where ti is the observed timing of the i-th PMT, and TOFi (for Time Of Flight) is
the distance from the event occurring position to the i-th PMT divided by the speed
of light in the scintillator. The likelihood function that takes into account only the
signal timing can be written as;
L =
NhitsY
i
'(i(x; y; z; t)) (4.7)
or more convenient shape for computation;
log(L) =
NhitsX
i
log('(i(x; y; z; t))) (4.8)
where '(i) is a pulse shape evaluated at i. The multiplication is made only over
the hit PMTs which have signals. The maximum of the Eq. 4.8 is achieved at a
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point where its 4-dimensional gradient turns into zero, i.e. partial derivatives with
respect to x; y; z and t all vanish;
@(log(L))
@xj
= 0 (xj = (x; y; z; t)) (4.9)
or,
NhitsX
i
d(log('(i)))
di
@i
@xj
=
NhitsX
i
1
'(i)
d'(i)
di
@i
@xj
= 0: (4.10)
The vertex tter searches for the solution and gives the best vertex parameters x; y; z
and t.
4.6.2 Vertex quality for KamLAND-Zen data
Determination of the center of inner balloon
The center of reconstructed vertices of the KamLAND balloon (x; y; z = 0) is not
exactly equal to that of the IB. Then additional vertex correction to tune the center
is applied. The z-bias is estimated from radial distribution of events in the energy
region 1.0 < E < 2.0 MeV with each cos. In Fig. 4.16 (left), the coordinate of an
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Figure 4.16: Coordinate of KamLAND/KamLAND-Zen (left) and a sample his-
togram of radial distribution in a certain cos (right).
event is described, and in the right gure, a sample histogram of radial distribution in
a certain cos is shown. Note that the tted value is not equal to the IB radius since
136Xe 2 decay is only observed inside the IB. From tting of cos distribution,
oset for z-axis is estimated to be -10.28 cm from the center of KamLAND vertices
as shown in Fig. 4.17 (left). Due to the drop shape of the IB, in large cos, which
corresponds to the cone part, the value of radial distribution becomes larger. The
cos distribution after correction is also shown in Fig. 4.17 (right). Bias of x and y
are also estimated from radial distribution of events in -1.0 < z < 1.0 m with each
, shown in Fig 4.18. In contrast to z dependence, almost all of the data is in  3
cm, therefore x-y correction is not applied in this data-set.
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Figure 4.17: The cos distribution before (left) and after (right) z-axis correction.
Actual shape of the IB is drop, so in large cos, tting value becomes large.
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Figure 4.18: The deviation of  distribution in -1.0 < z < 1.0 m for energy range of
0.5 <E < 1.0 (left) and 1.0 <E < 2.0 MeV (right) after z-axis correction. Average
value of these plot is dened as zero, and values are within 3 cm.
Vertex resolution
Vertex resolution is evaluated from radial distribution of events for 1.2 < E < 2.0
MeV compared with simulation data to be 15 cm/
p
E(MeV), later shown in Fig. 6.1
in Chapter 6.
Vertex bias
Vertex bias is estimated from photon simulation obtained from GEANT4 and it is
negligibly small.
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Fiducial volume
Fiducial volume selection and its uncertainty are written in Section 5.7 (Event se-
lection) and Section 7.2 (Analysis).
4.7 Energy reconstruction
The reconstructed energy is called \visible energy". Reconstruction of energy re-
quires hit, charge and time information of PMTs after some corrections applied. Ba-
sic correction is summarized in Section 4.7.1, and the algorithm is described in 4.7.2.
After the reconstruction, additional energy correction for the data of KamLAND-
Zen is applied (Section 4.7.3), and its quality of reconstructed energy is estimated
in Section 4.7.4.
The visible energy and the deposited energy in the detector has non-linear rela-
tion due to quenching eect of the liquid scintillator and contribution of Cherenkov
photons and so on. These non-linear sources generate uncertainties of energy scale,
and it is also summarized in Section 4.7.4.
4.7.1 Basic correction
Charge correction
For the correct charge estimation, two corrections in addition to already described
gain correction and bad channel selection, are applied to reduce time variation caused
by detector status. One is setting of the software discriminator threshold to 0.3 p.e.
for each PMT. The detection eciency is estimated to be 0.964, determined from 1
p.e. distribution.
Another one is dark hit subtraction. Figure 4.19 shows a time spectrum of the
light emission (17-inch PMTs) after the correction of time-of-ight. The dark hit
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Figure 4.19: Time spectrum of PMT hits after the correction of time of ight. From
 100 to  50 nsec is used for the evaluation of dark hit.
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charge is estimated from 50 nsec o-time window in the spectrum. It is dened as
the mean of the number of photo-electrons of charge distribution. The contribution
of dark hit charge in analysis window (150 nsec) is about 10 p.e., and it corresponds
to 5% for 1 MeV event (200 p.e.). In order to reduce the non-linear bias of
the visible energy, dark charge is estimated run by run and subtracted from event
by event in on-time window. Time variation of dark charge is shown in Fig. 4.20.
It is almost stable except for the IB installation and the liquid scintillator lling
continued until middle of September, 2011.
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Figure 4.20: Time variation of dark charge in 50 nsec timing window. Vertex line
indicate the start day of the analysis and horizontal axis is shown as year/month.
Photon yield eciency
Photon yield also aects the energy estimation. Three parameters (shadowing eect,
light attenuation length and single photo-electron eciency) are considered here.
First one is shadowing eect. The shadow of the KamLAND balloon and its
supporting ropes aect the photon yield for each PMT especially for the top and
the bottom ones due to the shape of the detector. The light loss is calculated from
its geometrical information and then calibrated with source calibration data of 60Co
placed at the center (z = 0). It improves the (z-dependence) symmetry of the photon
yield of the PMTs.
Second one is light attenuation length. The eective attenuation length includes
the eect of photon absorption and re-emission during photon ight and it is eval-
uated to 18.0  1.6 m by uniformly distributed events, neutron captured gamma's.
Third one is a single photo-electron eciency. The 0.3 p.e. discriminator thresh-
old makes ineciency of 1 p.e. detection, and it causes non-linear bias for the visible
energy if multi photo-electrons are involved. Considering the mean number of photo-
electrons in the j-th PMT, , it is calculated with an expected charge for each PMT
that
 
X
i
Qobservedi 
Qexpected-no-thresholdjP
iQ
expected-no-threshold
i
(4.11)
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Using 1 p.e. detection eciency, , and the mean number of photo-electrons , the
probabilities of the detection eciency of 0 p.e., 1 p.e. and N p.e. (N  2) are given
by Poisson statistics as follow;
P (0) = e  + (1  )e 
= e [1 + (1  )];
P (1) = e ;
P (N) =
N
N !
e  (N  2):
(4.12)
Then, the expected charge is calculated by summing up of charges.
Qexpectedi = q(1) P (1) +
X
N2
[q(N) P (N)]: (4.13)
Here, normalization factor is omitted because it does not aect the energy non-
linearity. If there is no threshold eect,X
N1
[q(N) P (N)] = qi  Qexpected-no-thresholdi : (4.14)
where q1 is the mean charge of 1 p.e. distribution without threshold eect. Then,
considering that only 1 p.e. events are aected by the threshold eect, Eq. 4.13 is
converted to
Qexpectedi = q1   e q1 + q(1)e 
= Qexpected-no-thresholdi

1  e 

1  q(1)
q1

 (4.15)
Here, the q(1) is determined from the relation that q1 = q(1)+ qloss(1  ), where
qloss is the mean loss charge under threshold. Thus,
Qexpectedi = Q
expected-no-threshold
i (1  e );
 qloss
q1
(1  ): (4.16)
The parameter  is estimated from calibration data to be 0.03.
4.7.2 Algorithm of energy reconstruction
The visible energy is reconstructed by A2 energy tter with hit, charge and time
information of PMTs. In general, the hit information is used for the reconstruc-
tion of low energy event since it is not aected by the charge resolution and one
photo-electron threshold, while for the high energy event reconstruction, charge in-
formation has better performance due to high occupancy. Although implementation
of combined tter is even harder, the tter newly developed for KamLAND provides
a natural and seamless transition from a purely hit-based estimator at lower energies
to a mostly charge-based one at higher energies.
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The energy estimator determines the energy through maximum likelihood func-
tion method. The likelihood function consists of the probability density functions
of hit, charge and hit time for each PMT, given as follows;
L =
no hitY
i=1
i;0(
 !
RPMTi ;
 !
R source; Evis)
hitY
i=1
24 1X
j=1
i;j(
 !
RPMTi ;
 !
R source; Evis)fi;j(qi)
35 i(tiji)
(i; j : the unique number of each PMT; and the number of hit-generated photon)
(4.17)
where i;j and fi;j(qi) is probability and charge probability density function of j-
photons hit at i-th PMT, respectively. A function i(tiji) is hit time probability
density function for i-th PMT, given by the time ti and the expected number of
incident photons i = (
 !
RPMTi ;
 !
R source; Evis). These functions and parameters are
expressed with basic and corrected parameters described in Section 4.7.1. For ex-
ample, i;j is provided by Poisson distribution as a function of i and the function
includes the detection eciency of 1 p.e. threshold signal above 0.3 p.e., and i con-
tains eective solid angle including attenuation and shadowing eect. The charge
probability density function fi;j(qi) is modeled by Gaussian distribution including
sigma of 1 p.e. distribution, which is evaluated to be 0.39. The hit time probability
density function i(tiji) is a function of actual pulse shape function divided by i.
From a denition of each function with observable and expected parameters, the
likelihood function can be written with four terms (no-hit, hit, charge and time),
and the best reconstruction energy is derived from the maximization of log-likelihood
function,
@(log(L))
@E
= 0: (4.18)
For the low energy region, no-hit, hit and time terms work eectively. On the
other hand, charge term works eectually for high energy region. For computation,
Eq. 4.18 is solved with modied Newton-Raphson method;
Evis =   @(log(L))=@E
@2(log(L))=@E2
: (4.19)
The visible energy (Evis) is reconstructed by summing up of Eq. 4.19 after several
iterations. More detail description for each function, rst and second derivatives are
found in Ref. [86].
Reconstructed energy noted above is actually evaluated for 17-inch PMTs and
20-inch PMTs, respectively and then combined, since those PMTs have dierent
characteristics such as sensitive area, time resolution and charge resolution. In
particular, clear single photo-electron peak observed in 17-inch PMTs is not found
in 20-inch PMTs. Hence, the mean value of visible energy from 20-inch PMTs
(E20-inch) is calibrated with those of 17-inch PMTs (E17-inch), and visible energy is
provided with combination of both energies to obtain better energy resolution that,
Evisible = (1  )  E17-inch +   E20-inch; (4.20)
where  is the weighting and estimated to 0.3 from the past various calibration data.
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4.7.3 Additional correction for KamLAND-Zen data
Described energy estimation is established for the liquid scintillator used in Kam-
LAND. The Xe-LS for KamLAND-Zen consists of a slightly dierent components
and has dierent parameters. So its energy is corrected with photon simulation
data. The parameters of Monte Carlo simulation are tuned with actual 214Po dis-
tribution tagged by delayed coincidence method (detail described in Section 5.5).
With MC data generated in various radius and , energy is corrected and evaluated.
Figure 4.21 shows cos distribution of 214Po ( decay, Q = 7.83MeV4) after the
correction.
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Figure 4.21: An example of cos distribution of 214Po energy deviation. Horizontal
blue dot lines show the region of deviation within 0.5%.
4.7.4 Energy response
The energy response is calibrated with three kind of sources that (1) 208Tl 2.614 MeV
's from articial calibration source of ThO2-W, (2) 2.225 MeV 's from spallation
neutrons capture on protons, and (3) 214Bi ( + ) from 222Rn ( = 5.5 days)
introduced during the lling of the liquid scintillator. Those event distributions in
the detector are shown in Fig. 4.22. Black line shows the boundary of the IB. Its
inside is lled with the Xe-LS, while outside is KamLAND-LS. The 208Tl events are
obtained from the articial source, then high intensity events have a gathering at
the calibration point. On the other hand, 2.225 MeV 's from spallation neutrons
capture on protons are uniformly distributed in both KamLAND LS and the Xe LS
due to muon-induced events. 214Bi ( + ) is uniformly distributed only in the IB
due to introduction of 222Rn by the initial lling of the liquid scintillator.
4Alpha energy quenches in the liquid scintillator.
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Figure 4.22: Event distribution of 208Tl (top left), neutron capture 2.225 MeV's
(top right) and 214Bi (bottom left). Black line shows shape of the IB. Right axis
shows the number of events. 208Tl events are concentrate on the calibration point
and its intensity is much higher than rest two reactions. Neutron capture events are
found in both KamLAND-LS and the Xe-LS since muon cause these events, while
214Bi is observed only in the Xe-LS due to 222Rn introduced by the ling.
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ThO2-W calibration
Energy distribution of 's from ThO2-W source is shown in Fig. 4.23. The source is
contained in a 5-mm-thick lead capsule and deployed close to the outer surface of the
IB (Section 3.8.2). The most intense peak is primary 's of 208Tl (2.614 MeV), and
second one near 3.1 MeV is from multiple- cascades of 208Tl. The level diagram
of 208Tl is found in Appendix C.1.1. Comparison of the mean and width of primary
peak with Monte Carlo simulation provides the energy resolution to be  = (6.6 
0.3)%/
p
E(MeV). Figure 4.24 shows the light yield radial dependence of 208Tl peak
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Figure 4.23: Visible energy distribution of 's from ThO2-W (208Tl) source. The
line indicate the best-t curve. It has a 2/d.o.f. = 5.0/8.
energy. Compared with those of KamLAND (radius is more than 154 cm), Xe-LS
has 3% lower light yield and is within the expected value.
Spallation neutron capture on protons
The neutrons produced by muons are captured by mainly protons within several
hundred sec and emit 2.225 MeV gamma rays. These events are simply selected
with NsumMax (the number of hits when trigger was issued) and time dierence
from muons. Figure 4.25 shows the NsumMax distribution of neutron capture events
with the time dierence cut, 150 < Tmuon < 1; 000 sec and good event selection
cut (the number of waveforms (PMT hits) should be larger than the NsumMax) to
reduce the eect of missing waveforms. Clear peak found in 350 < NsumMax <
500 is caused by neutron capture on protons. Fig. 4.26 shows the visible energy
distribution with selected NsumMax. Visible energy is estimated to be 2.22 MeV.
The position dependence and time variation of the visible energy is within 1.0%
during data-set, shown in Figure 4.27 left and right, respectively.
Table 4.1 summarizes the estimated visible energy for above two  emitting
reactions as well as its real energy.
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Figure 4.24: Radial distribution of the energy peak of 208Tl. The red points are
obtained from data and blue points from Monte Carlo study. Vertical line at 154-
cm-radius is edge of the IB.
Table 4.1: Reconstructed visible energies for  sources.
Source Gamma energy Visible energy
(MeV) (MeV)
208Tl 2.614 2.571
np! d 2.225 2.219
Non-linear response of energy
As shown in Table 4.1, estimated visible energy is not exactly equal to the (real)
deposited energy in the detector since it has non-linear relation due to quenching
eects of the liquid scintillator, contribution of Cherenkov photons and so on. These
non-linear sources generate uncertainties of energy scale.
The quenching eect reduce the photon yield due to the dierent eciency of
light emission depending on the particle's ionization density. For example, the
quenching factor of a few MeV alpha particles is 1/10, while that of electron is
only a few percent. The contribution of this eect is estimated from Birks formula
as a function of energy deposition dE=dx as follows,
Evis =
A
1 + kB(dE=dx)
E (4.21)
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Figure 4.26: Visible energy distribution of 2.225 MeV 's from spallation neutrons
capture on protons selected with NsumMax.
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Figure 4.27: The position dependence (left) and time variation (right) of the visible
energy of neutron capture 's. Blue dot line shows 1.0% deviation.
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where kB is Birks constant determined by characteristics of the liquid scintillator
and A is a factor to convert photon yield to estimated energy.
Cherenkov photons are emitted only by electrons and positrons and the number
of photons of those depend on their energy. The direct contribution of Cherenkov
light is ignorable since most of photons are absorbed in the liquid scintillator. How-
ever, re-emission light of those make signicant contribution to the total charge.
The total photon yield (i.e. visible energy) is expressed as sum of scintillation
and Cherenkov photon contributions as
Evis =

Asci  dNsci
dE
+ACh  dNCh
dE

E
= A

1
1 +R
 1
1 + kB(dE=dx)
+
R
1 +R
 dNCh
dE

E
(4.22)
where Nsci and NCh are the number of scintillation and Cherenkov photons, respec-
tively, and Asci and ACh are normalization parameters to be determined.
For this analysis, the contribution of the quenching eect and Cherenkov light
is tuned with combined data that the peak position of 208Tl and spectral shape of
214Bi events. 214Bi events are tagged with time and space correlation of 214Po with
delayed coincidence method (Section 5.5). Visible energy distribution of 214Bi is
shown in Fig. 4.28 with best t curves (simulated spectrum). Its level diagrams are
found in Appendix C.1.2.
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Figure 4.28: Visible energy distribution of 214Bi (+ ) supplied by 222Rn from the
initial lling. The line indicate the best-t curve. It has a 2/d.o.f. = 27.0/29.
The parameters of a detector non-linearity, Birks constant (kB) and ratio of
scintillation photons to Cherenkov photons are constrained from 214Bi and 208Tl.
The correlation of parameters is shown in Fig. 4.29. It has strong anti-correlation.
Figure 4.30 shows the ratio of visible energy to real energy as a function of real
energy for electron and gamma's.
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Figure 4.30: Energy non-linearity correction for electron and gamma energy scale.
The data point is obtained from source calibration (208Tl 2.614 MeV 's).
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Event selection
Not all reconstructed events are physical events. Some of them are bad events (or
bad periods), muon events, or post-muon events within a time window of 2 msec.
Hence these non-physical events should be rejected (Section 5.2 and 5.3). Physical
events consist of signals (the summed energy of two electrons in double-beta decay)
and various backgrounds (detail described in the next chapter). In KamLAND-Zen,
if a signal and a background event have the same energy and vertex, identication
of those is dicult. However, some of backgrounds can be identied by searching
for time-space correlation with two events. For example, 214Bi, which is one of the
backgrounds for 0 decay search, can be vetoed by sequential decay of 214Po
with those time-space correlations. It is called \delayed coincidence method". Its
rejection eciency is more than 99%. In addition, reactor anti-neutrinos, which are
not serious background due to quite small contribution, are also vetoed with the same
method. These \background rejections" in advance are written in Section 5.4 and
5.5. Rest of events is nally tested with \badness" to search for possibly remaining
noise (unphysical) events. It is presented in Section 5.6. Fiducial volume selection
is also described in Section 5.7.
5.1 Dataset summary
The data used for this double beta decay analysis were collected between October
12, 2011 and February 9, 2012 or run011000 - 011212. The calculated livetime is
112.3 days (detail described in Chapter 7), which correspond to 94% of the elapsed
time, 120 days.
5.2 Run selection
In the 120 days of data collected period, totally 213 runs were taken. Almost all of
runs are \physics run" aiming to be used for data analysis, while some of them are
calibration runs, test runs, and so on. In physics runs, some runs are not appropriate
to the analysis due to strange behavior, mis-conguration of data taking, or external
troubles such as power supply failure. To keep the data quality, run condition is
monitored with the number of bad channels, run time, trigger rate, hit rate, muon
81
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rate and event rate, and \run grade" is dened run by run such as \good run", \bad
run" or \half bad run". A run which has many bad channels, short run time (<
6 minutes) and/or strange rate is classied as a bad run and excluded. Some runs
have bad data quality for a certain period due to (for example) failure of HV supply
or readout of FEE boards. These runs are called half bad runs. Only good runs
and good periods in half bad runs are used for an analysis, and the total number of
analyzed run is 147.
5.3 Non-physical event rejection
Cut selections to reject non-physical events are described in this section. Non-
physical events are characterized from their abnormal PMT hit time distribution
as shown in Fig. 5.1. The hit time distribution of normal event is concentrated on
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Figure 5.3: PMT Hit Time Profile of a Normal Event and a Non-Physical Event
5.5 Good Event Selection
In prior to event reconstruction, we apply a basic cut to reject non-physical events. Non-
physical events are characterized by their abnormal PMT hit time distribution, as shown
in Figure 5.3. A point-like vertex single physics event should have PMT hits distributed
within about 100 nsec time window, which roughly corresponds to photon travel time
throughout the detector, including the eﬀect of photon absorption and re-emission. As
shown in the figure, events identified as non-physical are lacking in this feature.
Behavior of the readout electronics after muon is suspected as a cause of such non-
physical events. A huge pulse of muon might impact the readout circuit too severely,
and/or large overshoots and undershoots following a muon hit might influence its func-
tionality. In actual fact, such non-physical events are concentrated within short periods
after muon hits (Figure 5.7).
To select such non-physical events, we introduce a parameter Nhit100 that represents
the number of hits within 100 nsec time window. The 100 nsec time window is adjusted
for each event in order that that maximum number of hits are contained within the
window. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of the number of hits within the 100 nsec
window (Nhit100) v.s. the total number of hits (Nhit). Non-physical events are clearly
separated on the plane. We reject such events by requiring Nhit100 >
1
2(Nhit+50), which
is shown with a solid line in the figure.
As described below, we apply 2 msec veto after every muon, which eﬀectively suppress
those non-physical events. Also as described later, we use only events with Nhit greater
than or equal to 200. After those cuts, the ratio of non-physical events is 0.0002%. Thus
ineﬃciency incuded by the non-physical event cut is 0.0002% at most. Figure 5.5 shows
the distribution of ID charge before and after the non-physical event cut.
Figure 5.1: PMT hit time distribution of a typical normal event (left) and a non-
physical event (right) taken from Ref. [82].
within  100 150 nsec. In contrast, a n n-physical event distributes widely without
any clear peaks. Mainly muon generates such non-physical events since muon causes
many continuous events in a short period, and it makes electronics too busy to deal
with such signals. Various kinds of non-physical events in addition to physical events
are shown in Figure 5.2 as a function of the total charge of 17-inch PMTs. Each
events are explained in the following sections.
5.3.1 Flasher event cut
Sometimes, a PMT emits a light due to electric discharge of dynodes or strong spark
noises. Neighboring PMTs detect this light and m ke a hit. Such events are called
\ashe events". Figure 5.3 (left) s ws the eve t display of a typical asher event.
Although these signals have a similar d stribution of hit timing as normal even s and
mimic high energy events up to 20 MeV, charge distribution helps to distinguish
those. The selection criteria of asher events are,
 Not muon events or noise events.
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 Total charge of the inner detector (QID) > 2,500 p.e.
 Ratio of maximum single PMT charge to QID  0.6.
 Mean charge of the neighbor PMTs surrounding the asher PMT  20 p.e.
Here, noise events are dened with the number of maximum PMT hits within 100
nsec (N100) and the number of all PMT hits in an event (NhitID) as N100  (NhitID
+ 50)/2. Selected asher events and normal events are shown in Fig.5.3 (right).
5.3.2 Muon event veto
Interaction of cosmic ray muons with nuclei in the liquid scintillator generates neu-
trons. Most of them are captured on protons and make 2.2 MeV signals. Those
noisy multiple signals occur within a short period (a few hundred sec) and make
non-physical events. Thus muon itself and post-muon events within a time window
of 2 msec are eliminated. Muon selection criteria are summarized in Section 4.5.
5.3.3 Noise event cut
The waveform information of PMTs would be sometimes lost for a short time, since
muon and post-muon events cause high event rate and make ATWD channels quite
busy. These events are called \missing waveform events" and removed if they cannot
satisfy the following relation;
Nhit17 > NsumMax (5.1)
where Nhit17 is the number of 17-inch PMTs whose waveforms are recorded, and
NsumMax is the maximum number of 17-inch PMT hits within a 125 nsec after a
trigger issue. Selection criteria are also shown in Fig. 5.4. If NsumMax of those
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Figure 5.4: Selection criteria of missing waveform events. Vertical line shows thresh-
old of NsumMax.
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events is more than 200, 2 msec veto is applied, and if it is more than 1200, 2 sec
veto is applied.
There is another noise event. The cluster of noise events sometimes appears in
spite of no muon information before the cluster due to unknown dead time. These
events are called \missing muon". Noise events are selected by combination of N100
(the number of maximum PMT hits within 100 nsec) and NhitID (the number of all
PMT hits), which satised the following relations;
NhitID > 100;
N100 < (NhitID   20)=2:
(5.2)
If selected noise events make cluster and are preceded by no muons within 1 msec,
those events are rejected.
5.4 Anti-neutrino veto
The electron antineutrinos mainly from nuclear power reactors1 are tagged with
delayed coincidence method. As shown in Fig. 5.5, e reacts with proton in the liquid
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5.1 Event Selection Outline
As discussed in Chapter 2, the energy range of geo-neutrinos extends from 0 MeV to 3.3
MeV. As discussed in Chapter 3, we detect geo-neutrinos by the reaction of ν¯ep → e+n,
energy threshold of which is 1.8 MeV. The reaction makes two correlated signals. The
first signal, prompt signal, is made by the positron and two 0.51 MeV gamma particles
generated by annihilation of the positron. The second signal, delayed signal, is made by
a 2.2 MeV gamma particle, which is emitted in subsequence of thermal neutron capture
on proton. This thermalization and capture process take about 200 µsec, and positions
of neutron capture are typically 30∼50 cm apart from the neutrino reaction vertices.
ν γ
γn
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Delayed Signal
These correlated signals are tagged by the means of delayed coincidence method. We
search pairs of signals that occur within short interval (order of neutron thermalization
and capture time) and within short distance (order of thermal neutron disperse). We also
confine events to those with 2.2 MeV delayed signals.
Cosmic muons are a major source of backgrounds. Not only generate unstable isotopes,
but also they disturb the detector for a certain span. The detector is vetoed for a period
after muons. Details of muon induced backgrounds, as well as all other backgrounds, are
discussed in Chapter 6.
92
Figure 5.5: Schematic view of e tagging taken from Ref. [82].
scintillator via inverse -decay e+p!e++n, and generates time-space correlated
events. Positron releases its kinetic energy and annihilates with a nearby electron,
producing two 511 keV  rays as prompt signal, and a thermalized neutron captured
by a proton within 210 sec emits 2.2 MeV  r y as a delayed signal.
Veto selection criteria are determined by delayed energy (1.5 MeV  Ed), dis-
tance of prompt and delayed signals (R < 200 cm), and timing correlation of
prompt and delayed signals (T < 1,000 se). As a result, only one coincidence is
tagged in the ducial volume.
1There are 56 Japanese reactor located in ux-averaged distance of 180 km from KamLAND.
Reactor fuels are mainly composed of 235U, 238U, 239Pu and 241Pu. Their energies are released by
nuclear ssion and e accompanied.
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5.5 Sequential Bi-Po decays veto
214Bi and 212Bi are one of the backgrounds in 0 region. They can be vetoed
since a sequential Bi-Po decay also has time-space correlation. The decay of 214Bi -
214Po in the 238U chain and 212Bi - 212Po in the 232Th chain are as follow;
214Bi
T1=2=19:9 min               !
Q=3:272MeV; 99:989%
214Po
T1=2=164sec         !
Q=7:687MeV
210Pb;
212Bi
T1=2=60:55 min              !
Q=2:254MeV; 64:06%
212Po
T1=2=299nsec         !
Q=8:954MeV
208Pb:
These events are vetoed with 2 ways: (1) a delayed coincidence rejection and (2)
pile-up rejection by waveform analysis.
Almost all of the sequential Bi-Po decays are tagged with delayed coincidence
method. Prompt signal is a bismuth (+ ) decay and delayed signal is a polonium
() decay. Alpha decay energy is quenched in the liquid scintillator. So those peaks
of visible energy become less than 1 MeV. Like anti-neutrino, veto selection criteria
are determined by delayed energy (0.35  Ed < 1.5 MeV), distance between prompt
and delayed signals (R < 300 cm), and timing correlation of prompt and delayed
signals (T < 3,000 sec). Figure 5.6 shows vetoed 214Bi-214Po coincidence events
(only used for T > 5sec). Time correlation plot is tted with an exponential
curve, and it provides a half-life of the decay. It is consistent with a half-life of 214Po
(164.3 sec) within error.
Pile-up Bi-Po events are rejected by waveforms of hit PMTs in order to veto
events eciently. These events are selected from the shape of histogram (whether
double pulses exists), time dierence of the pulses (T > 20 nsec), the delayed
energy (0.35  Ed < 1.2 MeV), and its badness (badness > 1.5, detail described in
next section). Badness of a pileup event tends to be higher than a usual event. An
example of selected event as a function of time is shown in Fig. 5.7. Thanks to this
selection, more Bi-Po events are selected eectively.
From two kinds of Bi-Po rejection method, 214Bi rejection eciency is estimated
to be (99.97  0.01)%. It comes from 214Po tagging ineciency estimated by T,
and 214Bi tagging ineciency estimated by the 222Rn decay curve. 212Bi rejection
eciency is estimated to be (89  2)%. These cuts introduce less than 0.1% of
detection ineciency.
5.6 Badness cut
After passing through the all described event selections, remained events still have
a possibility of noise events. Then they should nally pass a vertex-time-charge
(VTQ) test. The reconstructed \point-like" events have a vertex and energy based
on the time and charge information obtained from PMTs. By comparison of observed
charge and hit time distribution with the expected ones based on the reconstructed
vertex, remained unphysical events such as accidentally reconstructed ones are l-
tered out. The parameter of event quality evaluation is called \badness", consist of
the following 9 parameters;
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 ~2T : Reduced 2 for time-distance relation.
PMT hit time and the distance between the reconstructed vertex and the PMT
has linear correlation as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). 2T is evaluated for each event
and its typical value is less than 2 for 115 MeV energy region. An event which
has worse 2T is not a \point-like" events, or fails the event reconstruction.
 T and HT : Sigma and height of time-spectrum-subtracted time of ight.
The time spectrum of scintillation light emission shown in Fig 5.8 (b) is repro-
duced from the time distribution of PMT after subtraction of time of ight. It
includes transit time spread and vertex resolution. The peak width and height
of the spectrum are denoted as T and HT and those typical values are 811
nsec and less than 2, respectively. Those parameters also evaluate the quality
of the vertex reconstruction.
 ~2Q : Reduced 2 for charge-distance relation.
The correlation of PMT charge and the distance between the reconstructed
vertex and the PMT is shown in Fig. 5.8 (c). The expectation is calculated
from the expected charge. ~2Q is evaluated for each event and its typical value
is less than 2. An event which has worse ~2Q means the energy estimation is
not reliable.
 ~2hit and Rhit : Reduced 2 for hit occupancy-distance relation, and ratio of
the number of total hits to the integrated expected occupancy.
The number of hit can substitute for the charge information. In a low energy
event, the ratio of the hit number to the total number of PMTs (occupancy)
is a good parameter to estimate the expected number of photo-electrons (the
expected charge). It is also useful to evaluate the reconstruction quality. The
correlation between the occupancy and the distance is shown in Fig. 5.8 (d).
The occupancy is calculated for each bin. The expected occupancy is calcu-
lated with Poisson probability, 1 e  where  is the expected photo-electrons
obtained from the ratio of the total expected charge to the total number of
PMTs. ~2hit is calculated from the scaled expectation with Poisson probability.
Its normalized parameter is evaluated form the ratio of the number of total
hits to the integrated expected occupancy (Rhit, also shown in Fig. 5.8 (d)).
 Q, RN150 and RN48 : sigma of Q / Qexpected distribution, the ratio of N150 to
NsumMax and the ratio of N48 to N150.
In Fig. 5.8 (e), the distribution of charge divided by the expected charge is
shown. The width of the distribution is parameterized by the rms value. This
parameter also evaluate the quality of the energy reconstruction. The ratio of
the number of hit within 150 nsec (N150) to NsumMax, RN150 and ratio of the
number of hit within 48 nsec (N48) to N150, RN48 are also evaluated.
The badness is evaluated for each event to checke whether it is physical event. In
Fig. 5.9, each parameter for typical normal event (left) and noise event (right) are
shown. Figure 5.10 shows the badness distribution as a function of visible energy.
The distribution has energy dependence, so cut condition is also a function of visible
energy drawn with solid line. The ineciency caused by this cut is estimated to 0.1%.
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Figure 5.9: Reconstruction quality of each parameter for typical normal event (left)
and noise event (right) taken from [85].
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used for the analysis. Solid line shows cut selection. Events above the line are
removed.
5.7 Fiducial volume selection
The 1.2-m-radius ducial volume is selected to suppress the backgrounds from ma-
terial of the IB. Figure 5.11 shows single event vertex distribution of selected events.
It indicates higher concentration of events around the IB. The IB is drawn as a black
solid line there. Many events have a gathering at north and south poles. It would
appear that 24 gores gathering into one point and complex welding line increases
the event rate. What is the backgrounds and why they are distributed on the IB
are described in next chapter. The radial distribution of the selected events in 1.2
< E < 2.0 MeV is shown in Figure 5.12. It also indicates high event rate at the IB.
This energy region is appropriate for 2 decay. Here, the ratio of signal to noise
is more than 10 in the ducial volume.
The - distribution of selected events in 1.6-m-radius and in the ducial volume
are also shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14, respectively. Before the ducial volume
cut, there are some high rate points such as south pole and cos 0.8, and event
distribution is irregular. After the ducial volume cut, its evenness is disappeared.
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Figure 5.11: Single vertex distribution of selected events in each energy range. The
IB is drawn as a black solid line. EnergyA2 stands for visible energy.
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Figure 5.12: Radial distribution of selected events in 1.2 < E < 2.0 MeV. Dotted
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ducial volume. 136Xe
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 is signal and 134Cs is major contributed background from the IB.
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Figure 5.13: The - distribution of selected events in 1.6-m-radius.
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Figure 5.14: The - distribution in 1.2-m-radius ducial volume.
Chapter 6
Background estimation
The half-lives of 136Xe double-beta decay are calculated from the decay rate obtained
by the energy spectral tting. The spectrum contains signals produced by double-
beta decay and various backgrounds such as radioactive impurities and spallation
products induced by cosmic ray muons. For appropriate estimation of half-lives, it
is important to understand the backgrounds, especially coming from newly installed
Xe-LS and the IB.
6.1 Background category
In KamLAND single event selecition, the backgrounds were usually categorized
into three kinds that (1) radioactive impurities from the balloon (externals), (2)
those from the liquid sicntillator, and (3) muon induced products. However, in
KamLAND-Zen, we nd unexpected peak in the 0 window (called 2.6 MeV
peak). It is distributed in the Xe-LS uniformly and the event rate is stable. As
detailed description will be found in later section, the spectral tting reveals that it
is one of the backgrounds. Thus, we describe the backgrounds as follow;
 External backgrounds from the the IB material (Section 6.2),
 muon induced products at the underground (Section 6.3),
 residual radioactivities in the Xe-LS (Section 6.4),
 search for an origin of 2.6 MeV peak (Section 6.5).
Possible candidate and contamination route of 2.6 MeV peak is nally discussed in
Section 6.6, and all of the backgrounds are summarized. The tagged event by the
delayed coincidence method such as Bi-Po decay and reactor anti-neutrinos reactions
are already described in Chapter 5, so not to be discussed in this Chapter. Some
of estimated event rate come from the simultaneous tting (noted as nal tting)
described in Chapter 7.
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6.2 External background from inner balloon material
The IB is made of single layer nylon. External backgrounds were originally thought
to be dominated by natural radioactivity such as 238U and 232Th decay chains and
40K. Those amounts in lm were actually measured by ICP-MS before the fabrication
of the IB (Section 3.5). However, from a radial distribution, it reveals that 134Cs (
+ ) activity dominates in the energy region of 1:2 < E < 2:0 MeV (2 window,
Fig. 6.1 (a)), while in the region of 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV (0 window, Fig. 6.1 (b)),
the spectrum is consistent with the uniform distribution of 214Bi ( + , daughter
of 238U). The distribution is tted with two components, a uniform source in/on the
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Figure 6.1: Radial distribution for (a) 1:2 < E < 2:0 MeV and (b) 2.2 < E < 3.0
MeV. (a) is reprint of Fig. 5.12. The lines show best-t components for (a) 136Xe
2 and 134Cs. For (b), those are 214Bi and 2.6 MeV  (described in Sec. 6.5).
0 line is also described instead of 's. The vertical lines show the 1.2-m-radius
ducial volume (dashed, described in next chapter) and IB radius (dotted).
IB material and those in the Xe-LS, generated by Monte-Carlo simulation. A 2.6
MeV 's appeared in the 0 window is explained in Sec. 6.5. In addition to the
existence of 134Cs, 137Cs (0.662 MeV ) is also observed on the IB surface. These
rare articial nuclei are brought by the fallout of the Fukushima I reactor accident
in March 2011. Basic properties (decay type, Q-value and half-life) of 134Cs and
137Cs are summarized in Table 6.1, and the level diagram of those are found in
Appendix C.3. The foundation for the existence of those is that,
 Location of the IB fabrication facility.
The IB fabrication facility is located in Sendai, which is 100 km away from
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the Fukushima I reactor. From the soil sample measurement around Sendai,
the existence of those nuclei is conrmed.
 Ratio of observed activity of 134Cs/137Cs.
The observed amount of 137Cs compared to 134Cs cannot be explained by the
spallation of 136Xe. 137Cs is heavier than 136Xe, but the ratio of observed
activity of 134Cs/137Cs is 0.8 (Fig. 6.2). In addition, its ratio is consistent
with the contamination ratio of soil samples by the fallout.
 Distribution of 134Cs and 137Cs.
134Cs and 137Cs are only distributed on the IB. In the Xe-LS, amount of those
are estimated but only upper limits are obtained. We measured the water
and oil which soil sample dissolved into and ltrated, with Ge detecter, and
conrmed that Cs is easily dissolved into water but not to liquid scintillator.
Table 6.1: Basic properties of 134Cs and 137Cs. The level diagram of those are found
in Appendix C.3.
Isotope Decay Q-value (MeV) Half-life (yr)
134Cs
  +  (99.9997%) 2.06
2.06
EC (0.0003%) 1.23
137Cs
  + 
1.18 30.7
(Mainly 0.662 MeV )
Figure 6.2 shows the energy spectrum within 2.0-m-radius. Only external back-
grounds are color-lined in this histogram. The clear peak of 137Cs is observed in 0.5
< E < 0.8 MeV with purple line, and the two peaks of 134Cs are seen in 1.0 < E <
2.0 MeV with light blue line. External 238U, 232Th and 40K are also indicated with
orange, brown and blue line, respectively. A schematic of 238U, 232Th decay series
are shown in Appendix B. In Fig. 6.3, energy distribution as a function of the cubed
radius is shown. Horizontal line at 1.0 shows the position of the IB surface. It also
indicates the two peaks of 134Cs on the IB between 1.2 and 1.9 MeV with two yellow
cluster.
One of the backgrounds in 0 region, 214Bi (a daughter of 238U) is distributed
in 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV in Fig. 6.3. 208Tl, a daughter of 232Th, is also found in 3.2
< E < 4.6 MeV. Note that 208Tl ( , Q = 5.0 MeV) is detected with coincident
= in liquid scintillator. Thus well-known 2.6 MeV peak does not appear, but
distributes in 3 5 MeV. The amount of 238U coming from the IB is estimated
from radial distribution of 214Bi with assuming radiative equilibrium. Only the
latter period of dataset is used since 222Rn was induced in the detector during the
modication. The estimated value is 1.8  10 11 g/g. It is higher than the amount
obtained by ex-situ measurement of the lm. Then radioactivity of 238U in the IB
is estimated by the energy distribution of 214Po. The distribution of 214Po around
the IB has two peaks and it reveals that 238U exists on the IB, too. Considering the
detection eciency and assuming radiative equilibrium, estimated amount of 238U
in the IB is 3.1 10 12 g/g. It is almost consistent with ex-situ measurement.
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Figure 6.2: Energy spectrum within 2.0-m-radius. Only external backgrounds are
color-lined. Clear peak of 137Cs and two peak of 134Cs are appeared.
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Figure 6.3: Energy distribution as a function of R3. Horizontal line shows radius
correspond to 154 cm (IB edge). On that line, red cluster at 0.6 MeV indicate 137Cs
and two yellow clusters between 1.2 and 1.9 MeV shows two peaks of 134Cs. Blue
cluster between 2.2 and 3.0 MeV shows 214Bi, and cluster between 3.2 and 4.6 MeV
indicate 208Tl.
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6.3 Muon induced products
Cosmic ray muons interact with liquid scintillator or other material and produce
various kinds of unstable isotopes and/or neutrons. These muon-induced products
are evaluated from time correlation of observed muons with known neutron capture
time or life-time of generated isotopes. In the Xe-LS, they are categorized into three
kinds as follow;
1. Spallation neutrons,
2. Spallation product from 12C,
3. Spallation product from 136Xe.
The rst and the second ones are well studied in KamLAND. Third one is newly
considered. Whether it makes 2.6 MeV peak is also of interest. Not only long-
lived spallation, but also short-lived ones are candidate backgrounds since spallation
products are always supplied in the detector.
6.3.1 Spallation neutrons
In KamLAND, neutrons produced by muons are captured on protons (energy of cap-
ture 's = 2.225 MeV) or 12C (4.946 MeV) with neutron capture time 210 sec. Pro-
tons and carbons are the main components of the liquid scintillator. In KamLAND-
Zen, in addition to those, neutrons may be captured on 136Xe (4.026 MeV), or 134Xe
(6.364 MeV) and may produce 137Xe (  decay,  = 5:5 min, Q = 4:17 MeV). This
product becomes a possible background of 0 decay. Then, 137Xe evaluation
is needed although the whole detector volume is 2 msec vetoed after every muon
events and the probability that a neutron survives longer than the veto time is
calculated to be 7.3  10 5. The expected fractions of protons, 12C, 136Xe and
134Xe are 0.994, 0.006, 9:5 10 4, and 9:4 10 5, respectively. They are calculated
from their cross sections and number of targets. Energy distribution of neutron
capture events is shown in Fig. 6.4 with a cut of time dierence from muons 150
< Tmuon < 1; 000 sec in 1.6-m-radius (light blue histogram) and 1.2-m-radius
(green histogram). To reduce the eect of missing waveforms, the good event se-
lection that the number of waveforms (i.e. PMT hits) is larger than NsumMax
is also applied to the blue histogram. The clear peak from neutron capture on
protons (2.225 MeV ) and a few events in 12C energy region are seen in this pic-
ture. These 2.225 MeV events can be used to evaluate the energy response, already
described in Section 4.7.4. For 136Xe and 134Xe, no candidates of neutron capture
events are found. The expected production rate of 137Xe is  2:910 3 (tonday) 1,
calculated from neutron production rate and its fraction. It is negligible in the cur-
rent search.
6.3.2 Spallation products from 12C
The production rates of spallation isotopes of 12C were estimated experimentally
with accelerator-based muon beam [87]. Based on the measured cross sections, the
production rates in KamLAND are calculated [88] and used for this estimation.
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Figure 6.4: Energy distribution of neutron capture events with cut for time dierence
from muons 150 < Tmuon < 1; 000 sec (light blue in r <1.6 m and green in r <1.2
m) and good event selection (number of waveforms > NsumMax) (blue). The clear
peak from neutron capture on protons (2.225 MeV) appeared and a few events in
12C energy region. No event found at 4.026 MeV (136Xe) or 6.364 MeV (134Xe).
There are more than 10 spallation products measured in KamLAND and domi-
nated ones in the double-beta decay energy range are 10C (+ decay,  = 27:8 s,
Q = 3:65 MeV) and 11C (+,  = 29:4 min, Q = 1:98 MeV). Since these events are
generated uniformly in the detector, the amount of these backgrounds depends on
the ducial volume. Theoretical visible energy spectra considering the energy res-
olution (6.6%/
p
E[MeV]) are shown in Figure 6.5. In the spectra, area ratio of
each spectrum is xed to one. The basic properties are summarized in Table 6.2.
Other spallation products considered in KamLAND are ignored due to its small
contribution in 0.5 < E < 4.8 MeV.
Table 6.2: Basic properties of 10C and 11C.
Isotope Decay Q-value (MeV) Half-life
10C + 3.65 19.3 sec
11C + 1.98 20.4 min
From a measurement of spallation neutron ux in the Xe-LS, we obtained a
(136)% increase compared to the outer KamLAND-LS. Then we asses a 19% sys-
tematic uncertainties on the calculated spallation yields. Event rates of 10C and
11C are estimated from the nal tting to (2:16  0:43)  10 2 (tonday) 1 and
0:9990:014 (tonday) 1 respectively. Although 10C will be the largest background
in the future, it will be able to reduce by tagging of triple coincidence with muon,
neutron and 10C [88].
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Figure 6.5: Theoretical visible energy spectra of 10C (gray, dot-lined) and 11C (light
gray, lined) considering the energy resolution of KamLAND-Zen. The area ratio of
each spectrum is xed to one.
6.3.3 Spallation products from 136Xe
Short-lived nuclei (T1=2 < 100 sec)
For the muon induced products from xenon, we have no past experimental data.
Spallation products from 136Xe whose half-live are less than 100 sec, are studied with
present data whether a event has time correlation with muons which depositing more
than 3 GeV (called showering muons). As a result, no correlated event is found in
the energy range 1.2 < E < 2.0 MeV (2 window). The 90% C.L. upper limit is
calculated with Feldman Cousins method [89] to be 171 events or 0.27 (tonday) 1
by counting the number of events in on-time window (Tmuon < 500 sec) and o-
time window (500  Tmuon < 5,000 sec). Event time distribution is shown in
Fig. 6.6 (top). In the energy range 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV (0 window), there is also
no correlated event. To calculate the upper limit in this energy range, spallation
products from 12C are also considered as backgrounds. They are summarized in
Table 6.3. Event time distribution is shown in Fig. 6.6 (bottom). The obtained 90%
C.L. upper limit is 4.87 events or 7.67 10 3 (tonday) 1. So short-lived spallation
nuclei seldom or never contribute to the signals nor be candidate of 2.6 MeV peak.
Long-lived nuclei (100 sec < T1=2 < 30 days)
Ref. [90] provides cross section data evaluated from 136Xe + 1 GeV proton. Spal-
lation products from 136Xe whose half-lives are less than 30 days, are studied with
energy spectra scaled by the cross sections. This study is focused on the possibility
that the unknown 2.6 MeV peak is provided from continuous muon spallation. If the
2.6 MeV peak is produced by muons, other nuclei which have close A and Z, should
be also produced with yields proportional to their cross sections. Candidates of 2.6
MeV event are selected from ENSDF database [91] and summarized in Table 6.4.
They have a peak in 2.4 < E < 2.8 MeV. From comparison of KamLAND-Zen data
with energy spectra of co-generate with 2.6 MeV peak scaled by their cross sections,
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Figure 6.6: Time distribution from last muon events in the energy range 1.2 < E <
2.0 (top) and 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV (bottom).
Table 6.3: Spallation products from 12C considered as backgrounds to calculate the
upper limit in 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV. The number of event is in 112.3 days livetime.
Isotope Decay Q-value (MeV) Half-life (sec)
N of event in
2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV
10C + 3.65 19.3 6.86
12B   13.4 20.210 3 1.58
8Li   +  16.0 0.84 0.61
8B + 18.0 0.77 0.22
9Li   13.6 0.18 0.10
6He + 3.51 0.81 2.13y
Total 11.49
y 6He is not observed in KamLAND data, so the value is estimated from [87].
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it reveals their contributions are negligible.
Table 6.4: Candidates of 2.6 MeV event (100 sec < T1=2 < 30 days).
Candidate isotope Decay mode Cross section (mb)y
82Brm   0.0583
83Sem   0.00098
116Imm   4.79
52Mn +/EC 0.0384
57Ni +/EC Not detected
86Y +/EC 1.298
82Rb +/EC 0.778
93Mo +/EC 3.16
92Tc +/EC 0.301
93Tc +/EC 1.23
100Rh +/EC 5.63
106Ag +/EC 8.56
108In +/EC 5.81
110In +/EC 9.87
115Te +/EC 2.97
y Values from Ref. [90].
6.4 Residual radioactivity in Xe-LS
Liquid scintillator can achieve quite ultra-pure environment with relative ease, but
still there remain some radioactivities. In the KamLAND LS, 238U and 232Th decay
series and 40K, as commonly seen in natural environment, are observed. It also
contains noble gas 85Kr and 210Bi, a daughter isotope of ling-lived 210Pb (down
stream of 222Rn) in the low energy. In the Xe-LS, residual radioactivities written
above are observed (Section 6.4.1 and 6.4.2). In addition to those, unknown 2.6
MeV peak is observed in the 0 window. It is summarized in the later section.
Potential backgrounds from fallout nuclei are also discussed in Section 6.4.3.
6.4.1 238U and 232Th chains
From studies of sequential decays of 214Bi-214Po and 212Bi-212Po with radial distri-
bution, the residual 238U and 232Th concentrations in the Xe-LS are estimated to be
(3.5  0.6)  10 16 g/g and (2.2  0.3)  10 15 g/g, respectively, assuming secular
equilibrium. In this estimation, we do not use the former period of the data set
to avoid a eect from initial 222Rn contamination to the detector during the Xe-LS
lling. In the nal tting, since equilibrium may be broken, Bi-Po studies are only
used to estimate the backgrounds from 222Rn-210Pb and 228Th-208Pb subchains of
238U and 232Th. Other decays in the chain are treated as unconstrained parameters,
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and it revealed that they are very small amount. The obtained 90% C.L. upper
limits of each event rate are < 1.17 and < 0.45 (tonday) 1 for 238U-222Rn (234Pa)
and 232Th-228Th (228Ac), respectively.
6.4.2 Other radioactive contaminants
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, 85Kr and 210Bi in the low energy
and 40K are evaluated as backgrounds in the Xe-LS. Basic properties of them are
summarized in Table 6.5. For 40K, the 90% C.L. upper limit of the decay is obtained
Table 6.5: Basic properties of 85Kr, 210Bi and 40K
Isotope Decay Q-value (MeV) Half-life
85Kr   0.687 10.756 yr
210B   1.162 5.013 day
40K
  (89.28%) 1.311
1.277? 109 yr
EC (10.2%) 1.504
as 8.5 (tonday) 1. 85Kr and 210Bi are much contained in the Xe-LS and their decay
rates are 200 ? 7.3 and 101 ? 2.9 (tonday) 1, respectively. The theoretical visible
energy spectra of them are shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Theoretical visible energy spectra of 210Bi, 85Kr and 40K considering the
energy resolution of KamLAND-Zen. The area ratio of each spectrum is xed to
one.
6.4.3 Potential background from fallout
We also consider potential backgrounds from fallout nuclei caused by the Fukushima-
I reactor accident. There are seven nuclei whose half-lives are longer than 30 days
and the existence are conrmed form the ex-situ measurement of soil sample or ocean
sample around Fukushima: 137Cs, 134Cs, 110Agm, 129Tem, 95Nb, 90Y (from 90Sr) and
89Sr. All isotopes are included as unconstrained parameters in the tting. 110Agm
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is one of 2.6-MeV peak candidates (detail in the next section). For 137Cs and 134Cs,
the 90% C.L. upper limits of each event rate are obtained from spectral tting as
< 0.94 and < 0.25 (tonday) 1, respectively. Other fallout isotopes, 129Tem, 95Nb,
90Y and 89Sr, are revealed to be negligible. The theoretical visible energy spectra of
the latter four nuclei are shown in Fig. 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Theoretical visible energy spectra of 129Tem, 95Nb, 90Y and 89Sr con-
sidering the energy resolution of KamLAND-Zen. They are not 2.6 MeV peak
candidates. The area ratio of each spectrum is xed to one.
6.5 Search for an origin of 2.6 MeV peak
We found the unexpected peak in the 0 window as shown in Fig. 6.9. The
number of event is 157 in 1.2-m-radius ducial volume and 112.3 days livetime,
or 0.248 (tonday) 1. It is almost stable in time and distribute uniformly in the
Xe-LS. No such a peak is found in the KamLAND-LS. It was tted with 0
spectrum rstly, and it revealed the peak position has 3% dierence (later shown
in Fig. 6.11, (b)). Furthermore, the hypothesis that the peak is solely explained
by 0 events is excluded at more than 5 C.L. by a 2 test. The well known
2.614 MeV gamma from 208Tl (  decay, Q=5.0 MeV) cannot be the peak since it
distributes to 3 5 MeV due to the simultaneous / detection in the surrounding
LS. Thus, we conclude the peak is unknown background, and there are two possibility
of the origin of the peak; long-lived radioactive impurities or cosmogenic spallation
nuclei. Unfortunately, identication of  or  from radial distribution is dicult
(Fig. 6.1 (b)). In addition, ex-situ measurements cannot determine what kind of
isotopes are contaminants due to their small amount.
6.5.1 Unknown peak search with ENSDF database
To consider the possibility of long-lived radioactive impurities (half-life is more than
30 days), we search for a possible 2.6 MeV peak from all isotopes and decay path in
ENSDF database according to the following procedures.
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Figure 6.9: Energy spectrum out of consideration of the peak in the 0 window.
1.2-m-radius ducial volume and 112.3 days livetime.
1. Making extracted decay database from ENSDF.
For all tabulated decay chains in the database, basic decay information such as
Q value, life time, and the following cascade paths with energies of  rays and
their life time is extracted from ENSDF database. In the cascade decay, the
eect of quenching of multiple  rays and meta stable state are also considered.
2. Making energy spectrum.
From (1), KamLAND visible energy spectrum is calculated for each  , +,
and electron capture decay, taking into account of alpha quenching, energy
resolution (7%/
p
E(MeV )), energy non-linearity and so on.
3. Search for a 2.6 MeV peak from calculated spectra.
With spectra shape calculated from (2), we search for the candidate isotopes
whose spectra have peak (should be sharp) within 2.4 2.8 MeV, and no tail
in high energy. Isotopes whose half-lives are longer than 30 days are selected.
In addition, if candidates have a long lived parent (> 30 days), they are also
selected.
As a result, there are only 4 nuclei corresponding to these conditions remained as
potential background sources;
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 110Agm (  decay,  = 360 day, Q = 3:01 MeV),
 88Y (EC decay,  = 154 day, Q = 3:62 MeV),
 208Bi (EC decay,  = 5:31 105 yr, Q = 2:88 MeV),
 60Co (  decay,  = 7:61 yr, Q = 2:82 MeV).
The level diagram of those are found in Appendix C.2. Theoretical visible energy
spectra of 4 nuclei considering the energy resolution of KamLAND-Zen are shown
in Figure 6.10. 208Bi and 88Y have very similar shapes. The peak position of 60Co
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Figure 6.10: Theoretical visible energy spectra of 60Co, 88Y, 208Bi and 110Agm con-
sidering the energy resolution of KamLAND-Zen. The area ratio of each spectrum
is xed to one.
is lower than the other three nuclei. 110Agm has distinguishing shape. Although
88Y is a little bit constrained by its half-life and 60Co by the shape, remaining 4
background candidates are all included in the nal tting as free parameters. There
is no clear evidence that which background exists, or it is dicult to determine
each contribution separately by an ex-situ measurement. The energy spectrum t-
ted with those four backgrounds and closeup in 2:2 < E < 3:0 MeV is shown in
Figure 6.11 (a)1. It has a 2energy = 11.6 in this energy region. The best-t numbers
provided from this spectrum are 101, 7.7, 18.6 and 0.41 events for 110Agm, 88Y, 208Bi
and 60Co, respectively. In Figure 6.11 (b), data is tted with 0 spectrum. It
provides quite dierent 2energy compared with Figure 6.11 (a) that 
2 = 73 (8.6
) including systematic uncertainties of the energy scale model. For a reference,
the tting results are shown in Fig. 6.11 (c) (f) with an assumption that only one
kind of nucleus among 4 backgrounds is relevant to the background. In (f), 60Co is
much constrained (event rate is almost zero) due to its spectrum shape, and 0
is dominant. Comparison of those 2energy provides that a dominant contribution of
110Agm is preferred. Residuals of Figure 6.11 (a) (f) are shown in Fig. 6.12.
1Energy spectra shown in Fig. 6.11 (a) (f), tting energy range is between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV
and just shows 2:2 < E < 3:0 MeV.
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Figure 6.11: Energy spectra of 2:2 < E < 3:0 MeV. (a) Closeup of Figure 7.4. (b)
Assuming no background in this energy region. (c)-(f) Assumption of one back-
ground and 0 existed, for comparison. For (f), 0 is dominated. Provided 2
is taken from the data in the shown energy range.
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Figure 6.12: Residuals of Figure 6.11 (a) (f) (2:2 < E < 3:0 MeV). (a) 0 + 4
backgrounds remained from ENSDF search. (b) Assuming only 0 exists in this
region. (c)-(f) Assumption of one background and 0 existed, for comparison.
For (b) and (f), dierent y-axis scale is adopted due to its big residuals.
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Event rate in 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV shows little time variation as shown in Fig. 6.13.
It limits a 88Y contribution to a small amount if the parent 88Zr (T1=2 = 83 days)
is absent. 110Agm has a relatively short half-life (250 days,) compared to 208Bi.
However, it does not have enough statistical power to distinguish them due to the
small statistics. It has a 2/d.o.f. = 32.2/31, 32.6/31 and 36.0/31 for 110Agm, 208Bi
and 88Y, respectively.
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Figure 6.13: Event rate time variation in 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV. Fitted lines correspond
to the expected time variation assuming all the events in this energy window are
explained from one background candidate.
6.5.2 Cosmogenic spallation at aboveground
The spallation products whose half-lives are less than 30 days are already discussed
in Section 6.3.3, and it is revealed to be negligible. In this section, then, we discuss
the long-lived (half-life is more than 30 days) 2.6 MeV peak generated from the
136Xe cosmogenic spallation at aboveground. Our xenon was enriched in Russia and
the gas bottles were sent to Japan by airplane. At the airplane altitude, the cosmic-
ray ux is 100 times higher than the sea level. It may bring the backgrounds in
xenon. Actually, aboveground spallation products are found in other experiments
like 57Co, 54Mn, 68Ge, 65Zn and 60Co from the 76Ge experiment [92] and 110Agm
and 106Ru from the 116Cd experiment [93]. It is dicult to estimate the amount
of background quantitatively due to transportation loss in the gas system. Then
we evaluate what kind of isotopes can remain in the xenon gas. To estimate the
background, we assume xenon gas stored on surface for 100 days (= X) and then
stored in the mine for 0, 100, 300 and 500 days (=Y), respectively. 100 days on the
surface corresponds to one day airplane trip with 100 times higher cosmic-ray ux.
On the surface, cross-section of 136Xe + 1 GeV proton [90] is applied, while in the
mine, spallation rate is assumed to be 10 5 smaller than those on the surface. The
energy spectra of remnant radioactivities after X+Y days arechecked. Four energy
spectra are shown in Fig. 6.14, and it revealed that 88Y and 110Agm remain around
2.6 MeV.
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Figure 6.14: Energy spectra of remnant radioactivities. Note that histogram color
correspond to each isotope are dierent in each picture.
6.6 Background summary
6.6.1 Discussion of 2.6 MeV peak
The candidates of 2.6 MeV peak are only 4 nuclei that 60Co, 88Y, 208Bi and 110Agm
obtained from the ENSDF data search. Contamination route will be categorized
to three that (1) incorporate/attached in/on the IB, (2) contained in the Xe-LS
(Xe system), and (3) generated from spallation. For example, fallout radioactivities
are contained in (1), while cosmogenic spallation at aboveground is classied in (3).
From a standpoint of the result of the spectrum tting and the contamination route,
we summarize possibilities of the existence of each isotope.
110Agm and 60Co
Currently, the presence of 110Agm is the most preferable from the energy spectrum
tting. The contamination route can be supported from (1) and/or (3). In contrast,
60Co is strongly constrained from the spectral tting.
208Bi
From (2), we can constrain the possibility of the main contribution of 208Bi. To
check (2), we did impurity analysis with ICP-MS. Checked items are (i) a 50-nm
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lter used in the Xe-system, (ii) a Xe contained bottle, and (iii) the Xe-LS without
Xe. Measured values are summarized in Table. 6.6. From the lter and the Xe
Table 6.6: Results of impurity analysis. Unit of the lter and the Xe bottle is [ng].
209Bi 205Tl 100Mo 93Nb 90Zr 107Ag
Filter (50nm)y 48 <5 2,100 <500 <500 2,300
Xe bottley 40 <5 <100 <100 <100 <100
Xe-LS (no Xe) <10 ppt <10 ppt
y Detection eciency is not taken into account.
bottle, 209Bi is detected. 209Bi is the most stable and popular isotope in all kinds of
bismuth, and its natural abundance is almost 100%. If these 209Bi is transferred to
the Xe-LS, it needs 1 ppb concentration of 209Bi in the Xe-LS to explain current
background level, since the activity of 208Bi is estimated to be 1.8 mBq/g (209Bi) [94].
The amount of 209Bi in the Xe-LS is measured but only the upper limit, 10 ppt was
obtained. Thus, we can conclude that a possibility of 208Bi in the Xe-LS supplied
from the Xe-system or Xe is dicult.
If 208Bi is produced in the past atmospheric nuclear tests and included in the
Xe-LS, another radioactive bismuth isotope 207Bi (EC decay,  = 45.5 yr, Q = 2.40
MeV) will also be obtained from the Xe-LS. The activity ratio of 208Bi to 207Bi
will range from 0.001 to 0.017 [95]. However, we obtain only the upper limit of
207Bi as 0.12 (tonday) 1, and it is inconsistent with the referred value. Therefore,
the possibility that 208Bi production solely explained the 2.6 MeV background by
nuclear tests is ruled out. As a result, the existence of environmental/articial 208Bi
is strongly constrained.
88Y
Currently, the existence of 88Y is not strongly constrained or supported. The con-
tamination route can be supported from (3). Event rate time variation in 2.2 < E <
3.0 MeV and the energy spectrum tting cannot conclude that 88Y is excluded.
Event rate time variation with more statistics will make clear the contribution of
88Y since it has the shortest half-life (107 days) in four remained backgrounds.
6.6.2 Background summary
In Table 6.7, all backgrounds discussed above are summarized.
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Table 6.7: Summary of the backgrounds in the ducial volume.
Isotope Event rate (tonday) 1
External (Radioactivities in the IB)
238U series 222Rn-210Pb (3:20 0:31) 10 2
232Th series 228Th-208Pb (3:49 0:25) 10 2
40K 0:242 0:133
134Cs 0:492 0:057
137Cs 0:332 0:050
Residual radioactivities in the Xe-LS
238U series
238U-222Rn (234Pa) <1.17
222Rn-210Pb 3.40  017
232Th series
232Th-228Th (228Ac) <0.45
228Th-208Pb 0.548  0.055
85Kr 200 7:3
210Bi 101 2:9
40K <8.5
134Cs <0.25
137Cs <0.94
Spallation products from 12C y
10C (2:16 0:43) 10 2
11C 0:999 0:014
Spallation products from xenon with lifetime < 100 s
1:2 MeV < E < 2:0 MeV < 0.27
2:2 MeV < E < 3:0 MeV < 7.7 10 3
Around 136Xe 0 (ENSDF search)
60Co, 88Y, 110Agm and 208Bi 0:20 0:03
Potential backgrounds from fallout
134Cs, 137Cs, 110Agm listed above
129Tem, 95Nb, 90Y, 89Sr negligible
Note. 134Xe  contribution is expected to be negligible because of much smaller
phase space factor and isotopic abundance relative to 136Xe. The backgrounds
from nuclear reactions such as (, ) and (, ) are expected to be negligible due
to their small cross sections. The rate of (n, ) is stringently constrained from the
data.
y Other spallation products are negligible [88].
Chapter 7
Analysis
7.1 Live time calculation
The total live time of this double beta decay analysis is 112.3 days, collected between
October 12, 2011 and February 9, 2012 (run011000-011212).
The live time is dened as the sensitive time of the detector for neutrino ob-
servation. Only normal (physics) run with good condition is used for an analysis,
while calibration, hardware/software maintenance and other bad periods are not
included (run selection is summarized in Section 5.2). The live time is calculated
from every single run with run time, dead time and veto time. These period's
lengths are determined by the timestamp of the rst and the last event counted by
40 MHz clock synchronized with GPS system. Each period and calculation method
are summarized in the following sections.
7.1.1 Explanation of each period
Run Time
Run time is dened as a data taking period between the rst and last recorded event.
In this analysis, the number of physics runs is 147, and a total run time except for
bad run is 113.4 days. The uncertainty is estimated to be 7 msec coming from the
140 Hz of trigger rate in the inner detector. This corresponds to 810 6% for a
typical 24 hours run time.
Dead time
Dead time is categorized into the following 4 types;
 Bad run
The data quality is poor for use for an analysis throughout the run. These
runs are discarded for a whole period.
 Bad period (Half bad run)
If a part of run is classied to be a bad period, but the rest is normal, the run
is categorized into a half bad run. Generally, HV supply failure for a certain
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crate triggers bad periods. Only a bad period is classied as a dead time, and
rest of the run is used in the analysis.
 Trigger disable/dead period
The disable trigger ag is sometimes recorded in the data due to busy trigger
module. It lasts for a few milli seconds. This period is classied as a dead
time. Another possible dead time related to triggers is broken data packets
due to the network trouble. This trigger dead period is tagged by the large
time interval more than 100 msec between events.
 Noisy period (missing muon) and missing waveform
The multiple noise events are sometimes caused by muons within 150 sec
along with a ringing on the FEE baseline. There can be also cluster of noise
events but no related muon observed in the data due to unknown dead time.
These events are called \missing muon" and tagged if multiple noise events
preceded by no muons within 1 msec. This period is conservatively taken to
be a dead time . In addition, missing waveform events (detail described in
Chapter 5) are vetoed for 2 msec or 2 sec depending on the value of Nsum-
Max (more than 200 and 1200, respectively).
Uncertainty of dead time
The uncertainty of dead time is estimated from 1 pps trigger since this forced ac-
quisition trigger is issued every second to synchronize with GPS module except for
during supernova trigger issued. Thus, the following expression holds ideally.
(Number of 1 pps trigger) = (run time)  (dead time) (7.1)
Then, the unknown deadtime ratio is estimated by the following expression.
ratio =
1   Number of 1 pps trigger  1 sec(run time)  (dead time)
 (7.2)
Fig. 7.1 shows the ratio of unknown dead time for each good runs. The average ratio
for all good runs is 0.0017%.
Veto time Veto time is a period to reject the background(s).
 2 msec veto after muon
Whole volume of the detector is vetoed for 2 msec after muon events. Muon
selection is described in Section 4.5. Veto time corresponds to 0.07% of the
total run time owing to the muon rate (0.35 Hz).
 Delayed coincidence veto
As explained in Section 5.4 and 5.5, if a delayed event has time-space correlated
prompt event within the certain energy window, these events are vetoed for a
certain time window. For the anti-neutrino veto, veto time is 1 msec and for
the Bi-Po selection, veto time is 3 msec. Introduced veto time is very small.
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Figure 7.1: Ratio of unknown dead time.
7.1.2 Live time calculation
As written above, the live time is calculated by run time, dead time, and veto time
for every run. In addition, actual live time calculation uses simple Monte Carlo
simulation (MC) in order to consider the overlap of each veto in time and volume.
The generated MC events uniformly distribute uniformly in the ducial volume and
run time. The ratio of live time to run time is given by the following relation.
LiveTime
RunTime
=
The number of events in FV after applying all cuts
Tne number of events in FV
(7.3)
The uncertainty of this calculation is dominated by the statistics of the generated
events. About 107 events are generated for a typical one day run, and the ve-
toed events are about 1% of those. The error for the ratio of vetoed events to
the total generated events is estimated to be 3.010 5, therefore the uncertainty
of the calculation is 0.003%. Fig. 7.2 shows the ratio of live time to run time as
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Figure 7.2: Ratio of live time to run time as a function of run number (left) and
live time (right). The magenta squares show the good runs and blue circles show
half bad runs. The average ratio of live time to run time for this analysis period is
estimated to be 99%.
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a function of run number and live time for every good and half bad runs. As
was mentioned at the beginning of this section, the total live time is calculated to
be 112.3 days from October 12, 2011 to February 9, 2012 with 147 of good and
half bad runs (run011000 011212). Total live time uncertainty is addressed with
a quadratic sum of uncertainties of run time (810 6%), dead time (0.0017%) and
calculation (0.003%) to be 0.003%.
7.2 Fiducial volume
Fiducial volume (1.2-m-radius) is selected to mitigate backgrounds from IB material.
Fig. 5.14 in Chapter 5 and Fig. 6.1 (a) and (b) in Chapter 6 show   distribution
and radial distribution, respectively. In this ducial volume, the ratio of signal to
noise in 2 region (1.2 < E < 2.0 MeV) is more than 10, and we can see clear
2 decay spectrum.
The Xe-LS volume in the ducial region is 7.24 m3, simply calculated with
geometrical sphere. The volume ratio of the ducial volume to the total volume,
Rvolume, is 0.438  0.005, where the total volume was measured by the ow meter
to be (16.51  0.17) m3 during the Xe-LS lling.
To estimate the ducial volume fraction coming from errors of vertex recon-
struction, the event counting ratio of 214Bi is also calculated from its vertex dis-
tribution (Fig. 7.3). 214Bi was supplied from introduced 222Rn during the de-
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Figure 7.3: Vertex distribution of 214Bi.
tector modication. Its uniform distribution in the Xe-LS is already shown in
Fig. 4.22 (bottom) in Chapter 4. The number of 214Bi events in the Xe-LS is
evaluated from delayed coincidence method with delayed energy (0.4  Ed < 1.2
MeV), space correlation (dR < 100 cm) and time correlation (5  dT < 1,000
sec). In the calculation, counted 214Bi should be only included in the Xe-LS.
Then the IB surface contribution is subtracted rst and its uncertainty is included
to the volume ratio uncertainty. The number of 214Bi events in the IB is esti-
mated from radial distribution with the latter period of data. The dierence of
data and simulation around the IB center is also considered as statistical uncer-
tainty. From the distribution, the event counting ratio of 214Bi, Rcount is estimated
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to be 0:423 0:007(stat) 0:004(syst). The discrepancy between these ratios are
Rvolume-Rcount = 0.015  0.007(c, stat)  0.004(c, syst)  0.005(v, syst), where c
means count and v means volume. As whole discrepancy is considered to be ducial
volume error, , we obtain  = (0.015 + 0.007)  0.004  0.005 = 0.0223, where 
denotes quadratic sum. This value correspond to the 5.2% systematic error on the
ducial volume.
7.3 Number of target
The number of xenon target for 136Xe double-beta decay is evaluated from the
components of the Xe-LS and its density. As described in Section 3.4, the Xe-LS
consists of the followings.
 Decane (C10H22), 82% by volume.
 Psesudocumene (C9H12), 18% by volume.
 PPO (C5H11NO), 2.7 g/l.
 Enriched xenon, 2.44 % by weight.
The isotopic abundances; 90.93% (136Xe) and 8.89% (134Xe).
 Density 0.78013 g/cm3 at 11.5 C.
In the 1.2-m-radius ducial volume (7.24 m3), corresponding amount of 136Xe is 125
kg. The number of 136Xe target is estimated to be 5.561026 with mass number (=
135.722) and Avogadoro's number (= 6.021023). The mass number is evaluated
from the measurement of enriched xenon gas with residual gas analyzer.
Uncertainty of the xenon amount comes from isotopic abundance of enriched
xenon and its concentration in the liquid scintillator. The isotopic abundance is
measured by residual gas analyzer, and its uncertainty is estimated to be 0.05%. The
xenon concentration is estimated by two approaches. One is gas chromatography
measurement. It provides the 136Xe concentration as (2.52  0.07)% by weight.
Another one is based on the total xenon weight and liquid scintillator volume, which
actually introduced into the IB during the lling. Introduced xenon amount is
calculated from weight scale, and volume of liquid scintillator is measured by the
ow meter. It provides a much more precise estimation to be (2.44  0.01)% by
weight. From weighted average of those, the 136Xe concentration is evaluated to be
(2.44  0.01)% by weight and its uncertainty is 0.34%.
7.4 Systematic uncertainty
Systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 7.1. The dominant contribution
comes from the ducial volume uncertainty (5.2%) as shown in Section 7.2. It will be
improved by enlargement of the ducial volume and the source calibration inside the
IB with new miniCAL system. Other systematic uncertainty comes from enrichment
of 136Xe (0.05%), Xe concentration (0.34%), detector energy scale (0.36%), Xe-LS
edge eect (0.06%), and detection eciency (0.2%). Xenon related uncertainties
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are already described in the previous section. Detector energy scale is shown in
later. Xe-LS edge eect comes from the events near the IB surface. These events
deposit their energy both in the Xe-LS and KamLAND-LS. Its contribution to the
systematic error is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. The detection eciency is
estimated from event selection. Total systematic uncertainty is evaluated to 5.2%
from the quadratic sum of individual contribution.
Table 7.1: Systematic uncertainties evaluated for 136Xe 2 decay half-life mea-
surement. Total uncertainty is 5.2%.
Source Uncertainty
Live Time 0.003%
Fiducial Volume 5.2%
Enrichment of 136Xe 0.05%
Xe Concentration 0.34%
Detection Eciency 0.2%
Detector Energy Scale 0.36%
Xe-LS Edge Eect 0.06%
Total 5.2%
7.5 Spectral t
7.5.1 Spectral t
The decay rate of 136Xe double-beta decay is estimated from likelihood t to the
binned energy distribution between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV. Although the event selection
and backgrounds are already described in Chapter 5 and 6, respectively, we again
remarks that the selected events are in the 1.2-m-radius ducial volume, and an
exposure of 136Xe is 38.6 kgyr. The 2, 0 decays, and backgrounds are tted
simultaneously. It searches for the minimum of 2 with 17 free parameters, 8 con-
strained parameters and 3 energy scale (constrained) parameters. It is summarized
in Table 7.2. A 2 is dened as follows;
2 = 2energy + 
2
time + 
2
penalty; (7.4)
where, 2energy is obtained from the number of events in each energy bin (86 bins),
2time is calculated with each run's events in 0 window (2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV), and
2penalty is evaluated from 8 constrained backgrounds and 3 energy scale parameters.
A 2energy is dened with ni (the number of observed events in i-th energy bin) and
i (the number of expected events in i-th energy bin) as follows;
2energy =
(
2Pi[i   ni + nilog(ni=i)] (ni 6= 0)
2Pi[i   ni] (ni = 0): (7.5)
The 2time is evaluated from events in 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV energy region. Relevant
isotopes for this calculation are 136Xe 0 decay, 110Agm, 208Bi, 88Y, 60Co and 238U
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Table 7.2: Fit parameters.
Unconstrained Constrained
parameters parameters
Signal
2 decay
0 decay
Background
(Externals) 40K 222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
137Cs, 134Cs
(Xe-LS) 238U-222Rn (234Pa) 222Rn-210Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac) 228Th-208Pb
85Kr, 210Bi, 40K, 207Bi
60Co, 88Y, 110Agm, 208Bi
129Tem, 95Nb, 90Y, 89Sr
(Spallation) 10C, 11C
Energy scale ; kB; r
decay series (222Rn-210Pb) from the IB. With mj (the number of observed events in
run j) and j (the number of normalized expected events in run j considering half
life of each isotope), 2time is dened as,
2time =
(
2Pj [j  mj +mj log(mj=j)] (mj 6= 0)
2Pj [j  mi] (mj = 0): (7.6)
The 2penalty is calculated from observed event rate (robs), expected event rate (rexp)
and error of expected event rate (rexp err) as
2penalty = [(robs   rexp)=rexp err]2: (7.7)
Backgrounds from decay chains of 222Rn-210Pb and 228Th-208Pb in the Xe-LS, spal-
lation products 10C and 11C, contribution from the IB such as decay chains of
222Rn-210Pb and 228Th-208Pb, 134Cs and 137Cs are allowed to vary in the t, but
constrained by each estimated rate. Uncertainties of 3 energy scale parameters are
constrained from 208Tl calibration and radon-induced 214Bi data. Other events,
such as 2 signals, contribution from the Xe-LS such as 210Bi 85Kr, possible con-
tamination from fallout such as 129Tem, 95Nb and 4 nuclei searched from ENSDF
(110Agm, 208Bi, 88Y and 60Co) are unconstrained in the t.
7.5.2 Decay rate of 136Xe 2 and limit on 136Xe 0
The result of the t is presented in the Figure 7.4 (top) with best-t components.
Its residuals calculated by the number of observed events (Nobs) and the number of
expected events1 (Nexp) is also shown in Fig. 7.4 (bottom). Almost all points are
within 2 except for around 3 MeV, less statistical region. Residuals of penalty
1In the energy spectrum, it is denoted as \Total".
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Figure 7.4: (top) Energy spectrum of 136Xe 2 decay (solid magenta line) and
best t backgrounds in 0:5 < E < 4:8 MeV. The 90% C.L. upper limit of 0
decay is also shown with cyan dotted line in 2:2 < E < 2:8 MeV.
(bottom) Those residuals calculated by the number of observed event (Nobs) and the
number of expected events (Nexp). Horizontal axis (visible energy) is correspond to
the energy spectrum shown in above. Almost all points are within 2 except for
around 3 MeV, less statistical region.
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(constrained) paramters of 8 backgrounds calculated from observed events, expected
events and error of expected events are shown in Fig. 7.5. All of them are within
2.
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Figure 7.5: Residuals of penalty parameters of 8 backgrounds. In the external and
Xe-LS backgrounds, 222Rn-210Pb denotes as 238U series and 228Th-208Pb denotes
232Th series. All of them are within 2.
Decay rate of 136Xe 2
The expected energy spectrum of the 136Xe 2 decay is calculated from Ref. [96]
and it is indicated with magenta solid line. It has good S/N ratio and we can see
very clear 2 spectrum. Totally 80% of 136Xe 2 spectrum is in the tting
range and the best-t number of the decay is (5:16 0:04) 104, which corresponds
to an event rate of 81:3  0:6 (tonday) 1. It has a 2/d.o.f. = 100.4/87, obtained
from comparison of the binned data and the best t expectations. Stability of the
number of events in 1.2 < E < 2.0 MeV is shown in Fig. 7.6.
Energy uncertainty
The energy uncertainty (energy) is included in the spectral tting. The uncertainty
of the t (t) is expressed with quadratic sum of energy uncertainty and statistical
uncertainty (stat) as, 2t = 
2
stat + 
2
energy. Then the systematic uncertainty
coming from the energy estimation is evaluated from xed energy related parameters
(scaling parameter, Birk's constant and ratio of scintillation photons to Cherenkov
photons). When these three parameters xed, obtained rate of 136Xe 2 decay
is 81:116  0:519 (tonday) 1 and its error corresponds to 0.64%. On the contrary,
observed rate (shown in above paragraph) is 81:294 0:597 (tonday) 1 and 0.73%.
Then the uncertainty of energy is calculated to be 0.295 (tonday) 1 or 0.36%.
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Figure 7.6: Time variation of events in the ducial volume and in the energy range
1.2< E <2.0 MeV
Limit on 136Xe 0 decay rate
As shown in Fig. 7.7, in the 0 region, the 2.6 MeV peak is tted with 4 nuclei
(110Agm, 208Bi, 88Y and 60Co) selected from ENSDF search. Combined background
decay rate is 0:200:03 (tonday) 1, and 110Agm indicated with orange dotted line is
the most dominated in this region. The breakdowns of each isotope are 0.159, 0.029,
0.012, and 6.4 10 4 (tonday) 1 for 110Agm, 208Bi, 88Y and 60Co, respectively. In
the simultaneous tting, 0 decay rate becomes zero. The 90% C.L. upper limit
of 0 decay is estimated from 2 compared with the best t spectrum. Then,
limit is estimated to < 19 events in this data-set, and corresponding event rate is
0.03 (tonday) 1. Stability of the number of event in 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV is already
shown in Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 7.7: Close up of Figure 7.4 for 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV. The 90% C.L. upper
limit of 0 decay is indicated together. Red dotted line is total spectrum with
those 0 events.
Chapter 8
Discussion and conclusion
The KamLAND-Zen results of 136Xe 2 and 0 decays in an exposure of
112.3 days with 125 kg of 136Xe (38.6 kgyr) are presented.
8.1 Half-life and nuclear matrix element of 136Xe 2
decay
Half-life of 2 decay
The observed rate of 136Xe 2 decay is 81:3  0:6 (tonday) 1, where the mass-
unit ton refers to the amount of liquid scintillator. From this result, the half-life is
measured to be
T 21=2 = 2:30 0:02(stat) 0:12(syst) 1021 yr;
where the statistical and systematic uncertainty is 0.74% and 5.2%, respectively.
It is the longest half-life among the direct 2 decay measurements of the vari-
ous double-beta decay isotopes. This result is consistent and slightly improves the
uncertainty with the previous (rst published) result of KamLAND-Zen with 26.6
kgyr exposure [97],
T 21=2 = 2:38 0:02(stat) 0:14(syst) 1021 yr:
Only a lower limit of half-lives of 136Xe 2 decay was measured before 2011.
The most stringent limit was reported by the DAMA experiment in 2002 as T 21=2 >
1:0 1022 yr at 90% C.L. [49]. In 2011, the EXO-200 experiment reported the rst
measured half-life to be T 21=2 = 2:11 0:04(stat) 0:21(syst) 1021 yr [98], and this
value was recently updated to be T 21=2 = 2:230:017(stat)0:22(syst)1021 yr [52].
There is almost a factor of ve discrepancy between the DAMA and the EXO-200
results.
KamLAND-Zen provides an improved measurement of the 136Xe 2 decay
half-life. The most precise result is consistent with the results of EXO-200, and
supports the conclusion that the directly measured half-life is signicantly below
the lower limit reported by the earlier experiments. Figure 8.1 summarizes the
measured half-lives of 136Xe 2 decay. A precision measurement of 2 decay
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Figure 8.1: Measured half-lives of 136Xe 2 decay. In KamLAND-Zen and EXO-
200, solid bars indicate statistical uncertainties and dotted errors show the quadratic
sum of statistical and systematic errors. Result of the DAMA experiment shows the
lower limit of the half-life.
half-life allows a more accurate determination of the nuclear matrix element of 2
decay.
Nuclear matrix element
Nuclear matrix element of 2 decay (M2) is determined experimentally from the
obtained 2 half-life with the following relation (reprint of Eq. 2.13);
(T 21=2)
 1 = G2 jM2 j2: (8.1)
For 136Xe, the phase space factor (G2) is evaluated to be G2 = 4:9  10 18 yr 1
with gA = 1.254 [54]. The nuclear matrix element (M2) is then
M2 = (9:42 0:25) 10 3 m 1e
= (18:4 0:5) 10 3 MeV 1;
where me is the mass of electron (0.511 MeV).
The evaluated value will be used for the investigation of gpp parameters of the
QRPA model to improve the calculation of the nuclear matrix element of 0 decay
(M0), which causes the largest uncertainty in determining the eective neutrino
mass.
8.2 Limits on the half-life of 136Xe 0 decay and the
eective neutrino mass
No 136Xe 0 decay signal was observed. The lower limit for the half-life (90%
C.L.) is estimated from the decay rate of 3.010 2 (tonday) 1 to be
T 01=2 > 6:2 1024 yr:
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An upper limit on the eective neutrino mass, hmi, is obtained from the following
relation (reprint of Eq. 2.15);
(T 01=2)
 1 = G0
M02 hmi2; (8.2)
assuming that the 0 transition mechanism is simply the exchange of light Majo-
rana neutrinos. Recent shell model [40] and QRPA model (CCM SRC) [41] nuclear
matrix elements are summarized in Table 8.1, together with the upper limit on the
Table 8.1: Relevant nuclear matrix elements (NME) and predicted half-lives (T 01=2)
used for the evaluation of eective neutrino mass. Half-lives corresponding to evalu-
ated nuclear matrix elements assuming a certain neutrino eective mass (here, 1 eV
and 50 meV) are calculated in each Reference. In Ref. [41], NME values are evalu-
ated within QRPA and renormalized QRPA (RQRPA), with standard (gA = 1.254)
and quenched (gA = 1.0) axial-vector couplings and with two functions of the short-
range correlations. Ref. [41] remarks that these ranges quantify the uncertainty of
the calculation of nuclear matrix elements.
Shell Model [40] QRPA (CCM SRC) [41]
NME value 1.77 1.57 - 3.24
T 01=2
1.78  1024 yr (1.68 - 7.17)  1026 yr
(hmi = 1 eV) (hmi = 50 meV)
eective neutrino mass ranges in
hmi < 0:26  0:54 eV (90%C:L:):
This value is one of the best limits for 0 decay at the moment.
The claim of the observation of 76Ge 0 decay gives a measured half-life
T 01=2 = 2:23
+0:44
 0:31  1025 yr, and the corresponding eective neutrino mass is 0.32 
0.03 eV [13]. If we apply the same matrix element described above (QRPA model)
for this half-life, it ranges in hmi = 0.15 - 0.39 eV at 3 sigma range. Current
best limits coming from Heidelberg-Moscow (76Ge) for T 01=2 > 1:9  1025 yr [36] is
hmi < 0.20 - 0.32 eV, and from EXO-200 (136Xe) for T 01=2 > 1:6  1025 yr [52] is
hmi < 0.16 - 0.34 eV with the same matrix element. The claim for the observation
of 0 decay is still controversial. However, we are only one step away to come to
a conclusion.
For KamLAND-Zen, to conclude the discrepancies, background rejection of the
0 region and more statistics are required. Future prospects are discussed in the
next section.
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8.3 Future prospects
Near future
To improve the sensitivity of 0 decay search, removal of contaminants in the Xe-
LS (especially for 2.6 MeV peak) is absolutely imperative. Thanks to the advantage
of xenon, which is easily extracted from liquid scintillator, we can replace the whole
volume of Xe-LS with a distilled one without pulling out the IB from the detector.
Procedure is (1) extraction of xenon from the liquid scintillator by circulating Xe-
LS with the Xe system, (2) replacement of the remainig liquid scintillator with
dummy LS (Xe-free-LS), (3) distillation of xenon and production of a new clean
liquid scintillator, and (4) replacement of dummy LS with newly puried Xe-LS. The
IB keeps its shape and location in the detector, and data taking continues during
these operations. It provides the condition for real-time background monitoring. A
targeted value of reduction rate is 1/100 of the radioactive impurities. Combining
the 80% of 10C tagging with dead-time-free electronics, gives a target sensitivity of
80 meV.
In addition, future exposure including the enlargement of the ducial volume will
also improve sensitivity. In the future, the largest systematic uncertainty coming
from the ducial volume determination will be reduced by source calibrations inside
of the IB.
Inverted hierarchy
For the search of neutrinoless double beta decay, to cover the inverted hierarchy
is of a profound signicance even if no signal is obtained. If accelerator or other
experiments succeed in the determination of the mass hierarchy and it is the inverted
hierarchy, non-observation of 0 decay will prove the Dirac nature of neutrinos.
KamLAND-Zen will start to explore the inverted hierarchy with 700 kg of
xenon and a cleaner inner balloon without requiring large modications of the de-
tector. In this phase, the biggest background will be 214Bi in the IB, and a clean
balloon enables to enlarge the ducial volume eectively. The target sensitivity is
40 meV, covering half of the inverted hierarchy. The required developments and
installation method will not be much dierent from the current KamLAND-Zen.
To cover the inverted hierarchy completely (hmi  20 meV), we need 1 ton of
xenon and improved energy resolution since the tail of the 2 decay will become
a serious background at this level. Large detector modications will be necessary to
cover the full inverted hierarchy. It will require an improved energy resolution by
exchanging the liquid scintillator to a brighter scintillator and increasing the photo
cathode area by, e.g., attaching Winston cones to the PMTs. The updated detector
is called \KamLAND2-Zen", and the targeted sensitivity is 20 meV.
Appendix A
Majoron-emitting double-beta
decay
A.1 Majoron-emitting double-beta decay
Many other mechanisms alternative to exchange of a light Majorana neutrino have
been proposed. One of them is Majoron-emitting double-beta decay. Originally,
a massless Nambu-Goldston (NG) boson associated with spontaneous symmetry
breaking is denoted as Majoron. However, LEP showed that severe ne-tuning is
required for traditional Majoron models [99]. Then, various models which avoid the
ne-tuning have been proposed [100, 101]. So the term \Majoron (0)" used here
denotes massless or light bosons coupling with neutrinos. Some proposed Majorons
are not NG bosons. Both lepton number violating and conserving Majoron-emitting
double-beta decay are also considered. Majoron-emitting double-beta decay is ac-
companied by the one or two Majorons;
(A;Z) ! (A;Z + 2) + 2e  + 0 ; (A.1)
(A;Z) ! (A;Z + 2) + 2e  + 20 : (A.2)
Feynman diagram of the one Majoron-emitting decay is shown in Fig. A.1. A energy
d u
d u
e2
χ0
e1
ν = ν
Figure 11: The Feynman diagrams at quark level leading to majoron emission in the
0νββ-decay instead of the more well known mass term. Here χ0 stands for the majoron,
not to be confused with the neutralino, which we will encounter later in connection with
supersymmetry.
5.3. Another neutrino mass independent mechanism (majoron emission)
It is well known that in some theories lepton number is associated with a global, not a
local, symmetry. When such theories are broken spontaneously, one encounters physical
Nambu-Goldstone bosons, called majorons. These bosons only couple to the neutrinos.
So in any model which gives rise to mass term for the light neutrino (mass insertion
in the neutrino propagator), one may naturally have a competing majoron-neutrino-
antineutrino coupling. Such a mechanism is shown at the quark level in Fig. 11.
The majoron, which couples to the left handed neutrinos, comes from the neutral
member of the isotriplet. Such a multiplet, however, cannot easily be be accommodated
theoretically. So this type of majoron is not present in the usual models. On the other
hand there is a majoron χ0, the imaginary part of an isosinglet scalar, which couples
to the right handed neutrino with a coupling g0ij. This gives rise to the mechanism
shown in Fig. 12 at the nucleon level. The right handed neutrino, however, has a small
component of light neutrinos (see Eq. (27)).
Lννχ0 =
∑
i<j
gij [ν¯iLγ5νjL]χ
0, (77)
with
gij =
∑
i<j
U (21)αi U
(21)
βj g
0
αβξi, (78)
with g0αβ the coupling of the majoron to the corresponding neutrino flavors. The
expression for the half-life takes the form
[T 0ν1/2]
−1 = Gχ01|〈g〉M0νν |2, (79)
with 〈g〉 = ∑i<j U (21)ei U (21)ej gij. Notice that, even if gij takes natural values, the coupling
gij is very small due to the smallness of the mixing matrix U (21). Thus the effective
coupling〈g〉 is very small. So, even though we do not suffer in this case from the
35
Figure A.1: Feynma diagram of Majoro -emitting doubl -beta decay. 0 stand for
Majoron.
spectrum of Majoron-emitting double-beta decay becomes continuum like 2 de-
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cay. Its peak position is dierent depending on the model's spectral index, n, regard-
less of the features of Majorons such as their leptonic number and NG boson or not.
The spectral index is dened from the phase space factor G that G  (Q  K)n,
where Q is Q value of the double-beta decay, and K is the summed energy of
electrons. A spectral index, n = 1, is denoted as \ordinary" Majoron emission, and
n = 5 presents 2 decay.
The decay rate can translate into the eective coupling constant of the Majoron
to neutrino, hgeei, as follow;
T 11=2 = jhgeeij2 jM j2G for 00 ; (A.3)
T 11=2 = jhgeeij4 jM j2G for 000 ; (A.4)
where M is nuclear matrix element. It is same with used for neutrinoless double-
beta decay. Upper limit of hgeei is also evaluated from various double-beta decay
experiments. It is summarized in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Lower limit of ordinary Majoron emitting 0 decay half-lives and
corresponding upper limits of eective coupling constant hgeei (Q value > 2 MeV).
All values are at 90% C.L.
Isotope T 0
0
1=2 , yr hgeei Experiment Ref.
76Ge 6.41022 8:1 10 5 Heidelberg-Moscow (2001) [36]
82Se 1.51022 (0:66  1:9) 10 4 NEMO-3 (2006) [102]
96Zr 1.91021 (1:5  5:7) 10 4 NEMO-3 (2010) [31]
100Mo 2.71022 (3:5  8:5) 10 5 NEMO-3 (2011) [28]
116Cd 81021 (4:6  8:1) 10 5 Solotvina (2003) [62]
130Te 1.61022 (0:6  1:6) 10 4 NEMO-3 (2011) [34]
136Xe 2.71024 (0:8  1:6) 10 5 KamLAND-Zen (2012, this work) [35]
5.01023 (2  3) 10 5 DAMA (2002) [49]
150Nd 1.521021 (1:7  3:0) 10 4 NEMO-3 (2009) [29]
A.2 Decay rate limit on Majoron emitting double-beta
decay
The data-set to estimate the limit on Majoron emitting double-beta decay is same
as 2 and 0 decays, as already shown in Fig. 7.4 in Chapter 7. With high
statistics, four kinds of Majoron emitting double-beta decay (spectral index n =
1, 2, 3, 7) are searched for. Calculated visible energy spectra in KamLAND-Zen
are shown in Fig. A.2. The 2 decay (n = 5) and 0 peak without Majoron
emission are also indicated. The energy resolution and energy scale non linearities in
KamLAND-Zen are convolved in these spectra. Dierences of spectra coming from
the spectral index provide limits of Majoron emitting decay. To estimate the upper
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Figure A.2: Calculated energy spectra of 136Xe, 2, 0 and Majoron emitting
decay (linear scale).
limit of each mode, the dominant contribution from 2 decay is t simultaneously.
The energy spectrum of selected events is shown in Fig. A.3. The decay rates are
estimated from likelihood t to the binned energy distribution between 0.5 and 4.8
MeV. Backgrounds in this t are same as 2 and 0 decay estimation. Then
total background is shown here and not shown individuals. The 90% C.L. upper
limits for the dierent Majoron-emitting mode are drawn in blue lines. Estimation
method is same as 0 decay. For a reference, that of 0 decay is also shown.
Obtained decay rates are 0.07, 0.18, 0.41, and 1.8 (tonday) 1 for n = 1, 2, 3 and
7, respectively. Due to the peak position in each spectrum, n = 1 provides the most
stringent limit since its peak is placed in the valley of the total spectrum, while n =
7 is the worst limit in this data set due to much backgrounds in low energy region.
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Figure A.3: Energy spectrum of 136Xe 2 decay and best t backgrounds in
0:5 < E < 4:8 MeV. The 90% C.L. upper limit of 0 decay is also shown.
A.3 Limits on the half-life of 136Xe Majoron emitting
0 decay and the eective coupling constant
Lower limits on half-lives (90% C.L.) of 136Xe Majoron emitting 0 decay with
spectrum index n = 1, 2 , 3 and 7 are estimated to be
T 0
0
1=2 > 2:6 1024 yr (n = 1);
T 0
0
1=2 > 1:0 1024 yr (n = 2);
T
00(0)
1=2 > 4:5 1023 yr (n = 3);
T 0
00
1=2 > 1:1 1022 yr (n = 7):
A lower limit on the ordinary (spectral index n = 1) Majoron-emitting decay is a
factor of ve more stringent than previous limits [49], and other decays of 136Xe are
estimated for the rst time. The corresponding upper limit on the eective Majoron-
neutrino coupling, hgeei, is evaluated from Eq. A.3 and A.4. The relevant nuclear
matrix elements M and the phase space factors G are summarized in Table A.2.
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Table A.2: Relevant nuclear matrix elements and the phase space factors
Nuclear Matrix Element Phase space factor
n=1 (0) MF  MGT 1.57 - 3.24 [40, 41] 6:02 10 16 [54]
n=3 (0) MCR 0.05 [103] 5.1510 18 [103]
n=3 (00) MF!2  MGT!2 10 31 [103] 1.0610 17 [103]
n=7 (00) MF!2  MGT!2 10 31 [103] 4.5410 17 [103]
From the half-life limit of the ordinary Majoron emitting 0 decay, the corre-
sponding upper limit on the eective Majoron-neutrino coupling hgeei is estimated
to be
hgeei < (0:8  1:6) 10 5 (90% C:L:);
where the range comes from nuclear matrix elements. This result is the most strin-
gent limit on hgeei for all double-beta decay nuclei [28, 29, 31, 34, 36, 49, 62, 102].
It improves a limit more than a factor of 2 from the previous best measurement by
NEMO-3 (100Mo) as hgeei < (3:5   8:5)  10 5 [28]. The limits on the hgeei for
various spectral index and models are presented in Table. A.3.
Table A.3: Dierent Majoron emission models [101, 103, 104, 105] and the corre-
sponding limits on half-lives and hgeei (90% C.L.).
Model Decay Mode NG boson L n
Results from this work
T1=2 (yr) hgeei
IB 00 no 0 1 2:6 1024 (0:8  1:6) 10 5
IC 00 yes 0 1 2:6 1024 (0:8  1:6) 10 5
ID 000 no 0 3 4:5 1023 0:68
IE 000 yes 0 3 4:5 1023 0:68
IIB 00 no  2 1 2:6 1024 (0:8  1:6) 10 5
IIC 00 yes  2 3 4:5 1023 0:013
IID 000 no  1 3 4:5 1023 0:68
IIE 000 yes  1 7 1:1 1022 1:2
IIF 00 gauge boson  2 3 4:5 1023 0:013
\bulk" 00 bulk eld 0 2 1:0 1024 {
Note. The model notation in the rst column follows references [101, 102]. The
third, fourth, and fth columns indicate whether the Majoron is a NG boson or not,
its leptonic charge (L), and the model's spectral index (n), respectively.
The hgeei is also constrained from geochemical half-life measurement of 128Te
double-beta decay, and neutrino observation of SN1987A. The measurement of 128Te
provides the Majorana coupling constant as hgeei < 3  10 5 [106]. From astro-
physics, the hgeei constraint comes from neutrino time distribution of SN1987A and
it indicates that Majoron emission does not play a dominant role in core collapse
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process. It exclude the range, 4  10 7 < hgeei < 2  10 5 [107, 108, 109]. Thus,
combination of our result and SN1987A's excludes a previously unconstrained region
for the rst time, and the limit down to hgeei < 4 10 7 as shown in Fig A.4. From
the relation of Eq. 2.15 and Eq. A.3, multiplying the square-root of the ratio of
phase space factors to hgeei indicates that possible contribution of ordinary Majoron
emitting decay mode to light Majorana neutrino exchange is strongly limited for
hmi > 20 meV, which almost cover the inverted hierarchy.
10-­‐7 10-­‐6 10-­‐5 10-­‐4 10-­‐3
Geochemical	  128Te
NEMO-­‐3	  100Mo
?gee?
SN1987A
KamLAND-­‐Zen	  136Xe?gee?<	  0.8-­‐1.6×10-­‐5
?gee?<	  4×10-­‐7	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  2×10-­‐5	  <	  ?gee? ?gee?<	  3.5-­‐8.5×10
-­‐5
?gee?<	  9×10-­‐5
or
Figure A.4: Limits on hgeei from double beta decay experiments and SN1987A.
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Decay chain of 238U and 232Th
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Figure B.1: Decay chain of 238U
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Level diagrams
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Figure C.1: A level diagram of 208Tl [110].
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Figure C.2: Level diagrams of 214Bi [110].
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Figure C.3: A level diagram of 110Agm [110].
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Figure C.6: A level diagram of 60Co [110].
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C.3 Cesium
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Figure C.7: Level diagrams of 134Cs [110].
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Figure C.8: A level diagram of 137Cs [110].
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